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This study evaluated the potential of an aerobic butane-grown mixed culture to
cometabolize a broad range of chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs). A
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In my master's thesis, batch microcosm studies were carried out toscreen for
microorganisms from the subsurface of Hanford DOE site that could cometabolically
transform chloroform (CF) under aerobic conditions (Kim et aL, 1997a). Butanewas
found to be an effective substrate for stimulating aerobic microorganisms that
cometabolically transformed 1,1,1-trichioroethane (1,l,1-TCA)as well as CF. It was
also observed that butane-utilizers transformed mixtures of chlorinated ethanes and
chlorinated ethenes (Kim et al., 1997b). These results indicated that the butane-
utilizers likely had a good potential for transforminga broad range of chlorinated
aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs), including chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes.
Thus, this extended study with the butane-oxidizerswas undertaken.
Several studies reported that phenol- and toluene-utilizersmore effectively
transformed chlorinated ethenes than methanotrophs (Semprini, 1997; Hopkins et al.,
1993), and that methanotrophs (but not phenol- and toluene-oxidizers) have abilityto
transform both chlorinated methanes and ethanes (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b).
Although methanotrophs have a wide cometabolic substraterange, effective
transformation with methanotrophs is usually induced undercopper limited nutrient
conditions, so that soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO) is expressed (Oldenhuis2
et al., 1989). This may be a limitation of methanotrophs in remediating CAHs in
groundwater, because copper will likely be naturally present in groundwater.
For this study, a butane-grown mixed culture was isolated from the Hanford
microcosms and enriched in media. A survey of the ability of this cultureto
aerobically cometabolize a broad range of CAHswas performed, and compared to
other cometabolic systems. For thispurpose the following were measured: 1) the
amount of the CAHs transformed per unit time and cell mass, 2) the loss of butane
uptake ability after exposure to CAH used asa measure of cell inactivation due to the
CAH transformation, and 3) the amount chloride released resulting from CAHs
transformation as an indicator of the extent of dehalogenation achieved.
The results of this survey indicated that the culture hada good potential for
treating 1,1,1 -TCA, 1,1 -dichioroethene (1,1 -DCE), and 1,1 -dichloroethane (1,1 -DCA).
Mixtures of these contaminants are often found in groundwater due to abiotic and
biotic transformations of 1,1,1-TCA (Vogel and McCarty, 1987). 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-
DCE have been problematic CARs to treat via aerobic cometabolism. 1,1 -DCE has
high transformation product toxicity, and rates of 1,1,1-TCA transformation have been
slow in in-situ methanotrophic treatment and with phenol and toluene drivensystem
(Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; Hopkins et al., 1993; Semprini and McCarty, 1991).
Inhibition and kinetic studies were carried out with these CAHs to study the
transformation of the CAH mixtures. Inhibition between CAHs and growth substrates
has been found to be an important factor in designingan effective bioremediation
system (Anderson and McCarty, 1996). Two assumptions have been made in kinetic
and inhibition studies. As presented in Table 2.4, most studies assumedcompetitiveinhibition applies. Another assumption is that the inhibition coefficient(K1)is equal
to the independently measured half-saturation coefficient (Ks) of the inhibitor
(Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1997; Speitel Jr.et
al., 1993; Strand and Stensel, 1990). These two assumptionsmay be valid for some
cases, however, for many systems different inhibition types likely apply. For
example, in the case of competitive inhibition, Kmay not be equal toK1(Chang and
Criddle, 1997, Landa et al., 1994). Mixed inhibition has also been observed with
CAH transformation with nitrifying bacteria (Keener and Arp, 1993) andpropane-
oxidizing bacteria (Keenan et al., 1994). Systematic inhibition studiesare therefore
needed for determining inhibition types and for estimating the inhibition coefficients.
One of the goals of this study was to developa systematic method for performing
kinetic and inhibition studies for the aerobic cometabolism of CAHs.
OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this study were to evaluate the potential of the butane-
oxidizers for transforming CAHs and to determine inhibition type and coefficients
using systematic methods. The specific objectives of this studywere:
1) To evaluate how effectively a butane-grown enrichment culture could
transform a broad range of chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes in single
contaminant tests.
2) To evaluate cell inactivation due to the CAH transformation.4
3) To evaluate the extent of dechlorination achieved.
4) To develop systematic methods for determining inhibition type and inhibition
coefficients.
5) To apply the methods for determining kinetic parameters, inhibitiontypes
between compounds, and inhibition coefficients, focusingon butane, 1,1,1-
TCA, 1,1-DCE, and 1,1-DCA.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
CAlls have become widely distributed environmental contaminants as a result of
discharge of industrial wastewaters, seepage from landfills, and leakage from
underground storage tanks. Analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in water
supplies from ground water sources showed that the five most frequently observed
CARs were trichloroethylene (TCE), l,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,l-TCA),
tetrachioroethylene (PCE), cis- 1, 2-dichloroethylene (c-DCE), trans-i, 2-
dichloroethylene (t-DCE) and i, 1-dichloroethane (i,1-DCA) (Westrick, 1984).
Nearly half of the water supplies were contaminated with multiple CAHs. The US
EPA registers most of the chlorinated Cl and C2 aliphatic hydrocarbons as major
pollutants due to their adverse effects on human health. The specific toxicity of CAHs
varies between compounds. Most notably, vinyl chloride is a carcinogen, and its
maximum contaminant level goal (MCLG) is 0g1L. Basic research on the
remediation of CAH-contaminated ground water is required because of wide spread
contamination, toxicity, and the high cost associated with treatment. A fair amount of
research on bioremediation has been performed. The technology involved in
bioremediation is a promising one, because of its cost-effectiveness and its potential to
affect the direct transformation of CAHs as opposed to the partitioning of CAHs to
other phases.AEROBIC MICROORGANISMS THAT GROW ON CAlls
A few CAHs have been shown to support aerobic microbial growth. Most
hydrocarbons substituted with single chlorinecan be used as sole carbon source by
specific microbial cultures (Dolfing et al., 1993). Compounds with twoor more
chiorines are more recalcitrant. Several pure cultures, however, have beengrown on
1,2-dichioroethane (1,2-DCA) (Janssen et al., 1985). Dichioroethenes, TCE, and
trichloroethanes do not support aerobic microbial growth (Janssen et aL, 1985)
Specific aerobic dechlorination mechanisms have been identified in the
microorganisms grown on the 1,2-DCA as shown in Figure 2.1 (Janssen et al., 1985;
van den Wijngaard et al., 1992). The enzyme involved has been classified as
hydrolytic dehalogenase. It is capable of hydrolytically cleaving the carbon-chlorine
bond in 1,2-DCA, and converting 1,2-DCA to chioroethanol. Nooxygen is required
for the transformation of 1 ,2-DCA, and H20 is the sole co-substrate.
In a recent paper (Hage and Hartmans, 1999), it was shown that instead ofa
hydrolytic dechlorination of 1,2-DCA,Pseudomonas sp.Strain DCA grew on 1,2-
DCA as sole carbon and energy source throughan oxidation reaction by
monooxygenase. As shown in Figure 2.1, 1,2-DCA monooxygenase was responsible
for the first step of 1,2-DCA degradation. The requirement of both 02 and NAD(P) H,
the conversion of propene to 1 ,2-epoxypropane, and the inhibition ofpropene on 1,2-
DCA degradation suggested the involvement of monooxygenase. Only the initial
attack of the 1 ,2-DCA molecules seemed to be different from the hydrolytic
dechlorination pathway. The isolation of a CAH-grown bacterial strain offerspromising opportunities for the efficient biological removal of this compound from
groundwater.
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Figure 2.1. Different pathways of 1 ,2-DCA degradation by Pseudomonassp. Strain
DCA1 (proposed) (Hage and Hartmans, 1999), Xanthobacter autotrophicus GJ1O
(Janssen et al. 1985) and Ancylobacter aquaticus AD25 (van den Wijngaard et alL,
1992).AEROBIC COMETABOLISM OF CAHs
When CARs do not support microbial growth, aerobic cometabolism (the ability
of microorganisms to transform non-growth-supporting substrates, typically in the
presence of a growth supporting substrate) offers a biological method for CAH
remediation from the contaminated environment. Since Wilson and Wilson (1985)
reported TCE transformation by aerobic microorganisms exposed to naturalgas,
numerous laboratory and field investigation have been conducted regarding the
aerobic cometabolism of CAHs by variousoxygenase systems (Semprini, 1997).
The cometabolic CAHs transformation by oxygenase-expressing
microorganisms is a complex process. The inhibition of enzyme by growth substrate
or other CAHs, transformation product toxicity, and reducing energy regeneration
such as NAD(P)H are important processes that affect cometabolic transformations.
Supply of Endogenous Reductant
The supply of endogenous reductant such as NAD(P)H, is one of the important
factors that affect growth substrate degradation and CAR transformation. In this
process methane-oxidizing and ammonia-oxidizing microorganisms insert one oxygen
atom from an oxygen molecule into the growth substrate or CAH. The other oxygen
atom is reduced concurrently to form H20, requiring the transfer of two electrons that
must be provided from other reactions. In ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, these two
electrons are provided from the subsequent oxidation of hydroxylamine to nitrite10
(Keener and Arp, 1993). In methanotrophs, NAD(P)H provides thetwo electrons.
The subsequent oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde, formaldehyde to formate,
andlor formate toCO2provides NAD(P)H (Bedard and Knowles, 1989). If growth
substrate degradation slows or stops, the reductant needed to support the degradation
of the growth substrate or CAH or bothmay become depleted, although enzymes still
remain active. To maintain the cell growth and drive CAll transformation, the
reductant supply is critical.
Exogenous energy sources rather than endogenous sources have been studied
to supply this energy. Formate was an effective external energysource for
methanotrophs in the absence of the growth substrate, because its addition showed
enhancement of CAH transformation rates and the transformation capacity (Ta:
maximum mass of CAH that can be transformed permass of cells prior to
inactivation) (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991b; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995a;
Oldenhuis et al., 1989). Formate is catalyzed by formate dehydrogenase rather than
monooxygenase. Thus, formate is not competing with CAH and growth substrate for
active enzyme sites. This non-competing energy source in addition hasa kinetic
advantage.
Instead of an external energy source, the role of internal energysources such as
poly-f3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB), in CAll transformation by methanotrophic mixed and
pure cultures has been studied (Chu and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996; Henrysson and
McCarty, 1993; Henry and Grbié-Galié, 1991; Shah et al., 1996). PHB accumulates in
many microorganisms during unbalanced growth (Dawes and Senior, 1973; Shah et
al., 1996). This accumulation can be advantageous to microorganisms (as proposed by11
Dawes and Senior (1973)), since it can be usedas an energy source. A positive
correlation between PHB content and the TCE transformation rate and capacitywas
reported (Chu and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996; Henrysson and McCarty,1993; Henry and
Grbiá-Galié, 1991; Shah et al., 1996).
Enzyme Inhibition
Since the same oxygenase enzyme initiates the oxidation of both the growth
substrate and the CAHs, competition for theenzyme reduces the rates of growth
substrate or CAH or both degradation. For example, several studies reported CAH
inhibition on the cometabolism of another CAHor on the degradation of a primary
substrate. Anderson and McCarty (1996) reported that TCE and t-DCE inhibition
appeared to be an important factor in the reduction in growth rates ofa
methanotrophic mixed culture. In field studies, Hopkins and McCarty (1995) reported
that 1,1 -DCE strongly inhibited both transformation of TCE and degradation of phenol
or toluene. 1,1-DCE also inhibited the transformation of VC in methane-utilizing soil
columns (Dolan and McCarty, 1995).
Transformation Product Toxicity
Transformation product toxicity resulting from CAH transformation isan
important process (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Oldenhuis et al., 1991;12
Rasche et al., 1991). Studies of ['4C}TCE transformation by Methylosinus
trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO resulted in radiolabelling of various proteins
including the component of sMMO. Oldenhuis et al. (1991) concluded that TCE-
mediated inactivation of cells was caused by nonspecific covalent binding of
transformation products to cellular proteins. The covalent radiolabelling ofa number
of cellular proteins was also observed when Nitrosomonaseuropaea cells were
incubated with ['4C]TCE under conditions that allowed the turnover of ammonia
monooxygenase (AMO) (Rasche et al., 1991). TCE-mediated inactivation was not
observed in the presence of allyithiourea, a specific inhibitor of AMO,or under
anaerobic conditions. Thus, the inactivation required AMO activity and resulted from
TCE transformation products. It is generally thought that highly reactive
transformation products inactivate the oxygenaseenzyme or macromolecules by
covalently binding to them and changing their structure.
Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty (1991a) introduced the T concept to quantify
transformation product toxicity. The limiting of reductant supplyor 02 or both stops
CAH transformation; thus T should be measured under the conditions where bothare
present in excess to separate limitation of reductant supply or 02 (or both) from the
toxicity. For example, in the case of methanotrophs, formatewas used as exogenous
energy source (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty; 1991c; Dolan and McCarty, 1995).
Some limitations for measuring T with different microorganisms,were reported,
however, because a similar substrate like formate could not be identified for phenol-,
propane-, and toluene-oxidizers (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b).13
The extent of cell inactivation resulting from transformation product toxicitywas
evaluated by different methods such as growth substrate uptake and growth substrate-
dependent02uptake (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty; 1991c; Rasche et al., 1991). The
growth substrate uptake assay has been widely used to evaluate toxicity effectson
cells. This assay provides a good measure of the impactson the cell of CAR
transformation, because growth substrate degradation requiresan active
monooxygenase and an intact electron transport chain.
Figure 2.2 presents a log- log plot of methane uptake activity remainingversus
T in the study with methanotrophs using data of Chang and Alvarez-Cohen (1996). I
plotted the data in this form to show the capacity of methanotrophic resting cells to
transform different CAHs. The compounds were divided into five classes, ranging
from Class I (no transformation and minor inactivation) to Class V (major
transformation and major inactivation). Cell incubations withmany CAHs (except
DCM, CA, 1,2-DCA and 1,1,1,2-TeCA) resulted in exhausted cell capacity dueto
transformation product toxicity. Thus, the amount transformedper unit cell mass of
CA, 1,2-DCA and 1,1,1,2-TeCA may not represent T values, because fairly high cell
activity was retained. In Chapter 3 of the thesis I generateda similar plot using my
butane-utilizing culture.0
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Figure 2.2. Transformation capacityversus methane uptake activity after 4 hours of
exposure. Values in Class V box (no transformation) indicate percentage of methane
uptake activity remaining afterexposure to each compound.
ACETYLENE AS A MECHANISM-BASED INACTIVATOROF OXYGENASE
Acetylene has been known to be an irreversible inactivator of particulate
methane monooxygenase pMMO and sMMO from Methylococcuscapsulatus (Bath)
(Prior and Dalton, 1985), AMO from N.europaea (Keener et al., 1998), butane
monooxygenase (BMO) from butane-grown Pseudomonas butanovora,
Mycobacterium vaccae JOBS, andan environmental isolate, CF8 (Hamamura et al.,
1999). This phenomenon has also been observed in studies withmixed cultures grown
on methane (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 199 Ic). Radiolabelled {14Cjacetylenewas15
used to define the active site protein of monooxygenase and to evaluate the
monooxygenase inactivation mechanism. This assay was used to identify the diversity
of BMO in three butane-grown strains (Hamamura et al., 1999). All three strains
showed labeling of specific polypeptides in the presence of ['4C]acetylene. The
[14CJacetylene labeling patternswere different among the three bacteria, indicating the
presence of three distinct types of butane monooxygenase in the three butane-grown
bacteria. In Chapter 3 of the thesis acetylene was used to evaluate the involvement of
a monooxygenase enzyme in my butane-grown mixed culture in CAHs transformation
and butane-degradation.
Mechanism-Based Inactivation
Acetylene is a mechanism-based inactivator (suicide substrate) of MMO (Prior
and Doltan, 1985), AMO (Keener et al., 1998), and BMO (Hamamura et al., 1999). A
mechanism-based enzyme inactivator is a relatively unreactive compound, having a
structural similarity to the substrate for a particular enzyme. The enzyme converts the
inactivator into a species through the normal degradation mechanism. Without prior
release from the active site, an inactivator byproduct binds most often covalently to
that enzyme (Silverman, 1988). The essential and unique feature ofa mechanism-
based enzyme inactivator is that the conversion to the activated form is at least
initiated by the same catalytic steps involved in the reaction with normal substrates,
and the products just happen to be more reactive than those produced from normal16
substrates. An in-depth explanation of a mechanism-based inhibitor is presented in
Appendix F.
Kinetics for Mechanism-Based Enzyme Inactivation
The characteristics of mechanism-based enzyme inactivation are believed to
follow the equation 2.1 (Waley, 1980; 1985). The initial reversible binding of the
inhibitor (I) to the enzyme (E) to form an enzyme inhibitor complex (E.I) is followed
by a catalytic step (EI -* EsI') which transforms the inhibitor to an activated species
(I'). This reactive species can then either bind to the enzyme to producea covalently
modified inactive enzyme species (E-I") or it can filly dissociate from theenzyme to
produce a free product (P). According to equation 2.1, the ratio k3/k4, the partition
ratio, is important because it is a measure of the inactivator efficiency (Waley, 1980).
The most efficient mechanism-based inactivatorsare those having partition ratios of 0,
that is, every turnover produces inactivated enzyme. The partition ratiomay depend
on the reactivity of the activated intermediate, its diffusion rate from the active site,
and the proximity of an appropriate nucleophile, radical, or electrophileon the enzyme
for covalent bond formation (Silverman, 1988).
E +I
k-1
E'I
k2
EI' E-IL"
k34
E+P
(2.1)Waley (1980) applied the steady-state hypothesis to equation 2.1 and derived
an equation 2.2 for the loss of enzyme activity as a function of time.
d in a kinact 'L - (2.2)
dt KJ+IL
where, a = enzyme activity
= aqueous inactivator concentration at a given time
kinactinactivator transformation rate into its activated form
K1= the inactivator concentration at half the maximal inactivation rate
AssumingK1 >> ILandIL>> [E} (IL= constant), analytical solution of equation 2.2 is
equation 2.3.
ln(--)
kIflf 1L
a0 K1
(2.3)
AssumingK1 <<'L,an analytical solution of equation 2.2 is given by equation 2.4.
=kinactt
a0
(2.4)
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Thus, under certain conditions, there is a linear relation between ln(a/ao) and t, that is,
pseudo first-order inactivation.
Biphasic kinetics (rather than pseudo first-order inactivation) as shown in
Figure 2.3 can arise for several reasons (other reasons than experimental conditions).18
When an inactivator generates a byproduct that binds muchmore tightly to the enzyme
than does the inactivator, nonpseudo first-order kinetics,or biphasic kinetics, can be
observed. This is because as inactivationprogresses, a higher concentration of the
product is formed, and this competes with the inactivator for the active site.
Biphasic kinetics can also arise for several differentreasons, including that 1)
two or more different inactivation processes are occurring simultaneously, 2) the
inactivated enzyme is not stable and breakdown is rate determining, 3) there is
negative cooperativity between two subunits ina multi-subunit enzyme (that is,
attachment to one subunit renders an adjoining subunit less active), and 4) there is
heterogeneity of subunit composition that results in nonequivalent bindingto the
subunits (Silverman, 1988). In Chapter 4 of the thesisan acetylene inactivation
kinetic study was also performed to evaluate the kinetic diversity of butane-oxidizers
in a butane-grown mixed culture studied here.19
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Figure 2.3. Nonpseudo first-order loss of enzyme activity (Silverman 1988).
SURVEY THE POTENTIAL OF AEROBIC MICROORGANISMS TO
COMETABOLIZE CAHs
CAHs can be cometabolized by a wide range of oxygenase-expressing
microorganisms, including those that grow on methane (Oldenhuis et al., 1989, 1991),
propane (Kim, 1996; Tovanabootr and Semprini, 1998; Wackett et al., 1989), propene
(Ensign et al., 1992), butane (Kim et al., 1997a; Hamamura et al., 1997), toluene
(Nelson et al., 1986; Wackett et al., 1988), phenol (Folsom et al., 1990), and ammonia
(Vannelli et al., 1990; Rasche et al., 1991). The range of CAHs that can be
transformed by microbes grown on different substrates is of interest in determining the
potential for bioremediation of these compounds. Surveys have been performed withMethyl osinus trichosporium OB3b (Oldenhuis et al. 1989), Nitrosomonaseuropaea
(Rasche Ct al. 1991), and a methanotrophic mixed culture (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen
1996). Table 2.1 summarizes: 1) the amount of CAH transformed for certain period,
2) the T, 3) the cell inactivation caused by CAH transformations, 4) oxidative
dechlorination measured by the amount of Ci released, and 5) byproducts detected.
Table 2.1 is discussed in detail below.
Biotransformation
Chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes transformed by Nitrosomonas
europaea (Rasche et al., 1991) and Met hylosinus trichosporium OB3b (Oldenhuis et
al., 1989) are presented to investigate the relative transformation potentialamong
CAHs. Nitrosomonas europaea is an obligate chemolithotrophic nitrifying bacterium
that derives its energy for growth exclusively from the oxidation of ammonia to nitrite.
Nitrification is initiated by the action of AMO. Nitrosomonaseuropaea is capable of
transforming all CAHs listed in Table 2.1 except fully chlorinated compounds suchas
CT and PCE.
When grown on methane, Methylosinus trichosporiurn OB3b is able to
cometabolize CAHs. It is MIvIO that is the responsible catalyst. Two forms of MMO
exist a soluble, sMMO, and a membrane bound form, pMMO. Their expression
depends on growth conditions. sMMO is found only in Type H methanotrophs and isTable 2.1 T values, cell activity remaining after exposure to each compound, the amount of chloride released and products
detected by a methane-grown mixed culture (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996), Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b (Bartnickiand
Castro, 1994; Oldenhuis et al., 1991; van Hylckama Vlieg et at., 1996), or Nitrosomonaseuropaea (Rasche et al., 1991)
Biodegradability hT (tmol'Cell activity Percentage of oxidative
'Compound (tmo1) /mgTSS)remaining (%) dechlorination (%) Products detected
bOB3bCOB3b bOB3b COB3b c,e,fOB3b
a sMMOpMMO dM aN dM aNsMMOpMMO aN sMMO
CM + ND ND 32 80 93 70 ND ND Formaldehyde
DCM + 11 9.5 1.6 60 7 125 105 75 CO
CF + 12 11 0.52 1 3 73 100 77 eHalo
hydrin
CT - <2.5 <2.5 -0 88 103 -P0 0
CA + kND ND 21 97 79 110 ND ND Chioroethanol
and
acetaldehyde
1,1-DCA + 13 <1.3 ND 11 ND 105 100 10 Acetic acid
1,2-DCA + 10 10 15 89 41 45 100 65 Chioro-
acetaldehyde
1,1,1-TCA + 11 <1.8 0.31 53 3 0 20 -0 2,2,2- e222.
trichloro- trichioro-
ethanol ethanol
1,1,2-TCA + ND ND ND 8 - 67 ND ND -
1,1,1,2-TeCAND ND ND 0.07 ND 25 ND ND ND Trich!oro-
acetaldehyde
1,1,2,2-TeCA+ ND ND 0.09 4 3 25 ND ND -Table 2.1 (Continued)
Biodegradabiiity hT (jimol'Cell activity Percentage of oxidative
Compound (jimol) /mgTSS)remaining (%) dechlorination (%) Products detected
bOB3bCOB3b bOB3b COB3b C,C,f3
aNsMMOpMMO dM aN dM aNsMMOpMMO aN sMMO
VC + ND ND 5.8 30 5 40 ND ND VC
epoxide
l,1-DCE + 9.1 4.3 0.11 3 1 125 45 5
c-DCE + 12 6.7 5.9 4 4 50 105 50 c-DCE
epoxide
t-DCE + 15 15 5.9 50 5 0 85 45 -DCE
epoxide
TCE + 15 6.0 4.1 3 4 106 97 <7 'TCE
epoxide
PCE <0.66<0.66-0 88 101-0 0
a: N indicates Nitrosomonas europaea (Rasche et ai.,1991). b: OB 3b sMMO indicates M Trichosporium OB3b crown withoutconner and with20 mM
formate (Oldenhuis et al., 1991).C:OB 3b pMMO indicates M Trichosporium OB 3b grown with 4.8 .tM copper and 20 mM formate (Oldenhuis et al.,
1991). d: M indicates methanotrophs grown in the chemostat without copper. (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996). e: Results from the study by Bartnicki and
Castro (1994). f: Results from the study by van Hyickama Vlieg et al. (1996). g: In study with Nitrosomonas europaea, biodegrdadability was presented +
(indicating that compounds were transformed) and(indicating that compounds were not transformed), while, in study with M Trichosporium OB 3b,
biodegradability was presented by the amount of CAH transfonned for 24 hours with suspensions 0.3 to 0.4 mg of cells per ml and 0.2 mMof CAH. h: The
T. values of mixed chemostat-grown methanotrophs were measured in the presence of 20 mM of formate, exogenous energy source. I: For methanotrophs
(M), cells were exposed to each compound 4 hours, and initial uptake rates of methane were measured. For Nitrosomonas europaea, cells were incubated for
1 hour with 5 mM(NH4)2SO4and the each compound. The rates of ammonia-dependent02uptake were determined. j: The percentage of C1 released
compared to that required for complete dechlorination of the amount of CAH transformed. k: ND indicates not determined. I: Compound abbreviation. CM
(chiormethane), DCM (dichloromethane), CT (carbon tetrachioride), CA (chioroethane), 1,1,2-TCA (1,1 ,2-trichloroethane), l,1,1,2-TeCA (1,1,1,2-
tetrachiroethane), 1,1,2,2-TeCA (1,1 ,2,2-tetrachlroethane), and PCE (pentachloroethene)23
expressed under conditions of Cu limitation. pMMO, in contrast, canbe expressed in
all methanotrophs, and is expressed under conditions of Cu sufficiency. As shown in
Table 2.1, the amount of DCM and CF transformed by Methylosinus trichosporium
OB3b expressing sIVIMO was comparable with that transformed by pMMO, while
chlorinated ethanes and ethenes were more effectively transformed by those
expressing sMMO than pMIvIO (Oldenhuis et al., 1991).
Transformation capacity (T) and cell inactivation
The T has been used to evaluate the capacity of resting cells to transform
different CAHs. The T values for each CAH are inversely related to chlorine content
within each aliphatic group (Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1). T for CF, 1,1-DCE, and
1,1,2,2-TeCA were the lowest among chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes,
respectively, that is, transformation of those CAHs results in the greatest toxicity.
As shown in Table 2.1, Rasche et al. (1991) evaluated the degree of cell
inactivation after exposure to a CAH for 1 hour by measuring the rates of ammonia-
dependent02uptake rather than measuring T. CT and PCE that were not
transformed did not cause cell inactivation, suggesting that CT and PCE do not bind to
AMO, or bind to AMO, but are not oxidized. Transformation of CM, CA, and 1,2-
DCA caused minimal cell inactivation. The authors proposed that removinga single
chlorine from a monochiorinated carbon produced the corresponding aldehydes
(formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and chloroaldehyde). These productswere not toxic to24
the cells during 1-hour exposures. Transformation of most CAHs containinga di- or
trichiorinated carbon (DCM, CF, 1,1 -DCA, and 1,1,1 -TCA) resulted in substantial cell
inactivation. The authors suggested that production of acyl chlorides from the
compounds's transformation would account for the inactivation of AMO. Hydrolysis
of chlorinated ethylene epoxides, the products of chlorinated ethylene oxidation by
sMMO from Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b (van Hylckama Vlieg et al., 1996),
may produce acyl chloride alkylating agents that would inactivate AMO. The authors
also suggested that the production of alkylating agents from 1,1-DCA, 1,1,2-TCA, and
1,1 ,2,2-TeCA transformation may also provide the basis for AMO inactivation. The
authors proposed that acyl chlorides could result from the hydroxylation of the
dichlorinated carbon followed by the elimination of one of the chlorines.
Oxidative Dechlorination
Chloride released from CAH is an indicator of the extent of dehalogenation
achieved. As show in Table 2.1, 1,1,1 -TCA and 1,1 -DCEwere partially dechlorinated
by Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO, however, the other CAHs
were completely dechlorinated. Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO
showed much greater dechlorination of CAll than that expressing pMMO.
In study with Nitrosomonas europaea, dechlorination of most CAHswas
comparable with those by Met hylosinus trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO.
Complete dechlorination of 1,1-DCE and no dechlorination of t-DCE and 1,1,1-TCA25
by Nitrosomonas europaea were observed, while higher dechlorination of t-DCE and
1,1,i-TCA and lower 1,1-DCE dechlorination (45%)were observed by sMMO.
CAH Transformation Products Detected
During the degradation of TCE, c-DCE, t-DCE, and VC by Met hylosinus
trichosporium OB3b, the formation of the corresponding epoxideswas observed (van
Hyickama Vlieg et aL, 1996), as indicated in Table 2.1. Cells expressing sMMO
actively transformed the epoxides of c-DCE, but the epoxides of the other chlorinated
ethenes were chemically degraded via first-order kinetics. The sMMOwas involved
in the c-DCE epoxide transformation.
Phenol- or toluene- oxidizers were not presented in Table 2.1, since butane-
utilizers studied here are thought to have transformation characteristicsmore similar to
ammonia-utilizers and methanotrophs. Phenol- and toluene-grown cultures have
shown high potential for transforming chlorinated ethenes such as TCE. Ina review
paper by Semprini (1997), phenol- and toluene-utilizers appeared to be less effective
in transforming chlorinated methanes and ethanes, but very effective in transforming
chlorinated ethenes.
Aerobic cometabolism of chlorinated ethenes such as TCE, c-DCE, and VC by
toluene- and phenol-oxidizers has been successfully demonstrated in the pilot and field
studies (Hopkins et al., 1993; Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; McCarty et al., 1998). The
results from these pilot and field studies showed that phenol-utilizers effectively26
transformed TCE, c-DCE, and VC, and were less effective at transforming 1,1-DCE
and t-DCE. Toluene-utilizers had very similar abilities as phenol-utilizers for all
CAHs tested. However, both systems had showed no ability to transform of 1,1,1-
TCA, a common contaminant in groundwater.
AEROBIC COMETABOLISM OF CAHs BY PROPANE- AND BUTANE-
OXIDIZING MICROORGANISMS
Some butane- and propane-oxidizing microorganisms have the ability to
transform CAHs (Hamamura et al., 1997; Kim et al, 1997a; Tovanabootr and
Semprini, 1998; Wackett et al., 1989). There has been little study on propane- and
butane-utilizing microorganisms compared with ammonia-, methane-, phenol- and
toluene-utilizers.
Propane-Oxidizers
Aerobes using propane as carbon and energy source for growth also have an
oxygenase of broad specificity. More attention has been given to CAH cometabolism
by propane-oxidizers, since Wackett et al. (1989) found that Mycobacterium vaccae
JOB5, grown on propane, had the ability to transform TCE, VC, 1,1-DCE, and c-DCE.
It is of interest that the propane-oxidizing strains did not show identical properties.
Four strains of the propane-oxidizing bacteria transformed 29 to 52 % of the TCE27
present in incubation mixtures over 24 hours, while M. vaccae JOB5 transformed
virtually all of the TCE in the reaction vials.
M. vaccae JOBS has been studied in more detail to investigate its ability and
potential to transform TCE and other CAHs. Vanderverg and Perry (1994) and
Vanderverg et al. (1995) reported that Mycobacteriumvaccae JOB5 has an inducible
propane monooxygenase implicated in the transformation of TCE and 1-chiorobutane
Vanderverg and Perry (1994) reported that TCE was transformed with 53%
dechlorination by Mycobacterium vaccae JOBS whengrown on propane.
Intermediates in the transformation of TCE were 2.2.2-trichloroethanol and 2.2.2-
trichioroacetaldehyde, and the amounts of the byproducts were 25% of TCEmass
transformed. Transformation of TCE by Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b produced
the same compounds as minor products (<10%) (Oldenhuis et al., 1989). Thus, the
pattern of TCE transformation by propane oxygenase appears to be different compared
with MMO.
Propane-grown microorganisms also showed the ability to transform
chlorinated methanes and ethanes as wellas chlorinated ethenes. In my soil
microcosm studies (Kim and Semprini, Unpublished data), the ability ofpropane-
utilizing microorganisms to transform chlorinated ethylenes (Figure 2.4.A) and
chlorinated ethanes (Figure 2.4.B) was evaluated. Propane-utilizers transformed all
chlorinated ethylenes except PCE, with c-DCE being most rapidly transformed
followed by VC, TCE and t-DCE. Propane-utilizers also transformed all chlorinated
ethanes tested, with 1,2-DCA being most rapidly transformed followed by 1,1-DCA,28
1,1,2-TCA and 1,1,1-TCA. These results demonstrate the broad range of CAH
transformation abilities of propane-utilizers.
The results are consistent with those of Tovanabootr and Semprini (1998) who
found that propane-utilizing microorganisms enriched from the subsurface of
McClellan AFB were able to transform mixtures of CF, 1,1,1-TCA, and TCE. Thus,
microorganisms grown on propane appear to have a good potential to transform CAH
mixtures. Although more studies of propane cometabolism are needed, propane-
oxidizers appear to have a good potential for bioremediation of CAHs.
Butane-Oxidizers
A number of bacteria have been isolated that are capable of growth on butane.
In one study, fifteen bacteria strains and four molds capable of growth on n-butane
were isolated and partially classified (McLee et al. 1972). The bacteria were mostly
Arthrobacter sp. and Brevibacterium sp.. All isolates were able to utilize ethane,
propane, isobutane, n-hexadecane, sugar, and peptides. All of bacteria strains grew on
all substrates tested except methane.A'2
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Figure 2.4. Propane degradation and transformation of mixtures of chlorinated
ethylenes (A) and chlorinated ethanes (B) in propane microcosms. The total mass of
propane was 0.09 mole for each incubation, representing aqueous concentration of
51 jIM. Initial average aqueous concentrations of chlorinated ethanes and chlorinated
ethylenes were 0.6 (Standard deviation [SD] ± 0.12) M and 0.8 (SD ± 0.14) !LM,
respectively, representing total masses addition ranging from 0.03 to 0.09 mole (Kim
and Semprini, Unpublished data).
Nocardia TB 1 was isolated with trans-2-butene as the carbon and energy
source, and grew on several saturated straight-chain hydrocarbons, but not on 1-
alkenes (Van Ginkel et al. 1987). Both trans-2-butene- and butane-grown cells of
Nocardia TB 1 oxidized a wide range of hydrocarbons including ethane, propane, cis-
2-butene, 1 ,3-butadiene, ethene, propene, and 1 -butene. The nature of the enzymeinvolved in the attack on butane was investigated by measuring the disappearance of
butane using cell-free extracts. Activity was observed only in the presence of
NAD(P)H and molecular oxygen, indicating that a monooxygenase was probably
responsible for the oxidation of butane. Based on these literature review on butane-
utilizers, butane-utilizers have a non-specific monooxygenase that degrades saturated
and unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons. Hamamura et al. (1999) reported the
presence of butane monooxygenase (BMO) in butane-grown Pseudomonas
butanovora, Mycobacterium vaccae JOB5, and CF8, isolated from a butane
microcosms showing CF transformation of Kim et al. (1997a). The presence of BMO
was indicated by: 1) the requirement of 02 for butane degradation, 2) the production of
1-butanol during butane degradation, and 3) the inhibition of acetylene on both butane
degradation and 1-butanol production. Thus, BMO in butane-grown bacteria was
responsible for the initiation of butane degradation in the presence of NAD(P)H and
02.
Phillips and Perry (1974) investigated the site on the butane molecule of initial
oxidative attack by Mycobacterium vaccae JOB5. The fatty acid composition of
hydrocarbon-utilizing microorganisms was used to determine the substrate oxidation
pathway. M. vaccae JOB5 cells were grown on various substrates and analyzed for
their fatty acid composition. M. vaccae JOB5, grown on propionate and 2-butanone
(which would be the products of subterminal oxidation of n-butane) contained
significant levels of fatty acids having an odd-carbon number chain length. Less than
1.0 % of the fatty acids in cells grown on n-butane, butyrate, 13-hydroxybutyrate and
acetate (which would be the products of terminal oxidation of n-butane) had odd-31
carbon number chain lengths. These results suggested that 2-butanone could be
metabolized to propionate yielding the precursor necessary for odd-carbon number
fatty acid synthesis. The absence of significant amounts of odd-carbon number fatty
acids in n-butane-grown cells suggested that n-butane was not oxidized through
propionate. The similarity of the fatty acid composition in n-butane, butyrate, 3-
hydroxybutyrate, and acetate-grown cells implies that terminally oxygenated
intermediates are involved in n-butane oxidation byM. vaccae.These results were
consistent with those observed in the study withNocardiaTB 1 (Van Ginkel et al.
1987). Van Ginkel and coworkers proposed a butane degradation pathway as shown
in Figure 2.5. Arp (1999) also reported the terminal oxidation pathway of butane
metabolism by butane-grownPseudomonas butanovora.
Few studies have been performed on the butane-oxidizing microorganisms that
are capable of cometabolizing CAHs. The potential for butane as an effective growth
substrate for the aerobic cometabolism of CF and 1,1,1 -TCA was first reported by
Kim and co-researchers (1996; 1997a) using microcosms with groundwater and
aquifer material from Hanford DOE in Washington. Butane was found to be an
effective substrate for aerobic cometabolism of CF and 1,1,1-TCA (Kim et al., 1997a).32
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Figure 2.5. Proposed degradation pathway of butane in Nocardia TB 1 (Van Ginkel et
al. 1987)
The ability of butane-utilizers to transform mixtures of chlorinated ethylenes
and chlorinated ethanes were also evaluated in microcosm studies (Kim et al., 1997b).
The removal rate of VC, c-DCE, TCE, and t-DCE was different when these CARs
were spiked into one microcosm as a mixture with approximately 50 igfL of each
compound. Complete and fast removal of VC and c-DCE was observed. Limited and
slow transformation of TCE and trans-DCE was, however, also observed. The
removal rate of i,2-DCA, 1,1-DCA, 1,1,2-TCA, and 1,1,1-TCA was different. 1,2-33
DCA was first transformed and followed by 1,1-DCA, 1,1,2-TCA, and 1,1,i-TCA,
respectively. Complete removal of all CAHswas observed during a 7-day period.
The transformation of mixtures of 1,1-DCE and 1,1,1-TCAwas also observed
in butane-fed microcosms, as shown in Figure 2.6 (Kim and Semprini, Unpublished
data). A 1,1-DCE I 1,1,1-TCA mixture was investigated, since the compoundsare
often observed as groundwater co-contaminants resulting from the abiotic
transformation of 1,1,1-TCA to 1,1-DCE (Vogel and McCarty, 1987). After nutrient
addition, complete removal of 1,1-DCE and 1,1,1-TCAwas observed. 1,1-DCE
appeared to be inhibitory to both butane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
Butane also appeared to inhibit 1,1,1-TCA transformation. These microcosm results
indicate that butane-utilizers have potential for transforming 1,1-DCE and 1,1,1-TCA
mixtures, and inhibition among compoundsmay play an important role in
transforming these compounds. Thus detailed inhibition studieswere performed and
presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Hamamura et al. (1997), with an enrichment culture, CF8, isolated from the
Hanford microcosms of Kim et al. (1997a), found transformation of TCE, c-DCE, and
VC when the culture was grown on butane. Butanemonooxygenase was responsible
for CF transformation. The authors also reported that Pseudomonas butanovora and
M. vaccae JOB5 grown on butane transformed CF.1.2
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Figure 2.6. Butane degradation and transformation of mixtures of 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-
DCE before and after the addition of yeast extract (25 mgIL) ina butane microcosm
(Kim and Semprini, Unpublished data)
KINETICS OF AEROBIC COMETABOLISM
The kinetics of growth substrate degradation and cometabolic CAH
transformation have been described by several different models, ranging from simple
first-order reaction models to complex multi-substrate mixed order models (Criddle,
1993; Schmidt et al., 1985). The most commonly applied approaches involve
simplification and modification of the Michaelis-MentenlMonod expression:35
k '''maxLL
K' +SL
(2.5)
where v is the substrate degradation rate (imol/mg TSS/hr),kand are the
apparent values of the maximum degradation rate(kmaxin mol/mg TSSIhr) and half-
saturation coefficient (K in jIM) in the presence of an inhibitor, respectively, andSLis
the aqueous substrate concentration (LM).
Estimation of Kinetic Parameters (kand K)
Kinetic parameters such askmaxand K have been estimated to characterize the
interactions between substrate and enzyme. The kinetic values are determined by
different methods as follows: 1) linearized forms of the Michaelis-Menten equation
such as Lineweaver-Burk plot;2)a direct linear plot (Eisenthal and Cornish-Bowden,
1974); 3) nonlinear least squares regression (NLSR) analysis fitting the differential
form of Michaelis-Menten/Monod equation to the initial degradation rates measured;
and 4) NLSR analysis fitting integrated forms of the Michaelis-MentenlMonod
equation to substrate depletion data. These methods are discussed in detail below.36
Linearized formsofMichaelis-Menten equation (Lineweaver Burk plot)
Linearized forms of the Michaelis-Menten equation suchas Lineweaver-Burk,
Hanes, and Eadie-Hofstee plots are commonly used for determining kinetic
parameters. Deficiencies in these methods have been recognized for many years
(Dowd and Riggs, 1965; Eisenthal and Cornish-Bowden, 1974; Robinson, 1985;
Robinson and Charaklis, 1984). Most linearizations of nonlinear equations suchas
Michaelis-Menten equation involve data inversion, except direct linear plot (Eisenthal
and Cornish-Bowden, 1974). Lineweaver-Burk plot has been most widely used, and
the equation is derived by linearization:
1 1Ki -=----+------
v krnax kmaxSL
(2.6)
If 1/v is plotted against l/SL, as shown Figure 2.7, a straight line is obtained
with a slope ofKs/kmaxand a y intercept of 1/kmax. The inversion of v and SL give the
wrong impression about the experimental errors although it can be overcome by using
a suitable weighting factor. For small values of v, small errors in v lead to enormous
errors in i/v, but for large values of v, the same small errors in v lead to barely
noticeable errors in 1/v. This is visualized by the error bars shown in Figure 2.7, each
of which is drawn for the same error range inv.
The inversion of v also results in the violation of a fundamental assumption of
the unweighted least squares method. It is assumed that errors in dependent variables37
are normally distributed. When v is inversed to fit to a linearized form, the inverted
values (1/v) will not be normally distributed and their distributions will be unknown
even though v are normally distributed (Robinson, 1985). Thus, unweighted linear
regression on the plot of 1/v vs. l/SL is not theoretically recommendable.
Furthermore, linear regression yields estimates of combinations of the desired
parameters such as l/kmaxandKs/kmax,rather than the parameters themselves and their
errors, as shown in Figure 2.7 (Robinson, 1985). This method does not provide a
sound basis for calculating errors such as confidence intervals.
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-1/Ks
Figure 2.7. Lineweaver-Burk plot of1/kmaxvs. l/SL, with ±0.05 v (Comish-Bowden,
1994).38
Direct linear Plot
Eisenthal and Comish-Bowden (1974) described a differentway of plotting the
Michaelis-Menten equation, (known as direct linear plot) using equation 2.7.
V k =v+K
SL
(2.7)
If kmax is plotted against K, a straight line is obtained withan x intercept of
SLand a y intercept of v (Figure 2.8). Values ofv are plotted on the kmax (vertical)
axis and the corresponding negativeSLvalues are plotted on the K (horizontal) axis.
The corresponding points are then joined and extrapolated. The intersection
coordinates define the unique pair of kmax and K values that satisfy both observations.
The medians of each set of kmax and K (rather than averages)are best estimates
(closed circle). The median, unlike other types ofaverages, is less sensitive to
extreme values that inevitably occur in the direct linear plot, becausesome of the lines
are nearly parallel.
Cornish-Bowden and Eisenthal (1978) reported that some combinations ofSL
and v can lead to the intersections in the second and third quadrants; that is, negative
kmax or K or both can be obtained. For example, when 1) both substrate
concentrations (K<<SL1<SL2) are large compared to K, 2) the corresponding rates
ofv1andV2are similar in magnitude to kmax, and 3) v is greater than v2, intersections
in the second quadrant typically occur. The authors reported theoretical methods for
treating negative values and finding medians (Comish-Bowden and Eisenthal, 1978).39
The negative values ofkmaxare treated as if they are large and positive, and
corresponding values of K are treated in the same way.
Although the other graphical methods using linear regression are better under
ideal conditions, the direct linear plot has some advantages over those methods. The
main advantage is that data inversion is not required. With linear regression methods,
outliers can dramatically affect kinetic parameter estimates. However, the direct linear
plot method is less sensitive to outliers, because the best estimate is the median rather
than the mean.
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Figure 2.8. Direct linear plot ofkmaxagainst K.40
NLSR Analysis Using the Differential FormofMichaelis-Menten/Monod Equation
NLSR provides a tool for estimating the parameters of nonlinear models.
Kinetic parameters can be determined by NLSR analysis fitting v measured at
different substrate concentrations to the differential form of Michaelis-Menten
equation (equation 2.5). NLSR analysis requires an initial guess for each unknown
parameter as input. If the model has complicated multiparameters, the guesses may be
very useful for converging the regression.
The advantages of this method are that: 1) it does not require linearization of
the nonlinear equation; 2) it can be used for complicated multiparameter models; 3)
the estimated parameter values are reliable; and 4) it provides a sound basis for
calculating the errors such as the confidence interval of the parameters estimated.
NLSR Analysis using the Integrated FormofMichaelis-Menten/Monod Equation.
The NLSR analysis by fitting integrated form of the Michaelis-MentenlMonod
equation to substrate depletion data was used to determinekmax,K, initial substrate
concentrations, and endogenous respiration rate (Robinson and Chracklis, 1984). This
method was adapted to determine kinetic parameters for resting cell CAH
transformation resulting in transformation product toxicity (Alvarez-Cohen and
McCarty, 1991a; Smith et al., 1997). Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty (1991a) proposed a
resting-cell cometabolic transformation model for CAHs exhibiting product toxicity.41
The T of resting cells was used to incorporate the effects of product toxicity intoa
modified expression of Michaelis-MentenfMonod equation:
kXS
(2.8)
di' (KS+SL)
X = X0 (SLo SL) (2.9)
Substituting equation 2.9 into equation 2.8 and then integrating the equation derives
equation 2.10.
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Equation 2.10 relates the cometabolized contaminant concentration remaining
at any time t to the initial contaminant and organism concentrations for a given T.
Figure 2.9 presents an example showing how the parameterswere determined by this
method. TCE transformation in formate-amended batch bottles atseven initial TCE
concentrations is plotted against time. From data fit with curve a in Figure 2.9, Twas
calculated, andkmaxand K were obtained by NLSR analysis fitting equation 2.10 to
data(Eli;curve c). The other prediction lines were generated using the determined42
kinetic parameters and measured T. As the authors reported, however, unique values
ofkmaxand K could not be obtained from the data due to high conelation between two
parameters. Thus, it may not be possible to obtain unique parameter estimates,
suggesting that for those experimental data the kmax/Ks ratiomay be a more useful
kinetic parameter. Smith et al. (1998) also reported this limitation for evaluating the
unique parameter estimates by this method.
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Figure 2.9. TCE disappearance in formate-amended batch bottles atseven initial TCE
concentrations. Experiment data (symbols) are plotted along with predictions (lines)
by use of the cometabolic transformation model and k(kmax) and K determined from
NLSR analysis of curve D (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991a).
The advantage of this method is the economy of obtaining kinetic coefficients
from a few batch experiments rather than using large numbers of initial rate43
measurements. However, unique kinetic parameters can not be obtained in some
cases. In more complicated cases involving effects such as endogenous cell decay and
substrate losses by mechanisms other than bacterial reactions, the differential equation
may not be integrated. If so, this method can not be directly applied to the model, but
numerical methods can be employed.
Inhibition
A substance that reduces an enzyme's activity towarda substrate is called an
inhibitor. The effects of the inhibitor on the enzyme activity dependon the
mechanism of inhibitor binding to the enzyme. Four inhibition typesare defined:
competitive, uncompetitive, mixed and noncompetitive (Cornish-Bowden, 1994).
Both mixed and noncompetitive inhibitions are sometimes called noncompetitive
inhibition by other researchers (Keener and Arp, 1993; Keenan et al., 1994). A
general model scheme for competitive, uncompetitive and mixed inhibition is
presented in Figure 2.10.
The inhibition model is detemTlined by the binding properties of the inhibitors
(Cornish-Bowden, 1994). A competitive inhibitor (Ia) binds to E, and competes
directly with a substrate for the same binding site ofa enzyme. Thus, the degree of
inhibition depends on the relative amounts of inhibitor and substrate present. Ata
fixed inhibitor concentration it is possible to drive all the inhibitor from the E
converting it to ES by sufficient substrate addition. Thus,kmaxwill be unchanged by44
the inhibitor. Because of the equilibrium betweenenzyme and inhibitor, K has to be
displaced. More substrate will be necessary to reach kmax,and therefore more
substrate will be needed to reach half of the maximum rate in other words, will
be increased with increasing competitive inhibitor. With competitive inhibition, Kr"
increases with increasing'L,while kremains constant.
k1
E+ SI ES +
k-1
+ +
IC lu
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Figure 2.10. General model scheme for competitive, uncompetitive and mixed
inhibition (Adapted from Comish-Bowden, 1994).
An uncompetitive inhibitor (Ia) binds directly to the ES, but not to the E,
indicating that the inhibitor and substrate binds at different siteson the enzyme. Thus,
an uncompetitive inhibitor does not affect the binding of substrate to E. The L that
binds to formESIUobviously decreases the amount of ES, and therefore k
decreases with increasing I. At a fixed I, concentration it is impossible to drive all I
from E converting it to ES by adding sufficient S. Thereason is that more substrate45
addition also generates moreESIU. A lower amount of ES results in a decrease in the
reaction rate of the ES to E and S, and therefore the will also be decreased.
Consequently, with uncompetitive inhibition, bothkand decrease with
increasing'L
A mixed inhibitor or noncompetitive inhibitor binds to both the E and ES.
Both types of inhibitions occur when there is a separate binding site foran inhibitor as
well as the binding site for both substrate and inhibitor. Mixed inhibition is middle
between competitive and uncompetitive inhibition. Thus,an inhibitor affects on both
kand
Each inhibition model equation is derived based on the mechanisms presented
in Figure 2.10, and the derivation is presented in Appendix B. Each inhibition
equation can be presented by substituting both kand (in Table 2.2) into
equation 2.5. Table 2.2 also presents howkand K'vary with increasing the
level of'LEach inhibition shows differentkor or both with increasing the
level ofIL:The level of competitive inhibitor concentrations does not affectkmax,
whilekmaxapproaches zero with46
Table 2.2. The effects of inhibitors on the parameters of the Michaelis-Menten
equation (Adapted from Cornish-Bowden, 1994).
Type of
Inhibition
Mixed
Noncompetitive
kmax
o <IL <
km
(1+1)
(1+
K,
KSa
O<IL<
(1+
0
K.
(1-1----)
Competitive kmax kmax K (1+--)
k
Uncompetitive (1+ 0
(1+-h-)
K1
Note:'Lis an inhibitor concentration in liquid phase, and K1 and K1 are inhibition coefficients
representing the dissociation constants for binding of the inhibitor to the enzyme (E) and enzyme-
substrate complex (ES), respectively.
increasing concentrations of other types inhibitors. The variation ofKSPPis different
with different inhibition types. The variation patterns of both parameters with
increasingILare evidence of the inhibition type as discussed above. Thus, the plot of
vs. (such as a direct linear plot) would be very useful in identifying the
inhibition type, because it visualizes the parameter variation patterns (Cornish-
Bowden, 1994).47
DeterminationofInhibition Types
The inhibition type and coefficients have been determined by various plots (Dixon and
Webb, 1979). The Lineweaver-Burk plot has been widely used for distinguishing
inhibition type and coefficients. The method provides visual confirmation of the
inhibition type on a basis of the intersect position of linear regression lines (Figure
2.11).
With competitive inhibition, the lines intersect on the vertical axis, while with
noncompetitive inhibition the lines intersect on the horizontal axis. With mixed
inhibition the point of intersection is aboveor below the horizontal axis, and with
uncompetitive inhibition the lines are parallel. The distinction between inhibition
types is often difficult using this graphical analysis method. For example, the
intersection point may be so close to the vertical axis that it is noteasy to conclude
whether the inhibition is mixed rather than competitive.48
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Figure 2.11. Lineweaver-Burk plots for different inhibitions (Adapted from Dixon
and Webb, 1979).
Determination Inhibition Coefficients
AK1can be obtained graphically from a Lineweaver-Burk plot made at a series
of different inhibitor concentrations and secondary plot using slopes and intercepts
obtained from Lineweaver-Burk plot. Expressions of the interceptson both axes for
various inhibition types are summarized in Table 2.3 (Dixon and Webb, 1979). The
equations for y intercepts and/or slopes are linearized. Ify intercepts and/or slopes
are plotted against'Lstraight lines are obtained having x intercepts of negativeK1bylinear squares regression. The results of such plots for the each inhibition typeare
shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Intercepts and slopes of Lineweaver-Burk plot in thepresence of inhibitor
and graphical determination of inhibition coefficients (Adapted from Dixon and
Webb, 1979).
4Slope and/or intercept Type of
Lineweaver-Burk plot
. inhibition
Y X Type X
intercept intercept Slope of plot Intercept
K (1+ K
Mixed
(1+
K1 Slope vs.IL
K (1 + yintercept vs.IL K kina
K(1+-) (1+!L_) bNonC K1
Y intercept vs.'L -K K
k
1
Y intercept vs.IL -K1 CC K(1+'L)
1
kmax k
_(1+±)(1+1-) dUnC KLI
K. Slope vs.IL
kmax
a: Slopes and intercepts of lines obtained from Lineweaver-Burk plot are plotted to obtain K andK1
b: NonC indicates noncompetitive inhibition.C:Comp indicates competitive inhibition. d: UnC
indicates uncompetitive inhibition.
Figure 2.12 presents an example that shows the method for determining
inhibition type and coefficients. The plot shows noncompetitive inhibition of C2H5CI
on NH4-dependentNO2production inN. europaea,because the lines intersect on the50
horizontal axis (Figure 2.11). From plot ofy intercepts againstIL, (KIES)was
determined. (KIE)was estimated from the plot of slope againstIL,and the value
was equal toK1,indicating noncompetitive inhibition.
KE=1.4lmM
KEs=1 .42mM
,
)- .
0..0
00-
>' 0Q c.'1 'q-
C2H5CI (mM)trE
-1 0 1 2
1J[NH4J (mM-i)
Figure 2.12. Lineweaver-Burk plot for various concentrations of C2H5CIas an
inhibitor of NH4-dependent NO2 production inN. europaea.Inset shows that y
intercepts (.)and slopes (o) were replotted against the inhibitor concentrations to
obtain KiE (K) and KiES (K1), respectively (Keener and Arp, 1993).
Review Inhibition Studies in Aerobic CAH Cometabolism
Numerous inhibition studies have been performed due to the significance of
inhibition in the aerobic CAH cometabolismprocess. To evaluate how the inhibition51
type, K, andK1have been determined in different studies, 18 kinetic studiesare
reviewed and summarized in Table 2.4. The table indicates the substrate, inhibitor,
methods for determining inhibition type, K and K1, and the values forK,1(1,and
K/K1.
Inhibition type
Two methods have frequently been used to diagnose the inhibition type: 1)
linearized forms of Michaelis-Menten equation suchas Lineweaver-Burk (Ref. 15 in
Table 2.4) and Dixon (Ref. 14 in Table 2.4) plot; and 2) NLSR analysis that
determines the best fitting inhibition model (Table 2.2) to initial rate data (Ref. 16 in
Table 2.4). The second method for identifying inhibition types consists of fitting all
inhibition types to the data using NLSR. The best model basedon error analysis is
then chosen. This method has been not been widely used, because it doesnot provide
visual evidence for the inhibition pattern. However, this method is valuable for
estimating parameter values if the inhibition type is known.
Competitive inhibition has been most widely used for the aerobic CAH
cometabolism by pure and mixed cultures. In a few studies (Ref. 14 and 15 in Table
2.4) inhibition type was determined bya graphical method, but the predominant
inhibition type was not competitive inhibition. However,many studies assumedTable 2.4. Summary of methods for K1, determination of inhibition types, and inhibition coefficients.
Culture (Ref.)Substrate Inhibitor Inhibition type Half-saturation and inhibition coefficients
MethodType Plot/FittingK of inhibitor K1of inhibitor K,/K1of
method
' (tM) (tM) inhibitor
(-)
Metfianotrophic 1,1,1- methane A C' NLSR1 42 Assumed
mixed culture TCA K1K,
(1)
Methanotrophic CF TCE A C NLSR 11 Assumed
mixed culture ICE CF 11 K1 =K,
(2)
Methanotrophicc-DCE ICE A C LBC 61 (TCE) Assumed
mixed culture TCE c-DCE 81 (c-DCE) K1 =K,
(4)
MethanotrophicVC, c- VC, c-DCE, A C LB 56(VC), Assumed
mixed culture DCE, or TCE 31 (c-DCE), K1 =K,
(5) or TCE 47 (TCE)
MethanotrophicMethane, Methane, A C NLSR 1.0 (methane), Assumed
mixed culturel,1-DCE, 1,1-DCE, 4.5 (1,l-DCE), K1 =K,
(6) t-DCE, t-DCE, 1.8 (t-DCE),
orTCE or TCE or 1.0 (TCE)
MethanotrophicMethane TCE or A C NSd NRh TCE (91) NR
mixed culture 1,1,1-TCA 1,1,1-TCA(14)
(7)
MethanotrophicMethane Methane A C NS NR Assumed I
mixed culture or TCE or TCE K1 =K,
(8)
MethanotrophicMethane Methane A C NLSR 428 (methane) 7.4 (methane)58 (methane)
mixed culture or TCE or TCE 15 (TCE) 82 (TCE) 0.01 (TCE)
(9)
MethanotrophicMethane Methane A C LB 67 (methane) Assumed 1
mixed culture or TCE or TCE 29 (TCE) K1 =K,
.1Table 2.4. (Continued)
Culture (Ref.) SubstrateInhibitor Inhibition type Half-saturation and inhibition coefficients
Method Type Plot/FittingK of inhibitorK, of inhibitor K5/K1
method" (tiM) (tM) (-)
M trichosporium CF methane A C NLSR 19 Assumed
OB3b (3) and LSRe K1= K.
M. trichosporium TCE Methanol A C SOLVER" NR 37500 NR
OB3b PP358 (18)
Pseudomonas Phenol TCE A C LB and 3 3
Cepacia G4 (11)
Pseudomonas Toluene Toluene A C NR 25 (toluene) 5 (toluene) 5 (toluene)
Cepacia G4 (13) or ICE or TCE 6 (TCE) 30 (TCE) 0.2 (TCE)
Toluene-oxidizing Toluene Toluene A C NS 0.3 (Toluene)0.3 (Toluene)
Mixed culture (17) TCE ICE 1.3 (TCE) 1.3 (TCE)
Nitrosomonas Ammonia TCE A C SOLVER 10.7 10.7
europaea(12)
Nitrosomonas Ammonia TCE DIXON C DIXON NR 30 NR
europaea(14)
Nitrosomonas Ammonia Ethane LB NC LB NR 220 (890)' NR
europaea (15) Ethylene C 660
CM NC 300 (1470)
CA NC 1420 (1420)
Propane-oxidizing 1,1,1-TCApropaneNLSR None' NLSR NR lO.6%m NR
Mixed culture (16) TCE NC
a: A indicates that inhibition type is assumed. b: NLSR indicates nonlinear least squares regression.C:LB indicates Lineweaver-Burk plot.
d: NS indicates that numerical simulation that was used to minimize the errors between the observed and fitted values. e: LSR indicates linear
least squares regression. f: Solver indicates that kinetic parameters were estimated by the solver optimization routine in Excel.
g: DIXON indicates Dixon plot (Dixon and Webb, 1964). h: NR indicates not reported. i: C indicates competitive inhibition.j:NC indicates
noncompetitive inhibition. k: None indicates that data did not fit to any of the inhibition models. I: Numbers in parenthesis are the dissociation
constants for binding of the inhibitor to the enzyme-substrate complex (ES). m: inhibition coefficient (K1) was presented as percentage of
propane in headspace (vol/vol). n: In the studies that assumed K, = K5, the methods are for the determination ofK5.
Reference: 1. Strand et al. (1990); 2. Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty (1991c). 3. Speitel et al. (1993). 4. Chang and Alvarez-Cohen (1997).
5. Chang and Alvarez-Cohen (1996). 6. Anderson and McCarty (1996). 7. Broholm et al. (1990). 8. Broholm et al. (1992).
9.Chang and Criddle (1997). 10. Chang and Alvarez-Cohen (1995a). 11. Folsom et al. (1990). 12. Ely et al. (1995). 13. Landa et al. (1994).
14. Hyman et al. (1995). 15. Keener and Arp (1993). 16. Keenan et al. (1994). 17. Arcangeli and Arvin (1997). 18. Fitch et al. (1996).54
competitive inhibition among CAHs or growth substratesor both, based on the
hypothesis that growth substrate and CAH must bind to thesame enzyme and compete
for the same one active site of theenzyme. Although this assumption seems
reasonable, several detailed studies show that other inhibition typesmay apply. In
studies with Nitrosornonas europaea, the inhibition patternswere tested with respect
to ammonia degradation using Lineweaver-Burk plots (Ref. 15 in Table 2.4).
Although competitive inhibition was observed for ethylene, the predominant inhibition
type was noncompetitive inhibition (ethane, CM, and CA) as shown in Table 2.4.
These results suggest that there could be different inhibition types with different
inhibitors, although the same enzyme is responsible for both the growth substrate and
inhibitor oxidation. In the study with propane-oxidizers, Keenan and co-workers (Ref.
16 in Table 2.4) also reported thata noncompetitive inhibition model fit propane
inhibition of TCE transformation.
Determinationofinhibition coefficients
Three different methods have been adapted to estimate inhibition coefficients:
1) NLSR analysis using measured initial degradation rates and equation 2.5 (Ref. 9
and 16 in Table 2.4); 2) numerical simulation with trial anderror fitting the data to
inhibition models (Ref. 7 in Table 2.4); and 3) Lineweaver-Burk (Ref. 15 in Table 2.4)
and Dixon plots (Ref. 11 and 14 in Table 2.4).55
Most studies, especially with methanotrophs, assumed that the inhibition
coefficient (K1) was equal to the independently measured K of the inhibitor (Ref. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 in Table 2.4). This assumption has been successfully usedto
model CAH transformation in the presence of growth substrateor other CAR. Several
studies estimatedK1rather than assuming it, and deviation resulted (Ref. 9 and 13 in
Table 2.4). Chang and Criddle (Ref. 9 in Table 2.4), usinga mixed methanotrophic
culture, found that the K of methane was about 60 times higher than K for methane
on TCE transformation. The K of TCE was a factor of 5 lower than K1 for TCE on
methane degradation. Similar inhibition results were reported for TCE transformation
using Pseudomonas cepacia G4 grown on toluene (Ref. 13 in Table 2.4). The K of
toluene was 5 times higher thanof toluene inhibition on TCE transformation,
while K of TCE was a factor of 5 idwer than K1of TCE. Both studies showed that
the assumption (K = K) was not valid in their systems. The growth substratewas a
stronger inhibitor than TCE, even though the K of the growth substrate was greater
than that of CAH.
Two major assumptions exist in fitting inhibition models to the aerobic
cometabolism of CARs: 1) competitive inhibition is predominant; and 2) K=K1.
These two assumptions may be valid for some cases, however, formany systems,
different inhibition types and inhibition constants likely apply. Systematic inhibition
studies are needed for determining inhibition type and for estimating the inhibition
coefficients.56
METHOD USED IN THIS RESEARCH
In this research (Chapter 4) systematic kinetic and inhibition studies for
aerobic CAR transformation are presented. The schematic diagram (Figure 2.13)
describes the process used to determine the inhibition type and how kinetic parameters
and inhibition coefficients were determined.
As discussed in the inhibition type section, the variation patterns of both k
and (with increasingIL)can provide evidence of the inhibition type. Direct linear
plot prepared at various levels of'Lvisualize the shifting directions of the best
estimate point(k ,Kr")(Figure 2.14). Therefore, the inhibition pattern can be
visually identified. (Cornish-Bowden, 1994). By definition, for competitive
inhibition, the shift is to the right; for uncompetitive inhibition, it is directly towards to
the origin; for mixed inhibition, it is intermediate between these extremes; and for
special case of mixed inhibition, or noncompetitive inhibition, it shifts vertically
down.
Initial guesses for kinetic parameters are needed to perform NLSR analysis.
To obtain these values, equations forkZand in Table 2.2 were linearized. The
derivations are presented in Appendix B2, and the linearized equationsare presented
in Table 4.1. Thekand values obtained from direct linear plot were used as
inputs to plot the linearized equations. In thecase of mixed inhibition, if 1/k is57
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Figure 2.13. Schematic diagram for kinetic and inhibition studies.58
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Figure 2.14. Direct linear plots showing the shifting directions of best estimate point
(k ,K)at various levels ofILproviding visual evidence of inhibition type
(Adapted from Comish-Bowden, 1994).
plotted againstIL.a straight line is obtained. The slope and y intercept represents
l/(kmaxKiu) and l/kmax, respectively. The values are obtained from linear squares
regression. From these values,kmaxandwere calculated. The values for K and
K1were obtained from the second plot of / kvs.'LThus, all parameters were
obtained from the two linearized plots. The same procedurescan be applied to other
inhibition cases to obtain kinetic parameters.
NLSR analysis using initial guesses from the linearized equations, the
inhibition model determined from direct linear plot results inmore accurate kinetic59
parameters. The results and discussions for these systematic inhibition studies are
presented in Chapter 4.
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Aerobic Cometabolism of Chlorinated Methanes, Ethanes, and Ethenes
by a Butane-Grown Mixed Culture: Transformation Abilities
SUMMARY
A survey of aerobic cometabolism of chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons
(CAHs) by a butane-grown mixed culture was performed. The transformation of 1,1-
dichioroethylene (1,1-DCE) and cis-i, 2-dichloroethylene (c-DCE) required02,and
was inhibited by butane and inactivated by acetylene, indicating that a monooxygenase
enzyme was likely involved in the transformations. The initial transformation rates
and the quantities of CAHs transformed were inversely proportional to the chlorine
contents within each group of chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes. Lower
quantities of chloroform (CF) were transformed than chloromethane (CM) and
dichioromethane (DCM), but CF transformation resulted in much higher cell
inactivation. For the ethane group, chloroethane (CA) was most effectively
transformed, but caused significant cell inactivation. Di- or trichioroethanes that have
all chiorines on one carbon were more effectively transformed, and caused less cell
inactivation than the isomers that have chlorine on both carbons. For chlorinated
ethenes, i,1-DCE was most rapidly transformed, while trans-1,2-dichloroethylene (t-
DCE) was not transformed. Vinyl chloride (VC) was transformed to the greatest
extent, while very limited transformation of trichloroethylene (TCE) was observed.67
1,1 -DCE transformation caused greater cell inactivation than the transformation of the
other chlorinated ethenes. Chloride release studies showed nearly complete oxidative
dechlorination of chlorinated methanes and CA, VC, and c-DCE (86%- 100%), while
incomplete dechlorination of 1,1-dichioroethane (1,1-DCA), 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-
DCA), 1,1,1 -trichioroethane (1,1, 1-TCA), 1,1 ,2-trichloroethane (1,1 ,2-TCA), and 1,1-
DCE (37%75%) was observed.
INTRODUCTION
Aerobic cometabolism is a potential method for remediating aquifers
contaminated with chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) (McCarty and Semprini
1993). Microorganisms grown on a variety of substrates express oxygenaseenzymes
that are capable of transforming CAHs. The range of CAHs thatcan be transformed
by microbes grown on different substrates is of interest to determine the potential for
bioremediation. Surveys have been performed with Met hylosinus trichosporium
OB3b (Oldenhuis et al. 1989), Nitrosomonas europaea (Rasche et al. 1991),a
propylene-grown Xanthobacter strain (Ensign et al. 1992), and methanotrophic mixed
cultures (Dolan and McCarty 1995; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen 1996). The quantity of
CAHs transformed and the inactivation of cells caused by CAH transformationswere
evaluated in these surveys.
McCarty and Semprini (1993) ranked the relative ability of specific oxygenase
systems to cometabolically transform different CAHs. The rank was based on68
maximum transformation rates, resting cell transformation capacities (Ta, themass of
CAHs ultimately transformedlmass of cells), and transformation yields (Tv, the
maximum mass of CAHs transformed! mass of growth substrates degraded).
Chloroform (CF), 1,1,1 -trichloroethane (1,1,1 -TCA) and 1,1 -dichloroethylene (1,1
DCE) were all shown to have limited potential for aerobic cometabolism by the
systems known at that time. Thus, identification of cometabolic systems that perform
well on these compounds are of interest.
In long-term microcosm studies with aquifer core material from Hanford in
Washington, butane was found to be an effective substrate for aerobic cometabolism
of CF and 1,1,1-TCA (Kim et al. 1997a). An enrichment culture, CF8, isolated from
the Hanford DOE site microcosms transformed CF at rates comparable to those of
Met hylosinus trichosporiumOB3b (Hamamura et al. 1997). Soil microcosm studies
by Kim et al. (1997b) showed that butane-utilizers effectively transformed the
mixtures of 1,1,1-TCA and 1,l-DCE when added ataqueous concentrations of 50
/Lg/L.
In this work, we evaluated how effectively a butane-grown enrichment culture
could transform a broad range of chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethenes in single
contaminant tests. CAHs were transformed in resting cell tests in the absence of
exogenous energy sources. The effects of butyrate and formate, as exogenous energy
sources, on the transformation of 1,1-DCE and cis-1, 2-dichioroethylene (c-DCE) were
also evaluated. Loss of butane uptake ability afterexposure to the compounds was
used as a measure of cell inactivation due to the CAH transformation. Chloriderelease was measured as an indicator of the extent of dehalogenation achieved. This
study provides the first detailed evaluation of therange of CAHs that can be
transformed by a butane-grown enrichment culture.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A Butane-Utilizing Mixed Culture
The butane-utilizing enrichment was obtained from Hanford soil microcosms
described by Kim et al. (1997a). The enrichmentwas batch grown in 750-mL capped-
bottles containing 10% butane (vol/vol) in air and 250 ml ofXanthobacterPy2
medium (Wiegant and de Bont 1980) with the pH adjusted to 7.3, exceptNH4NO3
replaced by NaNO3. The bottles were rotary shaken at 200rpm at 30 °C, and
harvested at an optical density (OD6) of 1.3, witha cell yield of 0.8 mg total
suspended solid (TSS) per mg butane. Cellswere harvested by centrifugation (6,000x
g for 15 minutes), washed and resuspended in a chloride-free phosphate buffer
(adjusted pH 7.3; 2 mMKH2PO4and 2 mlvi Na2HPO47H20) to give a final cell
density of 2000 mg/L (on a TSS basis). Resting cell transformation testswere
performed within 2 hours of harvesting. Resting cell activitywas stable for 30 hours
after harvesting, based on butane uptake activity. Cell activities for different batches
of cells were measured by determining butane uptake and 1,1 -DCB transformation
rates and the T of 1,iDCE. 1,i-DCE was used to examine cell activities since itwas70
rapidly transformed, and its transformation led to complete cell inactivation (measured
as a loss in butane uptake activity).
Chemicals
Methane (99%), butane ( 99%), and acetylene (99.6%) were purchased from
AIRCO (Vancouver, WA). Chloromethane (CM; 99.5%)was obtained from Liquid
Carbonic Inc. (Chicago, IL). Butane (10% in nitrogen), carbon tetrachioride (CT;
99.9%), chioroethane (CA; 99.7%), 1,2-dichioroethane (1,2-DCA,99%), 1,1,2-
trichioroethane (1,l,2-TCA; 98%), 1,1,1,2-tetrachloroethane (1,1,1,2-TeCA; 99%),
vinyl chloride (VC;99.5%), 1,1-DCE (99%), trans-1,2-dichloroethene (t-DCE;
98%), c-DCE (97 %), trichioroethylene (TCE;99.5%), and perchioroethylene (PCE;
99%) were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). 1,1-
dichioroethane (1,1-DCA,99%), 1,1,2,2-tetrachioroethane (1,1,2,2-TeCA; 98.5%),
pentachioroethane (PCA; 99%), and hexachioroethane (HCA; 99%) were obtained
from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA). Dichloromethane (DCM; 99.9%) and CF
(99.9%) were obtained from Maflinckrodt Specialty Chemical Co. (Paris, KY). 1,1,1-
TCA (95.5 %) was purchased from J. T. Baker Inc. (Phillipsburg, NJ).
Saturated aqueous stock solutions of CAlls were prepared at room temperature
by adding specific amounts of the liquid or a solid compound to 125-mLserum bottles
containing autoclaved deionized water. This procedure eliminated theuse of carrier
solvents, such as methanol. The bottles were shaken for 6 hours prior touse to ensure71
saturation, and then allowed to settle for 6 hours before use. Gaseous compounds
were directly transferred to the batch bottles.
Analysis
Gaseous concentrations were determined by a headspace analysis (Kampbell et
al. 1989). The total compound mass in each test bottle was calculated, using the
headspace and solution volumes and published Henry's constants (Mackay and Shiu
1981; Gossett 1987). All the experiments were conducted with vigorously shaken
batch reactors to avoid mass transfer limitations. Calibration curves for all compounds
were developed using external standards. Headspace concentrations of methane and
butane were determined on a HP5890A series gas chromatograph (GC) using 3.2-mm
x 1.2-rn HayeSep D801100-mesh, packed column (Alltech Associates, Deerfield, IL),
operated at 130 °C, and a flame ionization detector (FID). CAH analysis was
conducted by injecting headspace samples onto a HP 5890 series II GC with 0.25-mm
x 30-rn HP-624 capillary column operated at 140 °C and Model 5220 electrolytic
conductivity detector (01 Analytical, College Station, TX).
Qualitative analysis of the c-DCE epoxide produced during c-DCE
transformation was conducted using solid-phase micro-extraction of 1-mL aqueous
samples with an 85-i.tm acrylate fiber (Supeico Inc., Bellefonte, PA). The gas
chromatograph equipped with mass spectrometer (GC/MS) analysis was conducted as
previously reported by Vancheeswaran et al. (1999).72
Culture density was determined as TSS (American Public Health Association
1985), using 0.1-jim-membrane filter (Micro Separation Inc., Westboro, MA). The
optical density (0D600) of cultures was measured at 600nm using an HP8453 UV-
Visible spectrophotometer.
Transformation of CAHs
The transformation of each CAH was monitored for 30 hours. Autoclaved
phosphate buffer solution (58 mL) was added to autoclaved 125-mL amberserum
bottles that were crimp sealed with TeflonTMlined rubber septa (Kimble, Vineland,
NJ). The CAH was added, and the initial CAH concentration was determined after 15
minutes of shaking. Washed and resuspended cells (4 to 6 mg on a TSS basis)were
then added, and bottles were shaken at 180 rpm during the 30-hour incubation. Each
CAH test included duplicate bottles with active cells,a bottle with acetylene-treated
cells, and a bottle without cells. For the CAHs thatwere effectively transformed (CM,
DCM, CA, and 1,1-DCA) multiple additions were made over the 30-hr incubation
period. Acetylene blocking studies were performedon butane and CAH amended
bottles. Acetylene inactivates activity of methane monooxygenase (MMO) and
ammonia monooxygenases (AMO) (Bedard and Knowles 1989; Prior and Dalton
1985), and was shown to inactivate butane-utilization and CAH transformation in
butane utilizing pure cultures (Hamamura et al. 1997). The harvested cellswere
exposed to acetylene [23 ml, 35 % (vol/vol) gas phasel with rapid shaking for 3073
minutes, the bottles were purged with N2, airwas reintroduced, and the CAHs were
added.
Cell Inactivation after Exposure to Compounds
Cell inactivation was determined from butane uptake measurements after CAH
exposure. After the 30-hr incubation, the bottles were purged with N2 to remove the
CAH, and air was then reintroduced. The bottleswere recapped, and 2 mL of 10%
butane inN2was added. Butane was also added to control bottles of cells incubated
for 30 hours without any CAHexposure. The headspace butane concentration was
monitored to determine rates of butane uptake. Butane uptake rates of cells exposedto
the CAH were compared to the control bottle of unexposed cells.
To evaluate the loss of butane uptake activity due to the 30-hour period of
shaking, the initial rates of butane uptakewere measured before and after shaking.
Butane uptake rates after 30 hours of shaking were 82% to 93% of those with 0 hours
of shaking. This small loss was accounted for by reporting the percentage of butane
uptake rates for cells exposed to individual CAH for 30 hours, normalized by the
butane uptake rates of cells shaken for 30 hours in the absence of CAH.74
Chloride Release Study
To evaluate the degree of dechlorination of the CAHs, the amount of chloride
released was measured. Aqueous chloride concentrations at the beginning and end of
the 30-hour incubation were determined usinga colorimetric method (Bergnam and
Sanik 1957). This method was used to determine CAH dechlorination by M.
trichosporium OB3b (Oldenhuis et al. 1989; van Hylckama Vlieg et al. 1996).
c-DCE or 1,1-DCE Transformation and Cell Inactivation
Duplicate batch bottles were prepared with combinations of c-DCE or 1,1-
DCE, butane [0, 0.5, or 30% (vol/vol) gas phase], butyrate (2 mM), formate (20 mM),
and with ambient air or no 02 to evaluate the effects ofexogenous energy source,
butane concentration and 02 on c-DCE or 1,1-DCE transformations. Preincubation
effects of exogenous energy sources were evaluated by incubating resting cells with
butyrate (2 mM) or formate (20 mM) for 1 hour before addition of c-DCE. Ina
cometabolic process, the presence of physiological substrate at sufficiently high
concentrations is expected to inhibit the transformation of another substrate (Colby
and Dalton 1976). To provide a qualitative evaluation of inhibition (competing for
active site of enzyme), butane was added into batch bottles with active cells at two
concentrations of either 0.5 or 30% (vol/vol, gas phase) along with c-DCE or 1,1-75
DCE.02depleted bottles were constructed with three vacuum cycles andN2gas
purging. Four different kinds of cell activity control bottleswere constructed: 1) no
substrate with cells; 2) butyrate with cells; 3) formate with cells; and 4) c-DCEor 1,1-
DCE with acetylene-treated cells.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cell Activities for Different Cell Preparation Batches
Rates of butane uptake and 1,1-DCE transformation and the T of 1,1-DCE
were measured to evaluate the cell activities for different cell batches. The average
initial transformation rates with standard deviations (SD) for 10 cell batcheswere
0.35±0. 14 p.mol 1,1-DCE transformed / mg TSS-hr and 0.61±0.3 1 tmol butane
degraded/mg TSS-hr. The average T with SD was 0.92±0.23 jzmol 1,1-DCEImg
TSS. These rates and transformation capacitieswere of sufficient reproducibility for
the surveys of CAH transformation abilities assessed in the study.76
Transformations of 1,1-DCE and c-DCE and the Effects of Their Transformation
on Cell Inactivation
The effects of 02, butane, butyrate, formateor cell treatment with acetylene
[35% (vol/vol) gas phase] on the transformation of 1,1-DCE and c-DCEwere
examined. The results with duplicate bottles were essentially identical, thus the results
from only one bottle are presented in Figure 3.1. No transformation of 1,1- DCEor c-
DCE was observed in the absence of 02. Acetylene-treated cells transformed less than
15% of the amount of 1,1-DCE or c-DCE achieved by untreated cells. Untreated cells
rapidly transformed 1,1-DCE, with most of the transformation occurring within the
first 4 hours of exposure. c-DCE was transformedmore slowly than 1,1-DCE, with an
initial transformation rate being 0.20 mol/mg TSS-hr compared with 0.34 jimol/mg
TSS-hr for 1,1-DCE. The transformation of c-DCE decreased significantly after 12
hours of incubation.
1,1 -DCE and c-DCE transformation rates in the presence of butane [30%
(vol/vol) gas phase] were about 22% and 13% of the rate in the absence of butane,
respectively. The amount of 1,1-DCE and c-DCE transformed decreased by 50 and
60%, respectively. However, 0.5% butane did not inhibit the transformation. Butane
degradation was also inhibited by both c-DCE and 1,1 -DCE, with 1,1 -DCE beinga
stronger inhibitor (data not presented).77
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Figure. 3.1. Resting cell transformation of (a) 1,1-DCE and (b) c-DCE in thepresence
or absence of02,butane, butyrate, or formate. 3.4 mg TSS and 4.5 mg TSS were used
for 1,1-DCE and c-DCE transformation experiments, respectively.78
The transformation of c-DCE resulted in the production of c-DCE epoxide.
Mass spectrometry confirmed the presence of a compound withmass to charge
fragment ratios (mlz) 112, 83, 48, and 35. The values are in agreement with the
spectra of a chemically synthesized DCE epoxide (Janssen et al. 1988).
A monooxygenase enzyme was likely involved in the transformation of the
CAHs, based on the lack of transformation in the absence of 02 and the inactivation of
CAH transformation by acetylene and the inhibition of CAH transformation by butane.
The possible involvement of butane monooxygenase in the transformation of CAHs is
consistent with the results obtained with pure butane-utilizing cultures andan
enrichment of the culture tested here (Hamamura et al. 1997). More detailedenzyme
analyses are needed to verify the involvement of a monooxygenaseenzyme.
Butyrate and fonnate addition had no effect on transformation of 1,1-DCE and
c-DCE. Transformation rates and extents and cell activation withor without
preincubation or incubation with butyrate and formate were similar. Cells incubated
with 1,1 -DCE or c-DCE in the absence of 02 retained 80% or 91% of butane-uptake
activity, respectively, after 30 hours of exposure, while cells incubated with 1,1-DCE
or c-DCE in the presence of02retained less than 1% activity. Cells were also highly
inactivated after the transformation of each compound in thepresence of02and
butyrate or formate, with less than 1% activity remaining. The rapid inactivation of
1,1-DCE and c-DCE transformation likely resulted from transformation product
toxicity. The results indicate that either butyrate and formateare not effective79
exogenous energy sources, or the butane-grown mixed culture is using internal energy
reserves such as poly-f3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB).
Based on our resting-cell transformation results, internal energy reserves such
as PHB are likely driving the CAH transformation. A positive correlation between
PHB content of methanotrophs and the TCE transformation rate and capacity was
reported (Chu and Alvarez-Cohen 1996; Henry and Grbié-Galié 1991; Henrysson and
McCarty 1993; Shah et al. 1996). The synthesis of PHB byNocardia 107-332 grown
on butane was reported, and the PHB and other polymers constituted about 12 to 14%
of the cell mass (Davis 1964).
For both c-DCE and 1,1-DCE, similar extents of cell inactivation occurred in
the absence or presence of 0.5% butane, with less than 2% activity remaining.
However, with 30% butane, very different cell inactivation was observed. For 1,1-
DCE, only 10% activity remained, while, for c-DCE, 96% remained. These results
indicate that toxicity resulting from c-DCE transformation could be greatly reduced in
the presence of butane, while the toxicity resulting from 1,1-DCE transformation was
only slightly reduced.
Transformation of Chlorinated Methanes, Ethanes, and Ethylenes
Transformation tests were performed for chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and
ethylenes in the absence of butane using the same procedures as the 1,1 -DCE and c-
DCE tests. Butyrate and formate were not added as external energy sources. The80
tests, therefore, relied on the internal energy reserves to drive the CAH
transformations. The transformations of all the compounds tested were inhibited by
the treating cells with acetylene.
The results for the chlorinated methanes (a), ethanes (b), and ethenes (c) are
presented in Figure 3.2 where the amounts of CAH transformed per TSS mass versus
time are plotted. For CAHs that were effectively transformed (CM, DCM, CA, and
1,1 -DCA) the compounds were successively added to the batch reactors. The
cumulative transformation amounts are presented (Figure 3.2). Single-chlorine
substituted CAHs, CM, CA and VC, were transformed to the greatest extent in each of
the three groups. Generally, the molecules with more chlorine atoms showed decreased
transformation rates.
As expected, no transformation of fully chlorinated CAHs (CT, RCA, and
PCE) was observed. The transformations of CM, DCM, and 1,1-DCA continued
during the 30-hour time course, while transformations of all other compounds ceased.
For chlorinated methanes the transformation rate of CF quickly decreased and CF
transformation ceased.
No transformation of 1,1,1,2-TeCA, 1,1,2,2-TeCA, and PCA was observed
(data not shown). The relative amounts of chlorinated ethane transformed per unit
mass of TSS in the order of the highest to lowest were: CA; 1,1-DCA; 1,2-DCA;a
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Figure. 3.2. Resting cell transformation of (a) chlorinated methanes, (b) chlorinated
ethanes, and (c) chlorinated ethylenes. CM, DCM, CA, and 1,1-DCA values (scaleon
the right Y-axis) are cumulative amounts following multiple additions of CAH. The
addition times in hours are as follows: CM (9.8, 22), DCM (4.6, 11, and 17), CA (1.2
and 3.4), and 1,1-DCA (2.7, 9.8, and 17).82
1,1,1-TCA; and 1,1,2-TCA. The amount transformed decreased in proportionto
chlorine content, and also dependedon the location of the chlorine substitution. The
transformation rate of CA decreased more quickly than that of 1 ,2-DCA, 1,1,1 -TCA
and 1,1,2-TCA.
The amounts transformed per unitmass of TSS for the chlorinated ethenes in
the order of the highest to lowest was: VC > c-DCE> i,1-DCE> TCE. The
transformation of the DCE isomers differed, with no observable transformation of t-
DCE, while similar amounts of c-DCE and 1,1-DCEwere transformed, but at different
rates. Transformation rates decreased most rapidly for i,1-DCE, followed by TCE,c-
DCE, and VC.
The initial transformation rates of each CAH are presented in Table 3.1. For
all three classes of compounds, the trend is towards decreasing rates of transformation
with increasing number of chlorines. Whether this trend reflects difference in
maximum transformation rates (kmax),or half-saturation coefficients(Ks) or both is not
yet known. A more detailed kinetic study is needed to evaluate whethera direct
relationship exists between chlorine content and thekmaxof the butane-grown mixed
culture.Table 3.1. Average initial transformation rates of chlorinated methanes, ethanes, and ethylenes
Chlorinated Initial
ratesa Chlorinated Initial
ratesa Chlorinated Initial
ratesa
Methanes(imol/mg TSS/hr) ethanes (tmol/mg TSS/hr) Ethenes (imol/mg TSS/hr)
CM ft95 CA 1.68 VC 0.29
DCM 0.28 l,1-DCA 0.19 1,l-DCE 0.34
CF 0.11 1,2-DCA 0.11 c-DCE 0.20
CT 0.O0 1,l,1-TCA 0.03 TCE 0.01
l,i,2-TCA 0.03 t-DCE 0.00
TeCA 0.00 PCE 000
PCA 0.00
HCA 0.00
Note: Average initial aqueous concentrations (tM) were CM (428), DCM (90), CF (84), CT (4.0), CA (302), 1,l-DCA (47), 1,2-
DCA (52), l,1,l-TCA (25), 1,1,2-TCA (16), 1,1,1,2-TeCA (8.6), 1,1,2,2-TeCA (28), PCA (39), HCA (9.3), VC (129), 1,1-DCE
(37), c-DCE (87), TCE (19), and PCE (6.5).
a: Results from duplicate bottles were used in calculating the average initial transformation rates.84
CAHs Transformation Effects on Cell Inactivation
To compare the degree of CAH transformation and the transformation effecton
cell inactivation, CAHs were divided into classes basedon the amount of CAH
transformed and the degree of cell inactivation that occurred. Cell inactivationwas
based on the rate of butane-uptake after 30-hour exposure to the CAH. Cell
inactivation is presented as the ratio of rates for CAH exposed cells to those of
controls with no exposure, which were also incubated for 30 hours.
The compounds were divided into five classes, ranging from Class I (no
transformation and minor inactivation) to Class V (major transformation and major
inactivation). Values below 1 jmoI CAHs transformed/mg TSS after 30 hours of
incubation and above 5% of cell activity remaining were considered "minor" for
classification purposes, while values above these benchmarks were considered
"major". These criteria are based on the range for practicaluse in remediation
purposes, and the ability of cells likely to recover with 5% butane activity remaining.
The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 3.3.-
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Figure. 3.3. The mass of CAHs transformedper mg TS S after 30 hours of incubation
versus butane uptake activity after theexposure. Values in Class I box (no
transformation) indicate percentage of butaneuptake activity remaining afterexposure
to each compound.
Class I ( 0 pmol transformed/mg TSSand more than 70%ofactivity remaining)
Exposure to fully chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons(CT, HCA, and PCE),
chlorinated ethanes with fouror more chiorines, methane, and t-DCE did not greatly
reduce cell activity. These compoundswere not effectively transformed and generalEI
transformation product toxicity was not observed. Exposure to 1,1,2,2-TeCA resulted
in loss of some activity, however transformationwas not detected.
The lack of transformation of methane by butane-grown microorganisms is
consistent with previous observations of 15 isolated butane-grown bacteria (McLeeet
al., 1972) and Nocardia TB1 grownon butane (Van Ginkel et al., 1987). In contrast,
ammonia oxygenase, which can oxidize butane,can also oxidize methane (Hyman et
al., 1988).
Class II (less than 1 pmol transformed/mg TSS andmore than 5% of cell activily
remaining)
TCE and 1,1,1-TCA were classified as Class II compounds, with limited
transformation and limited cell inactivation. In studies with M. trichosporium OB3b,
high cell inactivation followed TCE transformation, however the amount transformed
was 20 times that of the butane enrichment. Inactivation was attributed to nonspecific
covalent binding of transformation products to cellular proteins (Oldenhuiset al.,
1991).87
Class Ill (more than 1 p.mol transformed/mg TSS andmore than 5%ofactivity
remaining)
Class ifi compounds have the highest potential for cometabolic treatment due
to relatively high transformation amounts and low cell inactivation. CM, DCM, and
1,i-DCA are in this class. CM was most effectively transformedamong CAHs tested.
CM transformation caused little loss in cell activity in studies with N.europaea
(Rasche et al., 1991) and methanotrophs (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996). It is
plausible that monooxygenase-mediated transformation of CMmay produce
formaldehyde through oxidative dechlorination pathway (Rasche et al., 1991). Its
transformation with little loss in rate and with essentially no loss in activity indicates it
may, upon being transformed, serve as an energy source for butane-utilizers. In
contrast less DCM was transformed and more inactivation occurred.
1,1-DCA was effectively transformed and caused moderate cell inactivation.
Rasche et al. (1991) suggested that AMO-turnover-dependent inactivation (loss in
ammonia-dependent02uptake activity) of ammonia oxidation by N. europaea
resulted from the transformation of compounds having dichiorinated carbons. They
suggested that the production of alkylating agents may provide the basis for
inactivation by 1,1 -DCA transformation. Such alkylating agents could account for the
relatively higher cell inactivation resulting from transformation of 1,1-DCA than
transformation of the other compounds in Class ifi.Class IV (less than 1 iimol transformed/mg TSS and less than 5%ofactivity
remaining)
Compounds in Class IV (CF, 1,1,2-TCA, and 1,1-DCE) are problematic for
this enrichment due to relatively low amounts transformed and high degree of cell
inactivation. Among the chlorinated methanes, only CF was in this class. Previous
observations with a methane-utilizing mixed culture suggested toxicity of
transformation products of CF cometabolism (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c).
Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty (1991c) proposed phosgeneas a potential intermediate
product of the CF transformation, and Bartnicki and Castro (1994) confirmed this
pathway with M. trichosporium OB3b. A similar pathway could account for high
inactivation by CF transformation for the butane enrichment.
For M. trichosporium OB3b expressing soluble methane monooxygenase
(sMMO), 1 ,i-DCE transformation activity rapidly decreased during transformation,
and cell viability was greatly reduced (van Hyickama Vlieg et al., 1997). 1,1-DCE
transformation resulted in loss of02uptake ability in N. europaea (Rasche et al.,
1991). Similar transformation products and toxicity mechanisms likely affected the
butane enrichment. The transformation of 1,1 ,2-TCA caused much greater cell
inactivation than 1,1,1-TCA. In the case of TCA isomers, distribution of chlorineon
the two carbons results in greater toxicity.89
Class V (more than 1 p.mol transformed/mg TSS and less than 5%ofactivity
remain ing)
Class V compounds (CA, 1 ,2-DCA, c-DCE, and VC) are problematic
contaminants due to the high cell inactivation, however relatively large amounts are
transformed. Transformation of VC and c-DCE resulted in a high degree of cell
inactivation. Cells exposed to CA were essentially completely inactivated. Despite
less transformation, exposure to 1,2-DCA caused much higher cell inactivation than
1,1 -DCA. As observed with 1,1,1 -TCA and 1,1 ,2-TCA, the isomer with chlorine on
each carbon caused more inactivation.
During the transformation of CA, less inactivation occurred with N. europaea
(Rasche et aL, 1991) and methanotrophs (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996), with
exposure times of 1 and 4 hours, respectively. The major CA transformation product
with N. europaea was acetaldehyde, and greater inactivation occurred with longer
exposures (Rasche et al., 1990; 1991). The 30-hour exposures of the butane culture
may have resulted in greater inactivation, especially if acetaldehyde was present.
Cell inactivation resulting from CAH transformation was based on the loss of
butane uptake ability. This assay provides a good measure of the impacts on the cell
of CAH transformation, because butane consumption requires an active butane
monooxygenase and an intact electron transport chain. The immediate and stable
response to butane indicated that induction and de novo enzyme synthesis were not
required. Because reductant is required for the monooxygenase reaction, measurement
of butane consumption can not distinguish between damage to the monooxygenase and90
to the flow of reductant. Activity studies with a readily degraded CAHcan also be
used to assay oxygenase enzyme activity and could be used in conjunction with the
butane assay.
Chloride Release
The degree of dechlorination of the CAHswas determined by measuring the
amount of chloride released after 30 hours of incubation. The chloride release
observed was compared with stoichiometnc release of chloride required for the
amount of CAH transformed. The dechlorination extent is presented on a percentage
basis (Figure 3.4).
Chlorinated methanes and ethylenes were more highly dechlorinated than the
chlorinated ethanes, except CA. Nearly complete dechlorination of chlorinated
methanes (90% to 95%) indicates that transformations proceeded pastan initial
oxidation. Oldenhuis et al. (1989) reported 100% and 76% dechlorination of CF by M.
trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO and particulate methanemonooxygenase
(pMMO) after 24 hours of incubation, respectively, while after 1 hour of incubation
73% dechlorination of CF byN. europaeawas reported (Rasche et al., 1991). The
degree of dechlorination was likely affected by the experimental protocol used here
where excess CAH was added duringa 30-hour exposure period. If the CAHs were
permitted to be completely transformed, by adding lesser amounts, biotic91
transformation of products may have occurred resulting inmore complete
dechlorination.
Partial dechlorination of 1,1-DCA, 1,2-DCA, 1,1,2-TCA and 1,1,1-TCA
indicates that chlorinated transformation products exist. 1,1-DCA and i,2-DCAwere
completely dechlorinated by M. trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO (Oldenhuis et
al., 1989). 1,1-DCA was completely dechlorinated byN. europaea,but 1,2-DCA was
only partially dechlorinated (Rasche et al., 1991). The ability to transform products of
chlorinated ethanes therefore differs between butane-utilizers and the MIvIO and AMO
systems.
Nearly complete oxidative dechlorination of VC and c-DCEwas observed,
while 75% dechlorination of 1,1-DCEwas achieved. c-DCE was completely
dechlorinated by M. trichosporium OB3b expressing sMMO, but incomplete 1,1,
DCE dechlorination was observed (Oldenhuis et al., 1989). Dolan and McCarty
(1995) speculated that methanotrophic transformation of 1,1 -DCEmay produce 1,1
DCE epoxide that rearranges to form chlorinated products of acyl chlorides (strong
alkylating agents). It is plausible that chlorinated products of 1,1-DCEmay result in
high cell inactivation consistent with observations with other systems.Dechlorination (%)
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Figure. 3.4. Average percent dechlorination of the CAHs after 30 hours of incubation.
van 1-lyickama Vlieg et al. (1996) found that c-DCE epoxide produced from c-
DCE transformation could be biologically transformed byM. trichosporiuinOB3b
expressing sMMO. c-DCE epoxide was formed by the butane enrichment as
previously discussed. As shown in Figure 3.4, 95% C1 release occurred after 30 hours
of incubation of c-DCE. The half-life of c-DCE epoxide is approximately 72 hours93
(Janssen et al., 1988). The nearly complete oxidative dechlorination of c-DCE within
30 hours of incubation, suggests c-DCE epoxide transformation by the butane-
utilizers. The high degree in inactivation of the butane-utilizers potentially resulted
from the biotic transformation of the epoxide.
CONCLUSIONS
An enrichment culture grown on butane transformed chlorinated methanes
(CM, DCM, and CF), chlorinated ethanes (CA, 1,1-DCA, 1,2-DCA, 1,1,1-TCA, and
i,1,2-TCA), and chlorinated ethylenes (VC, 1,i-DCE, and c-DCE). A butane
monooxygenase enzyme is likely involved in the transformation of CAHs, based on
the lack of transformation in the absence of 02 and the inactivation of CAH
transformation by acetylene and inhibition of CAH transformation by butane. More
detailed enzyme analyses are needed to verify the involvement of a monooxygenase
enzyme.
Many sites are contaminated with mixtures of 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE, and 1,1-
DCA as biotic and abiotic transformation products of 1,1,1-TCA (Vogel and McCarty,
1987). 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCE have been problematic CAHs for aerobic
cometabolism. Limited 1,1,1-TCA transformation has been observed with methane-
grown cultures (Henson et al., 1989; Strand et al., 1990). During in-situ studies with
methane-utilizing microorganisms (Semprini et al., 1990) or with phenol utilizing94
microorganisms (Hopkins et al., 1993; Hopkins and McCarty, 1995), 1,1,i-TCA was
not transformed, despite effective transformation of chlorinated ethenes. 1,1-DCE can
also be cometabolized by microorganisms grown on methane (van Hyickama Vlieg et
al., 1996) and ammonia (Rasche et al., 1991). The transformation of 1,1-DCB has
been shown to be toxic to nitrifying bacteria and methane-utilizing microorganisms
(Rasche et aL, 1991; Dolan and McCarty, 1995; van Hylckama Vlieg et al., 1997).
The butane culture has good potential for transforming i,i,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE,
and 1,1-DCA. Butane-utilizers may have advantages over methanotrophs for these
contaminants. Our butane-grown culture had a greater ability to transform 1,1,1 -TCA
on a basis of amount transformed per unit mass cells than a methane-grown mixed
culture (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996). The initial transformation rates of 1,1-
DCE were comparable with that achieved by M. trichosporium OB3b expressing
sMMO (Oldenhuis et al., 1991), while the T was a factor of 4 to 9 higher than
achieved with methanotrophs (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996). Thus butane-
utilizers may have better potential for remediating 1,1 -DCE contamination than other
oxygenase systems, despite being more toxic to the culture than other CAHs.
CAH transformations by the butane-utilizing culture were achieved without the
addition of an exogenous energy source, while the results with methanotrophs were
typically achieved with the addition of 20-mM formate (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen,
1996; Oldenhuis et al., 1991). A higher percentage of butane uptake activity was
retained after 30 hours exposure to 1,1,1 -TCA than the percentage of methane uptake
activity retained by methanotrophs exposed to 1,1,1 -TCA for 4 hours (Chang andAlvarez-Cohen, 1996). T values of the butane enrichment for 1,1-DCE and 1,1,1-
TCA were also higher than those obtained by Chang and Alvarez-Cohen (1996) with
chemostat-grown methanotrophs, likely because the cell yield of the butane
enrichment was a factor of 2.5 higher than the methanotrophs. 1,1-DCA was also very
effectively transformed by the butane enrichment, and showed a low degree of
inactivation. The enrichment results are consistent with the groundwater/soil
microcosm results (Kim et al., 1997b) which indicated that butane is an effective
substrate for treating mixtures of 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE and 1,1-DCA, as well as
chlorinated methanes, VC, and c-DCE. The enrichment, however, did not effectively
transform TCE, which is a common groundwater contaminant.
Effective transformation with methanotrophs is usually induced under copper
limited nutrient conditions, so that soluble MIMO (sMMO) is expressed. Copper was
not limiting (0.1 iM as CuCl22H2O) in the media formulation used here. Thus
butane-utilizers might also have an advantage for in-situ remediation, where it is
difficult to limit copper available.
The results presented are for one butane enrichment that shows a broad range
of CAH transformation abilities. More studies are needed with pure cultures and
enrichments from other sites to determine how CAH transformation abilities differ
among cultures and growth conditions.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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CHAPTER 4
Kinetic and Inhibition Studies for Aerobic Cometabolism of 1,1,1-
Trichioroethane, 1,1-Dichioroethylene, 1,1-Dichioroethane
by a Butane-Grown Mixed Culture
SUMMARY
Batch kinetics of the aerobic cometabolism of chlorinated aliphatic
hydrocarbons (CAHs) by a butane-grown mixed culture was investigated. This study
focused on 1,1,1 -trichloroethane (1,1,1 -TCA), 1,1 -dichloroethylene (1,1 -DCE) and
1,1 -dichloroethane (1,1 -DCA), which are often found together as co-contaminants in
ground water. The inhibition type was determined using direct linear plots at various
substrate and inhibitor concentrations. The maximum degradation rates(kmax) and
half-saturation coefficients(Ks) were determined by performing single compound
tests. Inhibition coefficients (K1 and K1) were determined by nonlinear least squares
regression (NLSR) fits to the inhibition model determined from the direct linear plots.
Initial guesses of the kinetic parameters were determined from linearized equations
that were derived from the correlations between apparent maximum degradation rates
(k) and/or the apparent half-saturation coefficient (Kr) and thekmax, Kand
inhibitor concentration(IL)in each inhibition equation. Good agreement was achieved
between independently measuredkmaxand K values and those obtained from the
fitting of all parameters using inhibition study data. Two different inhibition types
were observed among the compounds. Competitive inhibition among CAHs was102
indicated from direct linear plots, and the CAHs were also competitively inhibited by
butane. Mixed inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCA, and 1,1-DCE transformation by
butane was observed. The initial guesses of all the kinetic parameters determined
from linear plots were in the range of the values estimated from NLSR analysis. In the
case of competitive inhibition between CAHs, the ratio of K values was a good
indicator of competitive inhibition observed. However, the ratio of K values of CAH
and butane were not a good indicator by the competitive inhibition of CAH on butane
degradation. Butane was a strong inhibitor of CAH transformation, having a much
lower inhibitor coefficients than the K value of butane, however, the CAHs were
weak inhibitors of butane degradation. Overall the results show that use of the direct
linear plot method to identify the inhibition type, coupled with initial guesses of
parameters to provide initial guesses for NLSR analysis results in an accurate method
for determining inhibition types and coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
Aerobic cometabolism of chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) has been
widely studied with methane-, ammonia-, phenol- and toluene-oxidizing
microorganisms (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Chang and Criddle, 1997; Ely
et al., 1997; Folsom et al., 1990; Landa et al., 1994). Phenol- and toluene-utilizers
effectively transform chlorinated ethenes, however, chlorinated methanes and ethanes
such as 1,1,1-trichioroethane (1,1,1-TCA) are not effectively transformed (Chang and103
Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b; Hopkins and McCarty, 1995). Methanotrophs expressing
soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO) effectively transformed 1,1,1-TCA, while
those expressing particulate methane monooxygenase (pMMO) are not effective
(Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996; Oldenhuis et al., 1991). 1,1-DCE has been a
problematic CAR to transform via aerobic cometabolism due to high transformation
product toxicity (Anderson and McCarty, 1996; Dolan and McCarty, 1995; Hopkins
and McCarty, 1995; Rasche et al., 1991). 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE and 1,1-DCA are often
found together in groundwater, since 1,1-DCE and 1,1-DCA are produced abiotically
and biologically from 1,1,1-TCA (Vogel and McCarty, 1987), and their wide use as a
solvent also results in subsurface contamination. Thus, aerobic systems for effective
transformation of 1,1,i-TCA and 1,i-DCE are of interest.
In my previous resting cell studies (Chapter 3), a butane-grown mixed culture
had the ability to effectively transform 1,1-DCE, 1,1,1-TCA, and i,i-DCA (Kim et al.,
1999). Our butane-grown culture had a greater ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA on the
basis of amount transformed per unit mass cells than a methane-grown mixed culture
(Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996). The initial transformation rates of 1,1-DCE were
comparable with that achieved byM. trichosporiurnOB3b expressing sMMO
(Oldenhuis et al., 1991), while the transformation capacity(Ta: maximum mass of
CAH that can be transformed per mass of cells prior to inactivation) was a factor of 4
to 9 higher than achieved with methanotrophs (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1996).
Thus butane-utilizers have potential for remediating 1,1-DCE. 1,1-DCA was also very
effectively transformed by the butane enrichment. Thus, this kinetic study focused on104
the transformation of these contaminants and inhibition among the CAHs and butane,
when mixtures are present.
For aerobic cometabolism, competitive inhibition is an important process to
consider, since there is competition between CAHs and growth substrates for enzyme
active sites due to lack of enzyme specificity. Cell growth rates and CAH
transformation rates can be affected (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Anderson
and McCarty, 1996; Dolan and McCarty, 1995). As presented in Table 2.4,
competitive inhibition during aerobic cometabolism has been most widely proposed
and successfully modeled with methane oxidizers, N. europaea, and Pseudoinonas
cepacia G4 (Anderson and McCarty, 1994, 1996; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b;
Chang and Cnddle, 1997; Ely et al., 1997; Landa et al., 1994). However, different
inhibition types have also been observed. Keener and Arp (1993) reported
noncompetitive inhibition of chloromethane and chloroethane and competitive
inhibition of methane and ethylene on NH4dependentNO2production in N.
europaea.Keenan and co-workers (1994) reported that propane inhibited
trichioroethylene (TCE) transformation which fitted a noncompetitive inhibition
model. There, however, have been limited detailed studies of inhibition among CAHs
and CAHs and growth substrates.
As presented in Table 2.4, many competitive inhibition models assume that the
half-saturation coefficient (Ks)is equal to the competitive inhibition coefficient(K1)
for given substrate/inhibitor (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Anderson and
McCarty, 1996; Brohoim et al., 1992; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b; Strand et al.,
1990). However, there has been some debate about the use of K as K1 values (Chang105
and Criddle, 1997; Landa et al., 1994). In studies of Chang and Criddle (1997) and
Landa et al. (1994), theK1for growth substrate on TCE transformation was much
smaller than the K, for the substrate, andfor TCE on growth substrate degradation
was much greater than K for TCE.
Convenient linearized plots, especially Lineweaver-Burk plot, have been
widely used to determine the inhibition type and estimate kinetic parameters (Alvarez-
Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995b, 1996, 1997; Keener
and Arp, 1993). Visual determination of inhibition type and the estimation of kinetic
parameters from classical linear plotting is not straightforward as discussed in the
liteature review, Chapter 2 (Dowd and Riggs, 1965; Eisenthal and Comish-Bowden,
1974; Robinson, 1985; Robinson and Charaklis, 1984).
In this study, the direct linear plot method of Eisenthal and Comish-Bowden
(1974) was used to determine the inhibition type. This method has several advantages
over other convenient linearized plots such as Lineweaver-Burk and Hanse plot as
discussed in Chapter 2. Nonlinear least squares regression (NILSR) analysis has been
shown to be a better method for estimating the kinetic parameters than the convenient
linearized plots (Robinson, 1985; Robinson and Charaklis, 1984).
Present here is a systematic kinetic and inhibition study for aerobic
cometabolism of CAHs by a butane-grown mixed culture. The schematic diagram of
the study is presented and discussed in Figure 2.13. Batch kinetic studies were
performed to measure degradation rates at various substrates and inhibitor
concentrations. To determine the inhibition types among the compounds, the direct
linear plots were prepared using the measured rates. Initial estimates of all kinetic106
parameters such as maximum degradation rates (kmax), K, and competitive inhibition
coefficient (K1), and uncompetitive inhibition coefficient(K1) were obtained from
linearized equations presented in Table 4.1. Values determined from linear regression
were used as initial guesses of NLSR analysis. The equation derivations are presented
in Appendix B2 and plotting method is described in Chapter 2. The inhibition model
determined by direct linear plots was fitted to the experimental rate data using NLSR
analysis to obtain all the kinetic parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A Butane-Utilizing Mixed Culture
The butane-utilizing enrichment was obtained from Hanford soil microcosms
as described in the Butane-Oxidizers section (Chapter 2). The enrichment was stained
with 4' 6'-diamidino-2-phenylindole for living cells and propidium iodide for
nonliving cells. Observation under a fluorescence microscope showed 1 to 2 rm long
rods that form chains of up to two or three microorganisms (Figure 4.1). Gram stain
test indicates that the larger cells (2 .tm) are gram-positive and smaller cells (1 tm)
are gram-negative.
The enrichment was batch grown in 750-mi. capped-bottles containing 10%I7
Figure 4.1. A butane-grown mixed culture viewed under a fluorescence microscope.108
butane (vol/vol) in air and 250 mL of mineral medium, usingXanthobacterPy2
medium (Wiegant and de Bont, 1980), exceptNH4NO3replacedNaNO3and the pH
was adjusted to 7.3. Cells were harvested at an optical density of 0.6 @ 600 nm
(0D600)(approximately 0.1 mg TSS/mL) which is in the late exponential growth
phase. In order to obtain a reproducible mixed culture the cells were washed and cell
suspensions (1 mL) were added in autoclaved 2-mL cryogenic vials (Nalgene
Company, Rochester, NY). Each vial received a total of 70 L of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), and was then stored in a cryogenic dewar containing liquid nitrogen (-80
°C) to ensure a consistent inoculum for the sets of experiments. This method of
storing cells showed stable activity in methanotrophic studies (Anderson and McCarty,
1996, 1997).
For the batch kinetic tests, the frozen cells were thawed, washed and rinsed
three times to remove DMSO and grown on 10% butane (vol/vol) in air as previously
described (Chapter 3). The batch growth reactors were incubated in the dark at 30 °C
while shaken at 210 rpm on a rotary table. Cells were harvested at0D600of 0.6. The
cells were concentrated by three cycles of centrifuging (6,000 x g for 15 minutes),
washing and resuspending in the same media described above. Based on butane
uptake activity, resting cell activity was stable for 10 hours after harvesting, thus all
kinetic tests were performed within 10 hours of harvesting the cells.109
Chemicals
Butane ( 99%) and acetylene (99.6%) were purchased from AIRCO
(Vancouver, WA). 1,l,1-TCA (99.5 % anhydrous) and l,1-DCE (99%)were
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). 1,1-DCA, ( 99%)was
obtained from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA).
Saturated aqueous stock solutions of CAHs were prepared at 20 °C by adding
specific amounts of the pure liquid compound to 125-mL serum bottles containing
autoclaved deionized water. This procedure eliminated theuse of carrier solvents,
such as methanol. The bottles were shaken for 6 hours prior touse to ensure
saturation, and then allowed to settle for 6 hours before use. Butanewas
volumetrically transferred to the batch bottles using gas-tight syringes (Precision
Sampling Corp., Baton Rouge, LA).
Analysis
The gaseous concentrations of butane and the CAHs of interestwere
determined by headspace analysis. The total compoundmass in each test bottle was
calculated, using the headspace and solution volumes and published Henry's constants
(Gossett 1987; Mackay and Shiu, 1981). Calibrationcurves for all compounds were
developed using external standards. Headspace concentrations of the CAHs and
butane were determined by injecting 100 L of the headspace sample intoa HP5 890
series gas chromatograph (GC) connected toa photoionization detector (PID)110
followed by a flame ionization detector (FW) at 250 °C. The GC was operated at the
following conditions: oven temperature, 190 °C; carrier gas (He) flow, 15 rnL/min;H2
flowto detectors, 35 rnL/min; airflowto detectors, 165 mTlmin; and PD detector
makeup gas (He)flow,15 mlJmin. Chrornatographic separation was performed with
a 30-rn megabore GSQ-PLOT column from J&W Scientific (Folsom, CA).
In mass transfer studies the measurement of aqueous phase 1,1-DCE
concentrations was also required. EPA 8010 method was adapted and modified to
measure aqueous 1,1-DCE concentrations using HP purge autosampler and HP trap
concentrator. Aqueous samples (100 /LL) were periodically taken from the batch
bottles. Each sample was added to 5 rnL of gas tight syringe with fixed luer lock
(Alitech, Deerfield, IL) that was filled with 5 mL of deionized water, and injected to
purge-tubes. Chromatographic separation was performed by HP 5890 series II GC
with 0.25-mm x 30-rn HP-624 capillary column. GC was operated the following
conditions: oven temperature, 160 °C; carrier gas (helium)flow,1.8 mTJmin; and
total hydrogen and helium flow; 130 mLfmin. Detection was made on a Model 5220
electrolytic conductivity detector (ELCD) operating at 900 °C (01 analytical, College
station, TX).
Culture density was determined as total suspended solids (TSS) (American
Public Health Association 1985), using 0. 1-jzm-membrane filter (Micro Separation
Inc., Westboro, MA). The0D600of cultures was measured using an HP8453 UV-
Visible spectrophotometer.111
Batch Experiments
Batch kinetic studies were performed using 26-mL glass vials at 20 °C.
Autoclaved mineral medium (4.5 mL) described above was added to vials, and the
vials were crimp sealed with TeflonhMlined rubber septa (Kimble, Vineland, NJ).
A volumetric amount of saturated aqueous stock solution of CAHs of interest
or butane or both was added into the vials to achieve desired initial aqueous
conccentrations. The vials were shaken on a rotary shaker at 260 rpm to adjust
temperature of medium to 200 C. A headspace sample was taken to measure initial
concentrations just before adding prepared cells, to initiate transformation reactions.
After cell addition, the bottles were vigorously hand-shaken for 10 seconds, and then
shaken at 260 rpm on a rotary shaker. Headspace concentrations were measured at
five equally spaced time intervals over a period 10- to 20-mm. Initial
transformation/degradation rates were determined by linear regression of six temporal
observations. Based on the results presented in Chapter 3, the amount of CAH
transformed per cell mass for 30 hours were 2.4, 0.33, and 0.92 /Lmol/mg TSS for 1,1-
DCA, 1,1,1 -TCA, and 1,1 -DCE, respectively. In kinetic studies, the amount of CAHs
transformed per mg TSS over the time period ranged from 5 to 21% of these values.
Thus, the ratio of the amount of CAH transformed to mass of cells added was high
enough that loss in cell activity resulting from CAH transformation was minimal and
did not affect the transformation rate.
Procedures for performing inhibition studies followed batch kinetic test
method described by Comish-Bowden (1994). For single substrate kinetic test to112
determinekmaxand K values, duplicate or triplicate vials were prepared at 10 different
concentrations. For inhibition test the inhibitor was added at five different
concentrations and four different substrate concentrations. The studies were prepared
in single vials, thus 20 reactors were required for a test. Preliminary inhibition
experiments were performed to determine the range of concentrations for use in the
studies. Concentrations were chosen to achieve less than half of maximum rate with
inhibitor present at its highest concentration.
Mass Transfer Experiments
In the kinetic studies, headspace analysis for CAHs and butane was performed
to measure initial rates. To insure the Henry equilibrium partitioning could be applied
to estimate liquid concentration mass transfer tests were performed under the
conditions of kinetic experiment. The overall liquid-phase mass transfer rate
coefficient (KLaL) and the overall gas-phase mass transfer rate coefficient (KGaG) were
measured. 1,i-DCE was used, because it has the highest Henry's coefficient of the
CAHs tested. Studies were performed to measure mass transfer of 1 ,1-DCE from the
vapor to aqueous phase and also from the aqueous phase to the vapor phase. 1,1-DCE
was added either to the aqueous phase or air phase of the batch reactor. After
addition, the appearance of 1,1-DCE concentrations, rather than disappearance in the
headspace or aqueous solution, was measured as a function of time until equilibrium
was reached. The l,1-DCE concentrations in the phases and their dependence on the113
KLaL and KGaG in time are described by equations 4.1 and 4.2. The detailed
derivations of equations of 4.1 and 4.2 are presented in Appendix Al.
dSG (SGMSSGVG)VL
(4.1)
VL VLVG
dt
GaG(HCSSL----+)---- (4.2)
V V VL
SG is substrate concentration in gas phase (M),SLis substrate concentration in liquid
phase (tM), M is total substrate mass in bottle (/Lmol), H4is dimensionless Henry's
constant of substrate, VL is volume of liquid phase (L), and VG is volume of gas phase
(L). Equation 4.1 and 4.2 can be solved to give equations 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, as
presented in Appendix Al.
SG + (SGO )exp(KLaL (1
VL
) .t) (4.3)
HCSVG+VL HCSVG+VL VGHCS
M M VGHCS) t) (4.4) LHV +VL
+(SLQj VL
where t is time(mm)andS00and SLO are the concentrations at time zero. The
experimental data was fit to analytical solutions of equations 4.3 and 4.4 by NLSR in114
S-PLUS (MathSoft Inc., Cambridge, MA) to determine the KLaL and the KGaC for 1,1-
DCE.
Acetylene Inactivation Experiment
As discussed in Chapter 2, acetylene is a mechanism-based inactivator of
MMO, AMO, and BMO (Bedard and Knowles 1989; Prior and Dalton 1985;
Hamamura et al., 1999). Different inactivation characteristics among different
cultures have been reported by Hamamura et al. (1999), Keener et al. (1998), and
Yeager et al. (1999). As presented in Chapter 3, CAH transformationwas inhibited in
acetylene-treated butane-grown mixed culture. These results suggest that acetylene
inactivates the monooxygenase activity of the butane-grown mixed culture. An
experiment to evaluate the loss of butane uptake activity upon exposure to acetylene as
a function of time was performed. The experiment evaluates the kinetic diversity of
butane-oxidizers in the mixed culture. If a plot of the log percent of enzyme activity
remaining vs. time follows a single phase kinetic and/or fits to first order kinetic (as
shown in Figures Fl and F2, Appendix F), it indicates the mixed culture consists of
kinetically similar butane-oxidizers. However, if not (as shown Figure 2.3), the mixed
culture may include kinetically very different butane-oxidizers.
In order to measure a time-dependent loss of butane uptake activity upon
exposure to acetylene, 1OOiL acetylene (0.33% vol./vol. in headspace) was added into
the 50-mi. gastight syringe (Unimetrics No7450, Folsom,CA) containing cell115
suspension in media (20 mL) and air (30 mL). The syringewas sealed and hand-
shaken throughout the experiment. Samples of the acetylene-treated cell suspension
(1.5 mL) were taken as a function of time from the 50-mL gas tightsyringe using 5-
mL syringes. During the cell sampling, gas phase volume of 50-mL syringewas kept
constant in order to keep the aqueous acetylene concentration constant throughout the
experiment. The acetylene was removed from the samples by equilibrating with air
and expelling air. The 1 mL cell suspensions were added into 26-mL batch bottles
containing growth media (4 mL), butane (0.5 mL pure butane), and headspace air (22
mL). Initial butane degradation rates were measured as described above.
Determination of Inhibition Types
For batch kinetic and inhibition studies the Michaelis-Menten equation can be
modified to include a mass balance between the air andaqueous phase, assuming
equilibrium partitioning. Based on the results of our mass transfer experiments the
assumption of equilibrium is valid over the time scale of the kinetic experiments. The
validity of this assumption is discussed in detail in Appendix A.2.
kS maxL (4.5)
+SL
(4.6) L
VL+VGHCSJ116
where v is substrate degradation rate (imolImg TSS/hr), kand are the
apparent values of kmax and K in the presence of inhibitor, respectively.
For each of the four inhibition types, competitive, uncompetitive, mixed and
noncompetitive inhibition (Comish-Bowden, 1994) inhibition model equation can be
written by substituting kand presented in Table 4.1 into equation 4.5. Details
of derivation of these equations are discussed in Appendix Bi. In Table 4.1,'Lis
inhibitor concentration in liquid phase (pM), M, is totai mass of inhibitor in bottle
(mol), H1 is the inhibitor Henry's constant, and K1 andare inhibition coefficients
(zM). For purified enzymes with one substrate and an unreactive inhibitor,and
K1 are the equilibrium constants for inhibitor binding to the free enzyme (E) and the
enzyme-substrate complex (ES), respectively (Comi sh-Bowden, 1994). We assume
that the kinetics for purified enzymes can be applied to whole cells.
The direct linear plot reported by Eisenthal and Cornish-Bowden (1974) and
Comish-Bowden and Eisenthal (1978) was used to determine the inhibition types.
The advantages of this method over the least-square method are discussed in Chapter
2. Equation 4.5 may be rearranged to show the dependence of kon K:
k=v--K: (4.7)
The plotting procedure is described in Chapter 2. Values of v on a vertical
kaxis and the corresponding negative SL are plotted on the horizontal K' axis.117
Table 4.1. The effects of inhibitors on the parameters of the Michaelis-Menten
equation and linearized equations of the parameters.
Type of
max
aLineanzedequation
inhibition
Mixed
kmax K(1+k) K K = s+ _ SJ
(1
iç kmax
L
kmax kmaxKc
(1+-) 1 1 1
+ L
kmaxkmaxK max
Noncompetitive
kmax K 1 1 1
(1 + )
=
k"max
+ L
kmaxkmaxK,u
'U K=K
Competitive
kma K(1+-h-) K=
'c
k=k" max max
Uncompetitive
kmax K 1 1 1
(l+k) (1+--) =+ IL K KSKth
K; 1 1 1
-_I
k'k kK
L
max max maxiu
a: The linearzed equations are derived from the equations for andKto graphically evaluate
the kinetic parameters that are used for initial guess of NLSR analysis. These parameters are derived in
Appendix B!. Note:'L
+VGH(,
J
where'Lis an inhibitor concentration in liquid phase (MM),
M istotal massofinhibitor in bottle (mol),H. isa Henry's constantofinhibitor, K1andKiaare
inhibition coefficients(pM).
A line is drawn and extrapolated between the v and negative SL. The coordinates of
the intersection on lines define an unique pair of kand values that satisfy the118
sets of observations. The medians of intersections provide estimates of kand
As discussed in Chapter 2, the shift in the direction of best estimate point of
k[ and at each value of'Lis an indicator of the inhibition type. For
competitive inhibition, the shift is to the right; for uncompetitive inhibition, the shift is
towards the origin; for mixed inhibition, the shift is between these extremes; and for
the special case of mixed inhibition (noncompetitive inhibition), the shift is vertically
down.
Determination of K, andK1
For single compound batch kinetic studies, kmax and K were determined by
fitting the data to equation 4.5 and 4.6 using NLSR. Initial estimates (guesses) of kmax
and K for NLSR routine were obtained by plots of rate versus substrate concentration.
In the inhibition study, kmax, K,K1,and K1were determined by NLSR
analysis for the inhibition model determined by direct linear plot. The linearized
forms presented in Table 4.1 were used to obtain the initial guesses of all kinetic
parameters for the NLSR fitting. The derivations of the linearized forms and the
method of obtaining initial guesses from plots of linearized equationsare provided in
Chapter 2 and Appendix B2. For mixed inhibition model, good initial parameter119
guesses are needed for NLSR method to converge. This is due to more complex
kinetic expression with more parameters compared to the other kinetic equations.
RESULTS
Liquid and Gas Mass Transfer Coefficients
The rate.s of mass transfer achieved in the batch reactors under experimental
conditions of the kinetic studies were determined by measuring the overall liquid-
phase (Figure 4.2A) and gas-phase (Figure 4.2B) mass transfer rate coefficients of 1,1-
DCE. An excellent match was obtained between the experimental results and model
simulations using equations 4.3 and 4.4. Both the transfer from the liquid phase to the
gas phase (Figure 4.2A) and from the gas phase to the liquid phase (Figure 4.2B) were
modeled equally well. The KLaL and KGaG with 95% confidence intervals for 1,1-
DCE were 1.3 ± 0.1/mm and 2.0 ± 0.2/mm.
The KLaL values for the other compounds studied were determined based on
theoretical considerations. The KLaL for a compound is dependent on its diffusity and
can be calculated by multiplying the KLaL obtained for 1,1-DCE with the third root of
the molecular weight of 1,1-DCE relative to the molecular weight of the compound of
interest (Perry's chemical engineering handbook, 1984). The K0a6 also can be
calculated by multiplying KLaL by the dimensionless Henry's constant of interest6
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Figure 4.2. Determination of KLaL (A) and KGaC (B) for 1,1 -DCE. The aqueous stock
solution of 1,1-DCE was injected in the liquid phase (A), and gaseous 1,1-DCE was
added in the headspace (B). The data were fit to equations 4.3 and 4.4. Input
parameters:= 0.86; VL = 0.005 L; VG = 0.02 1 L; CG,o = CL,0 =0 tM; andM0
0.13mol (A) and 0.56/Lmo! (B).121
Table 4.2. Overall mass transfer coefficients (KLa and KGa) for 1,1-DCE, 1,l-DCA,
1,1,1-TCA, and butane.
Compound KLa (1/mm) KGa (1/mm)
Butane 1.6 0.04
1,1-DCE 1.3±0.la 20+07(15b)
1,1-DCA 1.3 7.3
1,1,1-TCA 1.2 2.2
a: 95% confidence interval. ° Value theoretically calculated.
compound. As shown in Table 4.2, the measured KOaG for 1,1-DCE is in good
agreement with the calculated value. The agreement indicates the theoretical
calculations of KLaL and K0a0 for the other compounds are reasonable.
In headspace reactors, mass transfer is required from the gas phase to the
liquid, with the reaction occurring in the liquid phase. The analysis of the rate data is
simplified if equilibrium partitioning can be inferred. Based on the estimates provided
in Table 4.2, KGacJ for other CAHs was a factor of 40 to 200 greater than that for
butane. The result indicates that butane was the most susceptible to mass transfer
limitations.
In order to determine cell mass additions that achieve butane-utilization rates
were not mass transfer limited, model simulations were performed and presented in
Appendix A2. The initial rates were not mass transfer limited at cell concentrations
lower than 13000 mg TSSJL, while the rates decreased due to mass transfer limitations
at higher than the concentrations (Figure A2.2 in Appendix A2). The TSS was kept
below 13000 mg TSSIL through all the studies so that the mass transfer limitations did
not influence the initial rate measurements.122
Acetylene Blocking Experiment
The acetylene inactivation experiment was performed to evaluate the kinetic
diversity of butane-oxidizers in the mixed culture. The results of the acetylene
inactivation experiment are presented in Figure 4.3. A progressive loss of butane
uptake rate was observed as a function of time upon addition of acetylene to the 50
mL syringe. Residual butane uptake activity [rate at time t (r) to rate at time zero(ro)}
plotted as a function of time followed a single phase kinetic, and it fit a first-order
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
T (mm)
Figure 4.3. Decay of butane degradation rate as a function of time after acetylene
exposure. Data were fit to first order decay model. r/r0 indicates the ratio of the rate at
time t to that at time zero.123
kinetics model(r2= 0.96). Thus, the loss of butane uptake activity was time-
dependent and followed first-order decay reaction model, consistent with observation
of Keener et al. (1998) with nitrifying bacteria. This single-phase good fit indicates
that kinetically similar monooxygenases are present in a butane-grown mixed culture.
kmaxand K for Butane, 1,1-DCE, 1,i-DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA
The results of the single compound tests to determine
kmaxand K are provided
in Figure 4.4. The measured degradation rates versus concentrations and best-fit
curves to equation 4.5 achieved by NLSR as shown. The estimated kmax and K along
with their 95% confidence intervals and the pseudo first order rate(k1kmax/ K ) are
summarized in Table 4.3. Excellent agreement to equation 4.5 was achieved, based on
the 95% confidence intervals that were obtained. The order ofkma,cfrom the highest to
lowest was butane, 1,1-DCE, 1,1-DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA. The order of K from the
highest to lowest was 1,1-DCA, butane, 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCE. The K for 1,1-
DCE was one order of magnitude lower than those for the other compounds,
indicating that 1,1 -DCE has a higher binding affinity to enzyme than the other
compounds. The pseudo-first order rate coefficient k1 for 1,1-DCE was greater than
that for the other compounds.LD
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Figure 4.4. Initial degradation rates at various initial concentrations of butane (A),
1,1-DCE (B), 1,1-DCA (C), and l,1,1-TCA (D). The curve represents the best fit of
data to equation 4.5 using NLSR.
Table 4.3.kmaxand K with their 95% confidence intervals for butane, 1,1-DCE, 1,1-
DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA.
Butane 1,1-DCE 1,1-DCA 1,1,1-TCA
kmax
(p.mol/mg TSSIhr)2.6±0.14 1.3±0.09 0.49±0.03 0.19±0.01
K
(tM) 19±3.3 1.5±0.39 19±5.0 12±2.8
kmax/Ks
(L'mgTSS/hr) 0.14 0.87 0.03 0.02125
Inhibition Types and Inhibition Coefficients
Inhibition amongcAlls
Inhibition types among CAHs were first investigated. The direct linear plot
showing inhibition of I,l-DCA on l,1-DCE transformation is presented in Figure 4.5.
The points of intersection, shown as smaller symbols give the estimate of kand
The best estimate of kand Kr" shown as the larger symbols are the
-40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
KSaPP (,LM)
Figure 4.5. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA on l,l-DCE
transformation. Aqueous l,l-DCA concentrations were 0 (A), 153 (), 387 (), 608
(U), and 887 OK) j.tM.126
medians of the individual values at the variousILconcentrations (1,1-DCA). As
inhibitor concentrations increased, the for 1,1-DCE increased, whilekfor 1,1-
DCE remained essentially constant, indicating competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA on
1,1-DCE transformation.
The direct linear plot showing the inhibition of 1,l,1-TCA on 1,1-DCA
transformation is presented in Figure 4.6A. Competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on
1,1 -DCA transformation was also indicated. Kinetic parameters (K1 and K) were
graphically estimated by the plot of versus'L(Figure 4.6B). For the competitive
inhibition model the plot of these variables should yield a linear correlation with
K/K1 equal to the slope and K equal to y intercept (Table 4.1). As shown in Figure
4.6B, a linear plot was achieved withr2value of 0.97. The regression yielded a K
value of 15 M for 1,1-DCA and a K1value of 12 jM for 1,1,1-TCA. The K value
for 1,1-DCA was close to the value (19 iiM) estimated from single compound kinetic
test (Table 4.3). Thekmaxvalue of 1,1-DCA (0.46 zmol/mg TSS/hr) calculated by
averaging thekvalues obtained from direct linear plot was also within the range of
the value (0.49 imol/mg TSSIhr) measured in single compound kinetic test (Table
4.3). The linear regression values ofkmax,K, and K1 were used as initial guesses in
the NLSR fit of the experimental data.
All kinetic parameters(kmax, K, and K1) weredetermined by NLSR analysis
of the measured rates with the competitive inhibition model determined by the direct
linear plot. The data converged with very small residual standard error (RSE) of 0.0 12127
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Figure 4.6. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-
DCA transformation (A), linearized plot of vs.ILto graphically evaluate K and
(B), and the NLSR best fit of the data to the competitive inhibition equation (C).128
(Figure 4.6C). NLSR yielded a K1 value of 9.8 ± 2.2 tM for 1,l,1-TCA, whichwas
in the range of the linearizedK1value of 12 tM used as initial guess (Table 4.5). In
the experiments with the other CAHs, competitive inhibitionwas observed among
CAHs, as shown in Table 4.4. The estimated inhibition coefficients with their initial
guesses obtained from linear plot are presented in Table 4.5. The results of
competitive inhibition studies among CAHs are presented in Appendices CS, C6, C8,
C9, CII, and C12.
Table 4.4. Summary of determined inhibition types.
Substrate Inhibitor
Butane 1,1-DCE 1,1-DCA 1,1,1-TCA
Butane C C
1,1-DCE Ma C C
l,1-DCA M C - C
1,1,1-TCA M C C
a C indicates comDetiti've inhibition. °:M indicates mixed inhibition.
CAH inhibition on butane
Figure 4.7A shows the direct linear plot of 1,1,1-TCA inhibition on butane
degradation. The best estimates shift to the right with increasing inhibitor (1,1,1-
TCA) concentrations, indicating competitive inhibition of 1,1,1 -TCA on butane
degradation. The linearized plot of K"" versus'L(1,1,1 TCA) is shown in Figure129
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Figure 4.7. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on butane
degradation (A), plot of versusILto graphically evaluateK5and K1 (B), and the
NLSR best fit of the data to the competitive inhibition equation (C).130
4.7B. A linear plot was achieved with anr2value of 0.89. The regression yielded a K
value of 12 M for butane and a K1 value of 364 tM for 1,1,1-TCA. The K value for
butane is in good agreement with the value of 19 tM measured in single compound
kinetic test (Table 4.3). Thekmaxof 2.4 jzmol/mg TSS/hr based on averagek
values is close to the measured value of 2.6 JLmol/mg TSS/hr obtained in single
compound test (Table 4.3). NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition model with
linearized kinetic parameters as initial guesses fit the observations very well (Figure
4.7C). The linearized value of K1 (364 tiM) for 1,1,1-TCA was close to the value of
313 JLM obtained by NLSR analysis. As shown in Table 4.4, all CAHs competitively
inhibited butane degradation. The results of all tests and the NLSR analyses are
provided in Appendices C4, C7 and ClO.
Butane inhibition on CAH
Inhibition of butane on each CAH was also evaluated. As shown in Figure
4.8A,kand of 1,1-DCA shifted with increasing inhibitor (butane)
concentrations in the direction of decreasing kand increasing This trend
indicates mixed inhibition of butane on 1,1-DCA transformation. The kinetic
parameters(kmax, K,K1,and K1) were estimated by a linearized plot using the
equations in Table 4.1 for the mixed inhibition case (Figure 4.8B). Excellent fits to131
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the linearized forms were obtained. Thekmaxand K values for 1,1-DCA were 0.47
tmol1mg TSS-hr, and 16 jtM, respectively, which agreed well with the values
obtained in the single compound tests. and K1for butane were, 3.3 M, and 1.8
jLM,respectively (Table 4.5). An excellent agreement by NLSR analysis to the mixed
inhibition model is indicated (Figure 4.8C). Both inhibition coefficients were
comparable with the values from the linear plot. Also, butane showed mixed
inhibition on 1,1-DCE and 1,1,l-TCA transformation, as shown in Figure 4.9A and
4. 1OA. In both cases excellent fits to the linearized forms were obtained and the
kinetic parameters obtained from linearized plots agreed well with the values obtained
from single compound tests and NLSR analyses (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.11).
The data also fit the mixed inhibition model well. The detailed results of
butane inhibition on 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCE are provided in Appendices Cl, C2 and
C3. Although a negative value of K1 for 1,1-DCA was obtained from the linearized
plot for the case of 11,1-DCA inhibition on 1,1-DCE, inhibition coefficients values
obtained from linearized plots generally well in good agreement with those estimated
by NLSR analysis. As shown in Table 4.5, both inhibition coefficients (K andK1)
for butane are smaller thanK1for CAHs, showing butane more strongly inhibits
CAHs transformation. Among CAHs, K1 for l,1-DCE is smaller than for 1,1-DCA
and 1,1,1-TCA, thus 1,1-DCE is a stronger inhibitor than the other CAHs. K1 and K1
for butane on 1,1,1-TCA and 1,l-DCA transformation were very similar. However,
K1for butane on 1,1-DCE transformation was a factor of 20 higher than K1for butane
on 1,1-DCE transformation, indicating that butane more competitively inhibited 1,1-
DCE transformation.135
Table 4.5. Inhibition coefficients estimated from linearized equation and NLSR
analysis.
Inhibitor Method Substrate
(Parameter)
Butane 1,1-DCE 1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA
Butane (K1) Linearized 0.23 1.82 0.52
NLSR 0.33±0.07a2.8±1.600.28±0.13
Butane (K1) Linearized 4.64 3.3 0.36
NLSR 6.9±1.6 3.8±0.880.51±0.09
1,1-DCE (K1)Linearized 12.8 8.6 0.95
NLSR 8.7±2.3 3.6±1.5 1.1±0.30
1,1-DCA (K1)Linearized 253 -16.3 9.6
NLSR 403 ±51 18 ±4.9 16 ±4.8
1,1,1-TCA (K1)Linearized 350 81 12
NLSR 313±8817±4.0 9.8±2.2
a: The values of inhibition coefficients with their95%confidence intervals are presented in M
Comparison of Kinetic Parameters Determined with Different Methods
Kinetic parameters were determined by different methods.kmaxand K were
determined using single compound tests, and also through inhibition tests. In the
inhibition tests, both linear plots and NLSR analyses that permitted all parameters to
vary estimatedkmax,K, K1, and K1. Thus, the values determined by different
methods can be compared. Figure 4.11 presents a comparison ofkmax(A) and K (B)
determined by single compound tests, linearized equation plots, and NLSR analysis,
using inhibition test data. In the case of the two latter methods,kmaxand K were the
average of three values obtained from three inhibition studies (Appendix C 13). While
the K of butane determined by both the linear plots and NLSR analysis are slightlyA
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Figure 4.11 Comparison ofkmaxand K that are separately estimated from single-
compound batch kinetic studies, linear plots,and NLSR analysis using rate data in the
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lower than the values obtained from the single compound tests, and K value of 1,1-
DCE obtained from linearized plot has larger errors, all methods yielded very
comparable K values for 1,1-DCE, 1,1-DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA. The kmaxvalues
determined by all three methods were in excellent agreement. The results suggest that
kmaxand K values can be very effectively determined by either the linear plot method,
or NLSR analysis using initial guesses obtained from the linear plot.
Comparison of K with K1
To evaluate if the K value is a good indicator of competitive inhibition, the
ratios of K of substrate over K of inhibitor and K of substrate over K1of inhibitor
are compared (Figure 4.12). If K value is a good indicator of competitive inhibition,
the slope of the linear regression line should be 1. The slope for data obtained from
CAHs inhibition on butane was 0.17, however, the slope for data from inhibition
among CAHs was 0.69. For the case of inhibition among CAHs, the slope was 1.3
when one outlier value at a high ratio was omitted. The results indicate that the ratios
of K values of CAHs are good indicators for competitive inhibition among CAHs.
However, for the case of CAH inhibition on the growth substrate degradation, the
ratios of K values are not a good indicator of the observed competitive inhibition.138
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Effects ofand/or K8on Inhibition Coefficients in NLSR Analysis
In previous NLSR analysis all kinetic parameters in the inhibition equation
were permitted to vary in obtaining the model fit to the experimental data. In order to
evaluate howkmaxand/or K8affect on the determination of inhibition coefficients (K
andK1)during NLSR analysis,kmaxand/or K8obtained from the single compound
tests were given as constants for the NLSR analysis. Four different ways of NLSR
analyses were performed with the inhibition data: 1) varying all 4 kinetic parameters139
(kmax, K,and/or K); 2) constantkmaxand K and varying inhibition coefficients;
3) constantkma,(and varying K and inhibition coefficients; and 4) constant K and
varyingkmaxand inhibition coefficients.
Figure 4.13 presents comparison of butane inhibition coefficients,(A) and
(B), determined with the four different NLSR analyses using initial guesses of the
inhibition parameters from the linearized plot. In all cases of butane inhibition on
CAHs, each NLSR analysis yielded estimated inhibition coefficients that were within
the range of values determined by the other methods. These results suggest that prior
determination ofkmaxand/or K is not required for determining the inhibition
coefficients (K1and K1). NLSR analysis with varying or constantkmaxand K
yielded very comparable inhibition coefficients for butane, suggestingkmaxand K
may be successfully estimated by NLSR analysis using inhibition data. The good
agreement ofkmaxand K values obtained using different methods, shown in Figure
4.11, indicate that this would be the likely result. The results of this analysis for the
other compounds are presented in Table C13.5 and Figures C13.3, C13.4 and C13.5
(Appendix C 13). All these results were very similar with those of butane inhibition on
CAHs.140
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NLSR Analysis with Different Inhibition Models
In order to evaluate how the data fit to different inhibition models and how the
models affect the estimated kinetic parameters, NLSR analysis using three different
inhibition model equations was performed for all inhibition data. For this comparison
all kinetic parameters were varied and minimized. This analysis evaluated how the
data best fit by a mixed inhibition model would be fit using a competitive inhibition
model and vice versa. Evaluations were also made on how the data fit by a mixed
inhibition model would be fit a noncompetitive inhibition model.
Figure 4. 14A presents kinetic coefficients determined by NLSR analysis using mixed,
noncompetitive and competitive inhibition models for the case of butane inhibition on
l,1-DCA transformation. The best data fit to the noncompetitive inhibition model and
competitive inhibition model are presented Figure 4. 14B and Figure 4. 14C,
respectively. As described previously, butane showed mixed inhibition on 1,i-DCA
transformation. The data could also be well fit to noncompetitive inhibition model,
having the same RSE of 0.010 as mixed inhibition fit. Thekmax,K, and K, were in
the range of the values determined from fit the to mixed inhibition model. The reason
for good fit of the noncompetitive inhibition model is thatandK1for butane were
very close, thus is equal to K resulting in noncompetitive inhibition model as
shown in Table 4.1. This result is consistent with the near vertical shift inkmaxshown
Figure 4.8. Data for mixed inhibition of butane on 1,I,1-TCA transformation were
also well fit to the noncompetitive inhibition model with RSE of 0.005 (Figure D3.2 in142
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Appendix D3). Comparable values ofkmaxand K for 1,1,1-TCA with the values
determined from fitting the mixed inhibition (Table Dii in Appendix D3). The data
fit noncompetitive inhibition model well for the same reasons as the 1,1 -DCA data.
This is also consistent with the near vertical shift inkmaxin Figure 4.9.
Data when fit to competitive inhibition model resulted in a higher RSE than
those achieved with the mixed and noncompetitive inhibition models. The poorer fit
is evident in Figure 414C. The kmax, and K for 1,1-DCA and K1 for butane were
within the range of the values obtained using the mixed inhibition model, however, K
for 1,1-DCA andK1for butane converged with higher standard errors than those
obtained with mixed and noncompetitive inhibition models. Similar results were
observed when butane inhibition on 1,1,1-TCA transformation was modeled (Table
D3.1 and Figure D3.3in Appendix D3).
Figure 4.15A presents kinetic coefficients determined by NLSR analysis using
mixed, noncompetitive, and competitive inhibition model for the case of butane
inhibition on 1,1-DCE transformation, Fits to the noncompetitive inhibition model and
competitive inhibition model are presented in Figure 4.15B and Figure 4.15C,
respectively. As described previously, butane showed mixed inhibition on 1,1-DCE
transformation. The K1 of butane was a factor of 20 greater than K1 in the case of144
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butane inhibition on 1,1-DCE, which is indicated by shifts shown in Figure 4.1OA.
Data were better fit to competitive inhibition model than noncompetitive inhibition
model, based on RSE. The competitive inhibition model yieldedkmaxand K that were
in the range of the values determined using the mixed inhibition model. The
noncompetitive inhibition model resulted in very similar kmaxto those determined
using the mixed inhibition model, however the K was a factor of 2.5 greater than the
value estimated using mixed inhibition model. The reason for better fit to competitive
inhibition model than noncompetitive inhibition is that theof butane was a factor
of 20 greater than thus butane more competitively inhibited 1,l-DCE
transformation.
Figure 4.16A presents kinetic coefficients determined by NLSR analysis using
mixed, noncompetitive, and competitive inhibition models for the case of 1,1-DCA
inhibition on 1,1-DCE transformation. The mixed inhibition and the noncompetitive
inhibition model fits are shown in Figure 4.16B and Figure 4.16C, respectively. The
competitive inhibition fit of 1,1-DCA on 1,1-DCE transformation is shown in Figure
C8.3. ThekmaxandKvalues were in the range determined using the competitive
inhibition model. For the case of mixed inhibition model, K1 was in the range
determined using the competitive inhibition model. However, the estimated K1 value
was a factor of 37 greater thanK1,and K1 had much greater error than the K1
estimate. Data showing competitive inhibition may be represented by a mixed
inhibition model having a very highK1to compensate for the inhibitor effect onKmax.146
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When theK1value is much greater than K1 value, the mixed inhibition model
equation can be expressed using the competitive inhibition model equation, as shown
in Table 4.1. Most of the competitive inhibition data showed similar results, and the
data when fit to mixed inhibition model resulted in aK1that compensated for the
inhibitor affect onKmax.Some of the competitive inhibition data when fit to the mixed
inhibition model resulted in negative values for the kinetic parameters or inhibition
coefficients or both (Appendices D4 through D12).
The results of NLSR analysis using three different inhibition models suggest
that, in some cases, inhibition type can not be conclusively determined by the fit error
analysis.
DISCUSSION
Practical applications of CAHs groundwater clean-up via aerobic
cometabolism will likely involve the use of mixed cultures rather than pure cultures or
purified enzymes. Thus, kinetic studies, rate models, and parameters obtained with
mixed cultures are needed. The results of this study showed inhibition models and
kinetic parameters could be reproducibly studied using a butane-grown mixed culture.
The method of a reproducibly grown mixed culture from a stock of culture frozen at
80°C, worked well for this purpose.
This study investigated inhibition kinetics for the aerobic cometabolism of 1,1-
DCE, 1,1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA, by a butane-grown mixed culture. The method that
combined both direct linear plots to identify the inhibition type and NLSR analysis to148
estimate the kinetic parameters (using graphically estimated kinetic parameters as
initial guesses) proved to be very effective.
The kinetic results can be compared to other systems. The kinetic parameters
for 1,1 -DCE and 1,1,1 -TCA were determined with M. trichosporiuni OB3b producing
sMMO (Oldenhuis et al., 1991). The K for 1,1-DCE measured here is a factor of 4
lower than that reported by Oldenhuis et al. (1991), while kmax for 1,1-DCE is a factor
of 5 greater. The greater
kmaxand lower K indicates that the butane-grown culture has
a higher affinity for 1,1 -DCE than M. trichosporiurn OB3b. The K for 1,1,1 -TCA
measured here was a factor of 20 lower than the value they reported, whilekmaxis an
order of magnitude lower. Thus, this comparison suggests that the butane-grown
culture also has higher affinity for 1,1,1-TCA, but slower maximum transformation
rates.
With respect to in situ cometabolism of CAH, the contaminant concentrations
are often much lower than the K. Thus, the pseudo first-order rate, k1 is a more
important parameter. The k1 for 1,1 -DCE measured here is a factor of 4 greater than
the value for M. tn chospori urn OB3b expressing sMlvlO, and two orders of magnitude
greater than achieved with pMMO (Oldenhuis et al., 1991; van Hylckama Vlieg et al.,
1996). Thek1for 1,1,1-TCA obtained with our enrichment is comparable to that with
M. trichosporiuin OB3b (Oldenhuis et al., 1991). Thek1with methane- or propane-
grown mixed culture studied by Strand et al. (1990) and Keenan et al. (1994) is 2 to 4
orders of magnitude lower than observed here. Thus, the butane-grown culture
studied here has potential advantages for bioremediation of 1,1-DCE and 1,1,1-TCA.149
The identification of inhibition types and the estimated kinetic parameters are
often not easy to determine using graphical analysis, such as Lineweaver-Burk, Woolf,
and Eadie-Hofstee plots (Dowd and Riggs, 1965; Eisenthal and Cornish-Bowden,
1974; Robinson, 1985; Robinson and Charaklis, 1984). The problem of
discriminating between competitive inhibition and the limiting case of mixed
inhibition was discussed in detail by Eisenthal and Comish-Bowden (1974). They
argued against the use of graphical plots using linearized equations for diagnostic
purposes.
However, the method performed here involved combining direct linear plot,
linearized plot, and NLSR analysis for better indication of the type of inhibition was
very effective. An example is shown in Figure 4.6. The data suggests competitive
inhibition is the dominant form, but mixed inhibition can not be completely ruled out.
When nonlinear curve fitting using competitive and mixed inhibition model was
performed with these data, the mixed inhibition model fit the observations with aK1a
factor of 170 greater thanK1,suggesting that it is likely competitive inhibition. As
shown in Figure E2.9 (Appendix E), when the data were used in linearized plots using
mixed inhibition model equations(K/k"or1Ik v s. IL).anr2value of 0.99
S max
was achieved for the plot of / k vs. IL.However, a linear plot was achieved
with anr2value of 0.26 from the plot of 1/ kvs.'Land a K1 achieved was a factor
of 175 greater thanK1(Appendix E, Table E2.1). Thus, the linearized plots can be
the supporting evidence for inhibition type identified. Although inhibition type can
not be conclusive by an betterr2value and smaller error of fit in the linearized plot and150
NLSR fit, the linearized plot or NLSR analysis or both can confirm inhibition type
determined by the direct linear plot by reducing some uncertainty.
NLSR analysis requires initial guesses of the parameters, which, if good, will
result in a convergence to best-fit estimates. For the mixed inhibition model, the
initial guesses need to be close to the best estimates since more parameters are being
estimated. The linearized equations presented in Table 4.1 are useful in providing
these estimates. Shown in Table 4.5, Figures 4.11 and 4.13 is the comparison of
values obtained from the linearized equations, and for the initial guesses for NLSR,
and the final values obtained by NLSR. Most of estimates obtained from the
linearized method forkmax,K,and K1 are in the range of the final estimated
values (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.11). The results indicate that the method of
linearization proposed here provides estimates close to the final values achieved by
NLSR. The direct linear plots also provide visual insight into the inhibition type and
initial guesses to get the best estimates. Most cases this approach resulted in a
distribution of data that was amendable to linear regression.
The values for kmaxand K were compared with those estimated by single-
compound batch kinetic studies. An excellent agreement was obtained between the
values estimated from the inhibition studies and those obtained from single compound
tests. These results indicated that these parameters can be accurately obtained by
NLSR analysis of the combined data without the need for single compound tests.
Inhibition of CAHs on growth substrate utilization or vice versa is an
important consideration in the design the effective systems for cometabolizing CAHs,
because it is strongly related with microorganism growth and/or viability and enzyme151
activity (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c; Anderson and McCarty, 1996;van
Hyickama Vlieg et al., 1997). Most modeling of inhibition of CAH cometabolism has
assumed or found competitive inhibition kinetics (Semprini, 1995; Chang and
Alvarez-Cohen, 1995a, 1996; Chang and Criddle, 1997; Anderson and McCarty,
1996). However, there are reports that other inhibition models may apply. For
example, the inhibitory effect of 1,1.1-TCA on methane consumption (Brohoim et al.,
1992) and propane on 1.1,l-TCA transformation (Keenan et al., 1994) did not fita
competitive inhibition model. Also, in a study withN. europaea,the ability of several
alternative substrates to inhibit ammonia monooxygenase (AMO) oxidation of NH3,
was tested. Some nonhalogenated Cl and C2 compounds, such as ethylene and
methane, were competitive inhibitors of NH3 oxidation. Larger nonhalogenated
compounds such as propane, butane and monohalogenated compounds such as
chioromethane, and chioroethane noncompetitively (in this study, defined as mixed
inhibition) inhibited NH3 oxidation. In results present here, competitive inhibition
among CAHs was observed, and CARs also competitively inhibited butane
degradation. However, butane showed mixed inhibition on the CAHs. Thus,
competitive inhibition and mixed inhibition, both are important in cometabolism of
CAHs. The types of inhibition mechanisms observed may differ with different
microorganisms, growth substrates, and CAHs.
Competitive inhibition results from substrate and inhibitor binding to the same
enzyme site, while mixed inhibition occurs when there is a separate binding site for
the inhibitor. The butane-degradation dependent inactivation of cells by acetylenewas
well fit by a first-order-decay model. These results suggest that a kinetically similar152
population of butane-oxidizers were responsible for the degradation of butane and the
CAHs. Thus, mixed inhibition of butane on CAHs transformation does not likely
result from the kinetic diversity of mixed culture, and likely indicates that separate
binding sites for butane an the CAHs. Other mechanisms can not be ruled out since
the measurements were done with whole cells and not with purified enzymes. Thus,
substrate transport to the enzyme and other cell dynamic processes may have an
influence on the inhibition observed.
Many competitive inhibition models that have been developed have assumed
that the K, are equal to K1 for the respective substrates (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty,
1991c; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen, 1995a, 1996; Anderson and McCarty, 1997). In
this study, K and K1were measured rather than assumingK1.
Among CAHs, theK1of CAH was comparable to the K of the respective
substrate, suggesting that K of CAll is a good indicator for the competitive inhibition
observed. However, for inhibition of butane utilization the K1 of CAH was a factor of
6 to 25 greater than K of the respective substrate. Thus the K of CAH was not a
good of estimate of the K1 in the expressing competitive inhibition of CAH on butane
utilization. In a study with a mixed methanotrophic culture, the K of methane was
about 60 times higher than theof methane on TCE transformation, while the K of
TCE was a factor of 5 lower than K1 of TCE on methane degradation (Chang and
Criddle, 1997). Similar observations were reported for toluene and TCE in the study
using Pseudornonas cepacia G4 (Landa et al., 1994). The K of toluene was 5 times
higher than K1 of toluene, and K of TCE was a factor of 5 lower thanof TCE.
These results are consistent with results presented in this study, that is, K of CAH was153
smaller thanK1of the respective substrate, and K for growth substrate was greater
than that K1 of the respective substrate.
Butane is a strong inhibitor of CAH transformation, and this inhibition needs
to be considered in remediation applications. Strong inhibition of butane on CAH
transformation may allow the butane-grown enrichment culture to be effectively
stimulated in the presence of CAH.s (such as 1,1-DCE) that exert transformation
product toxicity. This may be accomplished by adding butane at high concentrations
during the initial phase of biostimulation.
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NOMENCLATURE
dimensionless Henry's constant of substrate (-)
FJ dimensionless Henry's constant of inhibitor (-)
inhibitor concentrations in liquid phase (MM)
'tot total inhibitor mass (j.tmol)154
k1 pseudo first order rate constant (L/mg TSS/hr)
k apparent maximum degradation/transformation rates (j.tmol
substrate/mg TSS/hr)
apparent half-saturation coefficient (pM)
KGaG overall gas-side mass transfer rate coefficient (mm')
competitive inhibition coefficient (/LM)
K1 uncompetitive inhibition coefficient (tM)
KLaL overall liquid-side mass transfer rate coefficient (min')
kmax maximum degradation/transformation rates (j.imol substrate/mg
TSS/hr)
K half-saturation coefficient (MM)
S01 total substrate mass (fLmol)
SG substrate concentrations in gas phase (MM)
SL substrate concentrations in liquid phase (jiM)
t time (minutes or hour)
TSS total suspended solids (mg)
v degradation rates (jimol/mg TSS/hr)
VL volume of liquid phase (L)
VG volume of gas phase (L)
X biomass concentrations (mg TSSIL)
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CHAPTER 5
Engineering Significance and Conclusions
ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE
The suitability of microorganisms for application in a cometabolic CAH
remediation process is determined by several factors including substrate range,
kinetics of the transformation, and transformation efficiency. A broad substrate range
is desirable, since contaminated groundwater often contains more than one
contaminant. The kinetics of the transformation are also important, since high
transformation rates may allow high volumetric transformation capacity, and high
affinity (e.g., low K) making it easier to transform contaminants to low
concentrations. However, the kinetics of cometabolic transformations are often
complex and are influenced by a number of factors including transformation toxicity.
Transformation efficiencies are also important since they dictate the amount of
cometabolic substrate and oxygen that must be fed to transform a given amount of
contaminant. Therefore, high T or T values are also advantageous.
The butane-growth mixed culture studied here is highly suitable for treating
CAH mixtures based on its broad substrate range. Of particular interest are mixtures
of i,i,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE, and 1,i-DCA, since they are commonly observed as
groundwater contaminants. The butane culture has the ability to transform the
chlorinated ethanes (1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCA) and ethenes (1,1-DCE) as effectively as160
methanotrophs expressing sMMO. The pseudo first-order rate (k1) values for 1,1-
DCE and 1,1,1 -TCA were a factor of 2 to 4 greater than those reported for a
methanotrophic culture (Oldenhuis et al., 1991). The culture also had a higher T for
these three CAHs than observed with methanotrophs by Chang and Alvarez-Cohen
(1996). Possible reasons for higher T values are: 1) the cell yield of the butane
enrichment was a factor of 2.5 higher than that of the methanotrophs, and 2) the
butane culture produced and effectively used internal energy reserves, such as PHB.
Bioaugmentation using this culture may be a promising means for treating the
CAR mixtures in groundwater. Transformation of the three CAH mixtures is a
function of inhibition among compounds and transformation product toxicity.
Assuming the concentrations of each compound are same, butane would be most
rapidly degraded followed by 1,1-DCE, 1,1-DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA. The reasons for the
sequence transformation may be: 1) the lower inhibition coefficients for butane (i.e.
strong inhibition on the transformation of the other compounds), 2) the greatestkmax
value for butane, 3) the greaterkmaxvalue for 1,1-DCE than the other CAHs, 4) the
lower K (or K1) value for 1,1-DCE than the other CAHs, and 5) the greaterkmaxof
1,1-DCA than 1,1,1-TCA.
The transformation extent of each compound may depend on cell inactivation
resulting from CAH transformation product toxicity. 1,1-DCE transformation would
most highly affect the transformation of the other compounds, because it is highly
inhibitory, and its transformation results in the greatest cell inactivation. Thus, an
effective 1,l-DCE treatment would be an important factor to consider when designing
a bioremediation system for these CAH mixtures. During bioaugmentation, to161
overcome 1, 1-DCE tranformation product toxicity, high concentrations of the culture
can be injected into the groundwater. However, this may result in clogged well
screens or pores, so this approach may not be a good one for stimulating the
bioaugmented culture. Another approach would be adding the culture with growth
substrate or adding the culture after growth substrate addition. With this method,
butane cultures may be effectively stimulated in the presence of 1,1 -DCEas well as
the other CAHs. Strong inhibition of butane on 1,i-DCE transformationmay allow
the butane-grown enrichment culture to be effectively stimulated. Thismay be
accomplished by adding butane at high concentrations during the initial phase of
biostimulation. After the culture is stimulated in groundwater, butane injection
concentrations can be reduced.
Butane as a growth substrate has several advantages over the other growth
substrates. In-situ bioremediation of aquifers can be accomplished by dissolving
butane and oxygen in groundwater. Butane is approximately 3 times more soluble in
water than methane, and thus it can be more easily added to groundwater. It can also
be supplied to sites in a liquefied form, and it can therefore be easily implemented at
remote Sites. Another potential advantage of butane-utilizers is that they will not be as
sensitive as methane-utilizers to tracer nutrient conditions in the subsurface thatcan
affect the cometabolism potential, such as copper availability. The butane culturewas
enriched without copper limitations and an effective transformation was achieved. As
a gaseous substrate butane might also be applied for remediation of the unsaturated
zone. One potential advantage of butane over toluene and phenol is that butane is not162
a regulated chemical. Thus, it will likely be easier to obtain regulatory approval to add
butane to the subsurface.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the research in this dissertation supports the following
conclusions:
A butane-grown mixed culture effectively transformed chlorinated methanes,
chlorinated ethanes, and selective chlorinated ethenes such as 1,1-DCE, VC, and c-
DCE.
The amounts of CAHs transformed per unit cell mass and unit time were inversely
proportional to chlorine contents within each group of chlorinated methanes,
ethanes, and ethylenes, with the exception of t-DCE.
Butane utilization was completely inactivated by the transformation of 1,1-DCE,
CA, and 1,2-DCA, and highly inactivated by the transformation of CF, 1,1,2-TCA,
c-DCE, and VC.
Cells were more highly inactivated by the transformation of l,2-DCA and 1,1,2-
TCA than by 1,i-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA, suggesting less cell inactivation by
transformation of di- or tri-chioroethanes that have all chiorines on one carbon.
Nearly complete oxidative dechlorination of CM, DCM, CF. CA, VC, and c-DCE
was observed, but not of di- or tri-chioroethanes and 1,1-DCE.163
A good potential for treating 1,1-DCE, 1,1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA was achieved.
These compounds are often observed together as subsurface contaminants.
The method of combining both direct linear plot, initial parameter guesses using
graphical methods, and NLSR analysis can be used systematically to obtain kinetic
coefficients, inhibition type and inhibition parameters.
Competitive inhibition among CAHs was identified from the direct linear plot
method. The CAHs also competitively inhibited butane degradation. Butane
caused mixed inhibition on 1,1-DCE, 1,1-DCA, and 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
The values of the competitive inhibition coefficients (K) for each CAH were a
factor of 8 to 20 higher than the corresponding K for each CAH in the presence of
butane. Without butane, theK5values were good indicators of competitive
inhibition among CAHs.
Butane was a strong inhibitor of CAH transformation, having a much lower
inhibitor coefficient than the K value of butane, however, the CAHs were weak
inhibitors of butane degradation.
FUTURE WORK
In order to develop a model for the cometabolism of CAH mixtures and butane
utilization more inhibition studies are needed to evaluate if kinetic parameters,
inhibition types, and inhibition coefficients determined in Chapter 4 can be successful
with mixtures of two or more compounds. Inhibition studies with three or four164
compounds can also be accomplished using the methods developed, including direct
linear plot and NLSR analysis used in Chapter 4.
In addition to inhibition studies, further work on CAH transformation product
toxicity needs to be performed. Cell inactivation resulting from single CAH
transformation needs to be investigated and then extended to the CAH mixtures in the
absence or presence of butane. For these studies the models developed including
transformation capacity model (Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty, 1991c) and
transformation yield model (Chang and Criddle, 1997) can be tested to determine if
these models can be applied to this system. If not, a new model needs to be
developed. The inactivation model (equation 2.1) is one possible approach to evaluate
CAH transformation product toxicity, since the model can account for transformation
product toxicity on cells that transformed CAHs and toxicity of byproducts released to
solution on new cells grown.
Inhibition of CAH transformation by butane was modeled by mixed inhibition.
Based on the definitions of mixed and competitive inhibition, butane may bind two
active sites of the monooxygenase, while the CAHs may bind one active site. To
understand this mechanism better more detailed studies should be carried out with a
pure culture isolated from the mixed culture. One experimental approach is the
method reported by Hamamura et al., 1999. They used ['4C] acetylene labeling
technique to identify the diversity in BMO among butane-grown bacteria. The method
can be adapted to define the active protein site of the monooxygenase enzyme using
radiolabelled [14C} acetylene, ['4C] butane, or ['4CJ CAH. The labeling patterns
between [14C] butane and ['4C] CAH may be different. The pattern in the presence of165
['4C11acetylene may be the combination of both patterns, since no degradation of
butane and CAH was observed by the acetylene-treated butane culture. The
comparison of labeling pattern may be an indicator of binding and inhibition
mechanisms.
The butane-culture has a good potential for bioremediating a wide range CAHs
in the unsaturated and saturated zone. More studies with the culture may help to better
understand the transformation mechanisms of CAH mixtures in the presence of butane
and to successfully apply the butane culture to the bioremediation of CAHs.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Analytical Solutions for the Mass Transfer of Volatile
Compounds in a Batch Reactor and Tests of the Validity of Equilibrium
Assumption in the Batch Kinetic Studies177
Al. DERIVATION OF ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR MASS TRANSFER
To evaluate overall mass transfer coefficients of a volatile compound, an
analytical solution of the mass transfer model was derived. In the mass transfer
experiment, the appearance of a compound into the vapor or aqueous phase via mass
transfer was measured rather than disappearance of the compound for the phase. Thus
the analytical solutions were derived to match the experimental procedures. Mass
balances of the volatile compound in a batch reactor were incorporated into mass
transfer model.
The mass flux from liquid phase to the gas phase is:
V=JA (A.1) Ldt
where,VL= liquid volume (L)
SL= substrate concentration in liquid phase (.tM)
J = mass flux(mol/min/m2)
A = gas and liquid phase interfacial area(m2)
Mass flux from gas phase to liquid phase is:
VG-=JA (A.2)
di'
where,VG= headspace volume (L)178
SG= substrate concentration in gas phase (MM)
The flux can be expressed in terms of the liquid phase andgas phase concentrations by
assuming hypothetical concentrations S and S corresponding to equilibrium with
bulk liquid and gas phase concentrations.
JA = -KL (SSL )A -KG (S SG )A (A.3)
(A.4)
S=HCSSL (A.5)
where,KL= overall liquid phase mass transfer coefficient (rn/mm)
KG= overall gas phase mass transfer coefficient (rn/mm)
S = hypothetical liquid concentration that would be in equilibrium with the
bulk gas
S = hypothetical gas concentration that would be in equilibrium with the bulk
liquid
= dimensionless Henry's constant of the substrate
Substituting equationA.3intoA.1,equationA.!can be written as179
dSL=K(S*S)A=Ka(S*S) (A.6)
where, aL = specific liquid-side interfacial area (= AIVL)
The equation for dependence of gas phase concentration on KL was derived.
At equilibrium, flux from gas phase to liquid phase and flux from liquid phase to gas
phase are same.
L
dt
G
dt
(A.7)
Thus,
(A.8)
dt VLdt
Substituting equationsA.8andA.4intoA.6results in equationsA.9andA.1O,
respectively,
dSGKa(S*-SL)- (A.9)
VG
(A.1O)
dt Hç JVG180
The mass balance on substrate in a batch reactorcan be written as
M =SLVL+SGVG (A.1i)
Here, M symbolizes total substrate mass in the bottle.
Rearranging equation A. 11 results in the following equation,
(A.12)
VL VL
Substituting equation A.12 into A.iO yields the following equation,
GKa
( sGMSSGvGVL
(A.13)
dt L LH
VL VL JVG
The equation for dependence of liquid phase concentration onK0was also derived
£çL_(*
SG)-4--=KGG(SG SG) (A.14)
where,aQ= specific gas-side interfacial area (=A/V0)
Substituting equations A.7 and A.5 into equation A. 14 yields the following equation181
dSLKaG(HCS SL (A.15)
EquationA.11 can be written in terms ofSG.
SMSSLVL
(A.16) G
VG VG
Substituting equationA.16into equationA.15results in the following equation
-------K .a[H.s____+
VG
dt
G
VG VG
(A.17)
EquationsA.13andA.17were solved to obtain analytical solutions.
In equationA.13 S0and SL are variables, and VL,VG,and KLaL are constants.
Rearranging equationA.13yields equationA.18.
=KLrnaLI
VL
dt VGHCS VG
=_KL.aLJMS+hl+VL 1
(A.18)
IVG VGHJ
GJ
If we assumeP=(KL SaL)
VGJ
Q=11+ VL
VHc)
Equation A. 18 can rewritten as
dSGPQS
If we assume
P+QSGX
QdSG=dX
(A. 19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
Equation A.21 can be rewritten by substituting equation A.23 into equation A.21
(dx
dt
(A.24)
182Rearranging equation A.24 results in the following equation.
183
dX
Qdt (A.25)
x
Integrating the equation A.25 yields equation A.27.
xdX
fj_=Qfdt (A.26)
xo 0
(A.27)
Substituting equation A.22 into equation A.27, and rearranging for SG,t yields equation
(A.28).
P+QSGf=(P+QSGQ)e
S
_I(QSG,o)tP
G,t (A.28)
Substituting equations A. 19 and A.20 into equation A.28 results in the equation A.29P+S
VH5 +VL
+SGO
_:!= HM5
Q VGHCS+VL
M M
_KL.a41+-___Jt
SG(=
VGHCS+VL VGHCS+VLJe
VGH
Equation A. 17 can also be solved, and the analytical solution is
M
SLO= +IS
HCSVQ +VL
L,O
1+- E-t
JfJ
'\ _K6.a4VGH'\
HCSVG+VLJe
VL)
(A.29)
(A.30)
184
NLSR analysis using experimental data and the analytical solution (equations
A29 and A30) was used to evaluate the overall mass transfer coefficients.185
A2. VALIDITY OF EQUILIBRIUM ASSUMPTION
Model simulations were performed in order to determine the experimental
conditions where mass transfer does not affect on the transformation rates. The effect
of mass transfer on the estimation of zero-order degradation rates of butane(kmax) at
high butane concentrations (150 M) was estimated. Hamamura et al. (1999) reported
the K value for butane-grown CF8, isolated from the same butane-supplemented
microcosms as our mixed culture enriched, was below 5 ILM. Thus K was assumed to
be much smaller thanSL,whilekmaxwas set at 3 mol/mg TSSIhr. Equations 4.5 and
4.6 in Chapter 4 for butane degradation were simulated with using STELA Research
software (High Performance Systems, Inc., Hanover, NH). Initial rates were estimated
at different levels of TSS.
125
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Figure A2. 1. Simulation results of butane degradation at different levels of TSSI
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The remained constant at lower than 13000 mg TSS/L, however, the rates
decreased due to mass transfer limitations at higher than the concentrations.187
APPENDIX B
Derivation of Inhibition Equations and Linearized Inhibition Equations188
Bi. DERIVATION OF INHIBITION MODEL EQUATIONS
The general model for competitive inhibition and mixed inhibition is presented
by the following reaction scheme (Cornish-Bowden, 1994):
E+S<KES
k>E+P (B.1)
E + < > EI (B.2)
E+12<K2
(B.3)
E + 'c3 <K3
> EI3 (B.4)
E+ 'ml < > Elmi (B 5)
ES + Imi
Kiu,mi
ESIm1 (B.6)
Here, E, S, ES, El, ESI, and P symbolize enzyme, substrate, enzyme-substrate
complex, enzyme-inhibitor complex, enzyme-substrate-inhibitor complex, and
product, respectively. I,'c2, 'c3,and'ml,are competitive inhibitors, and1m4is an
inhibitor of mixed inhibition. The K is an equilibrium constant and k isan rate
coefficient of the product production reaction.
The mass balance on enzyme yields
[E] = [El + [ESJ + [EI1] + [EI(21+[EI(.3 1+ [EI] + { ES1mi (B .7)189
Assuming equilibrium (the forward reaction rate is equal to the reverse reaction rate),
K1
[E1[I1] [EJ[I1 II [EI1]= (B.8)
[EI1J K1
[E][I21
K2 =
[E][I2] [EI7]= (B.9)
[EI2] K2
[E][I3] [E][I3] [El3]= (B.1O)
[EI(3 I K3
[E1[Imi ii [E1[Jmt] [Elm4] (B.11) Kzcmt
[Elm1] K4
Kiumi
[ES][ImiI [ES][Imi] - = (B.12)
[ESImiI
[ESImi]
Kiumi
K [E]=KJ (B.13)
[ES] [S]
Substituting equation B.13 into equations B.8, B.9, B.1O, and B.11 results in the
following equations.
lift]KS[ESI
(B.14)
K(.1[S}
['21K5[ES} [EI2I= (B.15)
K(2[S]190
[Id] KS [ES]
[EI3]= (B 16)
K13[5]
['muK5 [ES]
(B.17)
Kiemi[S]
v=k[ES} (B.18)
kmax (B,19)
Here, k is an initial degradation rate andkmaxis a maximum degradation rate.
Substituting equations B.12, B.13, B.14, B.15, B.16, and B.17 into equation B.7 yields
the following equation.
[U
K[ESJ
[5]
+[E51
K
The equation B.20 can be written in terms of [ES].
[E] (B.21) [ES]K [' +1+
[S] Kjcu[S] K2[S]K3 [5]Kjç1[SI Kiumi
Substituting equation B.21 in equation B.18 results in the following equation.191
k [E},
(B.22) V
K LL1 zc111c2 !+ +2I !id +1+
[SIK1 [SI K2 [S]K13 [SIKicmi [SIKiumi
Substituting equation B.19 into equation B.22 and rearranging it yields the following
equations.
kmax VKU][J}U}1m1I)+(+1miI)
(B.23)
[SIK,1 K2I<ic,3K1 Kiumi
k[S]
K5(l++['p21{'C31 )+(1+ )ESI K1 K2 K13Kicmi Kjumi
kmax [SI
(1+-a)
K1 v= - (B.24)
1±iZ---i± ['2J ['mu
K11K2__K3
K
[111) (1+
m
Kiumi
Thus, generally equation B.24 can be written:V
krnx
(1+-)
1=1 iu,l
3=1 ic,j
[1i 1
+ [S} K
(1+L1
)
1=1
(B.25)
If there is only one competitive inhibitor present, equation B.25 results in the
following equation.
kmax[Sj v=
KJl+!Sd1+[S}
K,1 j
(B.26)
If there is only one mixed inhibitor present, equation B.25 results in the following
equation.
kmax
[SI
(1+
Urnl])
Kiumiv
I<ic,ml
+ [S] K
j[1mi]
Kiumi
IfKju,miKic,mi,the equation yields noncompetitive inhibition model.
k,
[SI
(1Urnl1)
Kiumi
K +[S}
(B.27)
[I*A:4J
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B2. DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED EQUATIONS USED TO EVALUATE
THE INITIAL GUESS OF KINETIC PARAMETERS FOR NLSR ANALYSIS
The linearized equations are derived from the correlation between kor
and K, orTLas presented in Table B2. 1.
Table B2. 1. The effects of inhibitors on the parameters of the Michaelis-Menten
equation.
Type of
Inhibition
kmax K(I+-)
Mixed (1+
K1
kma
Noncompetitive
(1IL) K
K1
Competitive kmax K(1+-h--)Sj
K
Uncompetitive
(1+ (1+
K.
Mixed Inhibition
As shown in Table B2.l,
1app (B.29) 'max
(1+
K1
K(1+)
(B.30)
(1+h--)
KInverting equation B.29 and then linearizing result equation B.31
(1+1_ K.1 1
+ ,. app
max kmax kmax kmax
(B.31)
194
This equation can be plotted using knownkdetermined from direct linear plot and
'L Slope (1/kmax/Kiu) and y intercept (1/kmax) can be obtained from linear plot of
1/kversus 'LFrom the slope and y intercept, kmax andK1can be calculated.
Rearranging equation 29 yields the following equation
(1 +
K
app
iu max
(B.32)
Substituting equation B.32 into equation B.30 and then linearizing result the following
equations
K (1 +
Kk'K(l+L) (B.33)
ic nax S
(ktnax
)
pp
max
kPPKk max S+
maxK5
(B.34)
kmax kmax
L
Dividing both side by 1/ kyields the following equation.
K K.
,app i,.+
kmaxK
(B.35)
'max 1max
This equation can be plotted using known k, and 'L The slope (Ks/kmax/Kic)
and y intercept (Ks/kmax) can be obtained from the plot of KPP1kversusILFrom
S max195
the slope and y intercept, K andK1can be calculated. Thus, all kinetic parameters,
K, kmax,K1,and K1 can be estimated from two linear plots using equations B.31 and
B.35.
Noncompetitive Inhibition
Equation B.29 can be applied for the case of noncompetitive inhibition, thus
thekmaxand K1 values can be calculated using equations B.3 1. In the case of
noncompetitive inhibition Kis equal to K, thus K can be estimated by averaging
the values of at variousILthat are determined using the direct linear plot.
Competitive Inhibition
As shown in Table B2.1,
=K(1+iL-) (B.36)
Linearizing equation B.36 yields
= Kç+jJL (B.37)
The equation B.37 can be plotted using determined from direct linear plot andTL
The slope (K/K1) and the y intercept (Ks) can be obtained from the plot of
versusIL,and then K andcan be calculated. For the case of competitive
inhibition kis equal to kmax, thuskmaxcan be estimated by averaging the values of
kat various'Lthat are determined using the direct linear plot. Thus, a linear plot
of equation B.37 using values from the direct linear plot yieldskmax,K, and K1.196
Uncompetitive Inhibition
As shown in Table B2.1,
k
k (B.38)
(1+ -i--)
K (B.39)
(1+!_)
Inverting equations B.38 and B.39 and then linearizing results in equations B.40 and
(BA 1), respetively
1 1 1 = + I k' k kK
L
max max max tu
1 1 1
+
K K1
(B.41)
Both equation can be plotted using and kvalues determined using the direct
linear plot andIL.In equation B.40, the slope (1/kmax/Kiu) and the y intercept(llkmax)
can be obtained from plot of 1/ kversusIL.and thenKmaxandcan be calculated.
In equation B.41, the slope (1/K/K1) and the y intercept (1/Ks) can be obtained from
plot of 1/ versusTL,and then K can be calculated. Thus all kinetic parameters
can be estimated from the linear plot using equations B.40 and B.41.
Consequently, linearized equations derived above can be used to estimate the
all kinetic parameters such as kmax, K, K1, K1. These parameters might be used in the
absence of NLSR analysis, or for the first guesses of parameters for NLSR analysis.197
APPENDIX C
Estimation Methods Combining the Direct Linear Plot to Determine Inhibition
Type and Values ofKSaPPand Linearized Equations to Obtain the Initial
Guesses of Kinetic Parameters, and NLSR Analysis
to Determine the Kinetic Parameters198
Cl. MIXED INHIBITION ON l,l-DCE TRANSFORMATION BY BUTANE
KSaPPand Values of 1,l-DCE in the Presence of Butane
Table C1.1.KSaPPand values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of butane (0 tiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCE
Inhibitor,IL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,V
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# ((LM) (MM) (riM)(p.mollmg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDE#17-2 1.61 0 -1.61 0.728 0.45 0.73
BUDE#18 4.65 0 -4.65 0.968 0.21 0.97
BUDE#19 11.34 0 -11.34 1.052 0.09 1.05
BUDE#20 26.32 0 -26.32 1.167 0.04 1.17
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPand
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"-max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(pmol/mgKaPP kaPP
of data vial# vial# (LM)TSS/hr)(pM)(amol/mg TSS/hr)
1 BUDE#17-2BUDE#180.98 1.17 0.72 1.12
2BUDE#17-2BUDE#190.90 1.14 0.90 1.14
3 BUDE#17-2BUDE#201.07 1.21 0.98 1.17
Median - - - - 1.03 1.19
4 BUDE#18BUDE#190.72 1.12 1.07 1.21
5 BUDE#18BIJDE#201.21 1.22 1.21 1.22
6 BUDE#19BUDE#202.37 1.27 2.37 1.27199
Table CL2. KSaPP and kmax'p values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of butane (1.8 ± 0.01
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCE
Inhibitor,IL
Butane -5L
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (!LM) (pM) (saM)(/Lmol/mg TSSIhr)Slopeintercept
BUDE#1 1.68 1.84 -1.68 0.202 0.1210.202
BUDE#2 4.67 1.84 -4.67 0.419 0.0900.419
BUIDE#3 10.84 1.82 -10.84 0.643 0.0590.643
BUDE#4 25.37 1.83 -25.37 0.792 0.0310.792
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
1max
1 app
rmax
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(tmol/mg KSaPP (iLmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (GM)TSS/hr) (p.M) TSS/hr)
1 BUDE#1BUDE#27.05 1.05 5.29 0.96
2 BUDE#1BUDE#37.18 1.07 6.35 1.00
3 BUDE#1BUDE#46.59 1.00 6.59 1.00
Median - - - - 6.82 1.03
4 BUDE#2BUDE#37.32 1.08 7.05 1.05
5 BUIDE#2BUDE#46.35 1.00 7.18 1.07
6 BUDE#3BUDE#45.29 0.96 7.32 1.08
Table C1.3. KSaPP and kmax' values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of butane (4.6 ± 0.01
GM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCE
Inhibitor,'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (pM) (p,M) (MM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDE#5 1.65 4.76 -1.65 0.115 0.0700.115
BUDE#6 4.61 4.68 -4.61 0.251 0.0540.251
BUDE#7 10.33 4.50 -10.33 0.385 0.0370.385
BUDE#8 25.09 4.61 -25.09 0.508 0.0200.508200
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
ISmax
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mo1/mg KSaPP kmax'
of data vial# vial# (/LM)TSS/hr)(jiM)(j.tmol/mg TSSIhr)
1 BUDE#5BUDE#68.75 0.73 7.22 0.65
2 BIJDE#5BUDE#78.26 0.69 7.52 0.66
3 BLTDE#5BUDE#87.90 0.67 7.82 0.67
Median - - - - 7.86 0.67
4 BIJDE#6BUDE#77.82 0.68 7.90 0.68
5 BUDE#6BTJDE#87.52 0.66 8.26 0.69
6 BUDE#7BUDE#87.22 0.65 8.75 0.73
Table C1,4. KSaPP and kmaxvalues of 1,1-DCE in the presence of butane (8.6 ± 0.02
jiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCE
Inhibitor,TL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(/Lmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDE#9 1.67 8.74 -1.67 0.065 0.0390.065
BUDE#10 4.71 8.66 -4.71 0.133 0.0280.133
BUDE#11 10.43 8.47 -10.43 0.243 0.0230.243
BUDE#12 24.40 8.71 -24.40 0.357 0.0150.357
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxaW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
1 app
Amax
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 BUDE#9BUIDE#106.14 0.31 6.14 0.31
2 BUDE#9BUDE#1111.2 0.51 11.2 0.51
3 BUDE#9BUDE#1211.9 0.53 11.9 0.53
Median - - - - 12.5 0.54
4 BUDE#10BUDE#1122.8 0.77 13.1 0.55
5 BIJDE#10BUDE#1216.5 0.60 16.5 0.60
6 BUDE#11BUDE#1213.1 0.55 22.8 0.77201
Table C1.5. KSaPP and kmax'values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of butane (13 ± 0.1
MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCE
Inhibitor, 'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (JLM) (MM) (zM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDE#13 1.67 12.87 -1.67 0.040 0.0240.040
BUDE#14 4.97 12.92 -4.97 0.094 0.0190.094
BUDE#15 11.10 13.08-11.10 0.161 0.0140.161
BIJDE#16 25.46 13.13-25.46 0.227 0.0090.227
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
1'max
1 app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(pmollmg KSaPP (.tmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (GM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 BHDE#13BUDE#1410.5 0.29 10.5 0.29
2 BUDE#13BUDE#1512.6 0.34 11.8 0.33
3 BUDE#13BUDE#1612.3 0.34 12.3 0.34
Median - - - - 12.4 0.34
4 BUDE#14BUDE#1515.0 0.38 12.6 0.34
5 BUDE#14BUDE#1613.3 0.35 13.3 0.35
6 BUDE#15BUDE#1611.8 0.33 15.0 0.38202
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Figure C1.l. Direct linear plot showing mixed inhibition on 1,1-DCE transformation
by butane.
Linearized Plot
Table C 1.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibitionon 1,1-
DCE transformation by butane
Inhibitor (Butane)
((LM)
KSaPP
(!M)
kmaxa
(p.mol/ mg TSS/hr)
1/kmaxa
(mg TSS.-hr//Lmol)
KsaPP/kmaxW
(mg TSS-hr/L)
0.0 1.03 1.19 0.84 0.9
1.8 6.82 1.03 0.98 6.7
4.6 7.86 0.67 1.49 11.7
8.6 12.5 0.54 1.86 23.1
13 12.4 0.34 2.94 36.6
Table C 1.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1.1-DCE transformation by butane
kmax
Plot
(1/kmax'vs. IL)
Y intercept (=1/kmax)
(mg TSS-hr/mol)
Slope (= 1/Kiu/kmax)
(mg TSS-hr-LI/Lmol2)
(j.tmol/ mg
TSS/hr)
K1
(pM)
0.73 0.16 1.37 4.64
Y intercept (Ks/kmax)Slope (=
Plot (mg TSS-hrfL) (mg TSS-hrIpmol) (I.Lmol/ mg(fLM)
(Ks/kmaxa' vs. TSS/hr)
IL) 0.61 2.7 0.83 0.233.5
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Figure C1.2. Linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibition of 1,1-DCE
transformation by butane
NLSR Analysis
E1
Aqueous 1,1 -DCE concentration (tM
203
Figure C1.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using mixed inhibition model.
(Residual Standard Error = 0.018,kmax= 1.2 ± 0.04 jzmol/mg TSS/hr, K = 1.05 ± 0.18
tiM,= 0.33 ± 0.07 i.M and= 6.9 ± 1.6 /LM)204
C2. MIXED INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION BY BUTANE
KSaPP and kmaxValues of 1,1-DCA in the Presence of Butane
Table C2.1. KaPP and kmaxaW values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of butane (0 j.tM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor, 'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, V
Extrapolated_line
Y
Vial# (p.M) (GM) (MM)(,umollmg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUIDA#21 17.7 0.00 -17.7 0.212 0.0130.220
BUDA#22 40.1 0.00 -40.1 0.297 0.0070.297
BUDA#23 86.8 0.00 -86.8 0.368 0.0040.368
BUDA#24 132 0.00 -132 0.386 0.0030.385
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofK'3and kmaxaPP
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"max
,app
max
NumberBatch Batch K8aPP(pmol/mg KSaPP (p.mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (,aM)TSS/hr) (JLM) TSSIhr)
1 BTJDA#21BUDA#2215.4 0.41 15.4 0.411
2 BUDA#21BTJDA#2318.1 0.45 12.9 0.423
3 BUIDA#21BUDA#2417.4 0.44 17.4 0.436
Median - - - - 17.7 0.44
4 BUDA#22BUDA#2322.4 0.46 18.1 0.443
5 BUDA#22BUDA#2419.6 0.44 19.6 0.445
6 BTJDA#23BUDA#2412.9 0.42 22.4 0.463205
Table C2.2. and kmax'values of 1,1 -DCA in the presence of butane (0.62 ±
0.02MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1DCA
Inhibitor,IL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,V
Extrapolated_line
Y
Vial# (/LM) (jLM) (tiM)(imol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BIJDA#5 15.6 0.63 -15.6 0.188 0.0120.188
BIJDA#9 38.5 0.61 -38.5 0.257 0.0070.257
BUDA#13 90.2 0.60 -90.2 0.325 0.0040.325
BUDA#17 134 0.64 -134 0.344 0.0030.344
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPandkmaxalW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
'max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (tiM)TSS/hr) (GM) TSS/hr)
1 BUDA#5BUDA#912.8 0.34 12.8 0.34
2 BUDA#5BUDA#1316.3 0.38 16.3 0.38
3 BUDA#5BUDA#1716.4 0.39 16.4 0.39
Median - - - - 17.1 0.39
4 BUDA#9BUDA#1322.4 0.41 17.7 0.39
5 BUDA#9BUDA#1721.2 0.40 21.2 0.40
6 BUDA#13BUDA#1717.7 0.39 22.3 0.41
Table C2.3. KS" and values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of butane (1.7 ± 0.01
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
Butane -5L
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
Vial# (pM) (!M) (jIM)(mol/mg TSSJhr)Slopeintercept
BUDA#6 15.9 1.69 -15.9 0.136 0.0090.136
BUDA#10 40.2 1.69 -40.2 0.205 0.0050.205
BUDA#14 84.0 1.72 -84.0 0.255 0.0030.255
BUDA#18 134 1.72 -134 0.273 0.0020.273206
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxaI
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
i app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(molImg KapP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (LM)TSSIhr) (jtM) TSS/hr)
1 BUDA#6BUDA#1019.5 0.31 18.1 0.305
2 BUDA#6BLJDA#1421.3 0.32 19.5 0.310
3 BUDA#6BUDA#1820.9 0.32 20.9 0.316
Median - - - 21.1 0.318
4 BUIDA#10BUDA#1424.4 0.33 21.3 0.319
5 BUDA#10BUDA#1822.4 0.32 22.4 0.320
6 BTJDA#14BUDA#1818.1 0.31 24.4 0.329
Table C2.4. KSaandkmaxaPPvalues of 1, 1-DCA in the presence of butane (3.2 ± 0.13
MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jM) (MM) (itM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDA#7 15.6 3.29 -15.6 0.114 0.0070.114
BUDA#11 40.1 3.26 -40.1 0.161 0.0040.161
BUDA#15 83.5 3.32 -83.5 0.200 0.0020.200
BUDA#19 137 3.03 -137 0.218 0.0020.218
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(molImg KS'p (/Lmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 BUDA#7BIJDA#1114.1 0.22 14.1 0.22
2 BUDA#7BUDA#1517.4 0.24 17.4 0.24
3 BUIDA#7BUDA#1918.2 0.25 18.2 0.25
Median - - - - 20.4 0.25
4 BUDA#11BUDA#1524.2 0.26 22.7 0.25
5 BUDA#11BUDA#1923.7 0.26 23.7 0.26
6 BUDA#15BUDA#1922.7 0.25 24.2 0.26207
Table C2.5.KSaPPandkmaxvalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of butane (4.9 ± 0.07
pM).
-Slpe and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,IL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (/LM) (pM) (MM)(jtmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUDA#8 15.4 4.895 -15.4 0.062 0.0040.062
BUDA#12 40.0 4.895 -40.0 0.121 0.0030.121
BUIDA#16 86.3 4.947 -86.3 0.148 0.0020.148
BUDA#20 132 5.053 -132 0.146 0.0010.146
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPand
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"-max
app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (/LM)TSS/hr) (tM) TSSIhr)
1 BUDA#8BUDA#1259.0 0.30 -3.25 0.14
2 BIJDA#8BUDA#1637.0 0.21 12.9 0.16
3 BUDA#8BUDA#2028.6 0.18 20.4 0.18
Median - - - 24.5 0.18
4 BUDA#12BUDA#1620.4 0.18 28.6 0.18
5 BUDA#12BUDA#2012.9 0.16 37.0 0.21
6 BUDA#16BUDA#20-3.25 0.142 59.0 0.300208
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Figure C2.1. Direct linear plot showing mixed inhibition on 1,1-DCA transformation
by butane.
Linearized Plot
Table C2.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibition on 1,1 -
DCA transformation by butane
Inhibitor (Butane)
(/LM)
KSaPP
(.tM)
kmaxapp
(p.mol/ mg TSSIhr)
1/kaPP
(mg TSS-hr/mol)(mg TSS-hr/L)
0.0 17.7 0.44 2.28 40
0.6 17.1 0.39 2.58 44
1.7 21.1 0.32 3.15 66
3.2 20.4 0.25 3.99 82
4.9 24.5 0.18 5.56 136
Table C2.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1,1-DCA transformation by butane
kmax
Plot Y intercept (llkmax)Slope(1/Kiulkmax)(JLmol/ mgK1
(1/kmax1vs.IL)(mg TSS-hr/mol)(mg TSS-hr-Umol2)TSS/hr)(riM)
2.1 0.7 0.47 3.30
Y intercept Slope(KslKiclkmax)
Plot (Ks/kmax) (mg TSS-hr/p.mol)(fLmol/ mg(MM)
(KsaPP/kmaxlvs. (mg TSS-hr/L) TSS/hr)
IL) 34 19 16 1.82209
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Figure C2.2. Linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibition of 1,1-DCA
transformation by butane
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Figure C2.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using mixed inhibition model.
(Residual Standard Error = 0.01, = 0.45 ± 0.026 p.mol/mg TSS/hr, K = 17.8 ±
4.08 tM, K1 = 2.8 ± 1.6,= 3.8 ± 0.88 jIM)210
C3. MIXED INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION BY BUTANE
KSaPP and Values of 1,1,1-TCA in the Presence of Butane
Table C3.1. KSaPP and values of 1,1,1 -TCA in the presence of butane (0 pM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate, SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor, 'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (p.M) (GM) (jtM)(jimollmg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
TA1 2.90 0.00 -2.90 0.039 0.0130.039
TA2 7.61 0.00 -7.61 0.077 0.0100.077
TA3 13.1 0.00 -13.1 0.094 0.0070.094
TA4 19.8 0.00 -19.8 0.120 0.0060.120
TA5 32.8 0.00 -32.8 0.149 0.0050.149
TA6 48.5 0.00 -48.5 0.158 0.0030.158
TA7 65.4 0.00 -65.4 0.163 0.0020.163
TA8 98.5 0.00 -98.5 0.168 0.0020.168
TA9 148 0.00 -148 0.181 0.0010.181
TA1O 323 0.00 -323 0.188 0.0010.188
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinateof
intersectionOrder from the lowest to highest
j app
"-max
NumberBatchBatch KSaPP(mol/mg KS' kaPP
ofdata vial#vial#(jIM)TSS/hr) (pM)(mol/mg TSSIhr)
1 TA1TA2 11.7 0.194 5.83 0.135
2 TA1TA38.98 0.157 6.01 0.157
3 TA1TA4 11.3 0.188 6.36 0.178
4 TA1TA5 12.6 0.207 6.70 0.179
5 TA1TA611.9 0.197 6.78 0.180
6 TA1TA7 11.5 0.192 6.81 0.180
7 TA1TA8 11.2 0.187 7.29 0.180
8 TA1TA9 11.8 0.195 8.93 0.182
9 TA1TA1O11.8 0.195 9.52 0.186
10 TA2TA35.83 0.135 9.91 0.187
11 TA2TA4 10.9 0.186 10.9 0.187
12 TA2TA5 13.1 0.209 10.9 0.187
13 TA2TA612.0 0.198 11.0 0.188211
14 TA2TA7 11.4 0.192 11.1 0.192
15 TA2TA8 11.0 0.187 11.2 0.192
16 TA2TA9 11.8 0.195 11.2 0.192
17 TA2TA1O11.8 0.195 11.3 0.192
18 TA3TA424.5 0.269 11.4 0.193
19 TA3TA521.3 0.246 11.5 0.194
20 TA3TA6 16.7 0.213 11.7 0.194
21 TA3TA7 14.9 0,200 11.8 0.194
22 TA3TA8 13.7 0.192 11.8 0.195
23 (Median)TA3TA9 14.7 0.199 11.8 0.195
24 TA3TA1O14.4 0.197 11.8 0.195
25 TA4TA5 19.1 0.236 11.9 0.195
26 TA4TA6 13.7 0.203 12.0 0.195
27 TA4TA712.0 0.193 12.0 0.195
28 TA4TA8 11.1 0.187 12.0 0.196
29 TA4TA9 12.5 0.196 12.5 0.196
30 TA4TA1O12.5 0.196 12.5 0.196
31 TA5TA67.29 0.182 12.6 0.197
32 TA5TA76.81 0.180 13.2 0.197
33 TA5TA86.78 0.180 13.3 0.198
34 TA5TA99.52 0.192 13.7 0.198
35 TA5TA1O9.91 0.194 13.7 0.199
36 TA6TA76.01 0.178 13.9 0.199
37 TA6TA86.36 0.179 14.4 0.200
38 TA6TA9 10.9 0.194 14.7 0.203
39 TA6TA1O11.2 0.195 14.9 0.207
40 TA7TA86.70 0.180 16.7 0.209
41 TA7TA9 13.9 0.198 17.8 0.212
42 TA7TA1O13.3 0.196 19.1 0.213
43 TA8TA925.6 0.212 21.3 0.236
44 TA8TA1O17.8 0.199 24.5 0.246
45 TA9TA1O12.0 0.195 25.6 0.269212
Table C3.2. KSaPP and
kmax21values of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of butane (0.14 ±
0.04 j.tM).
-Slpe and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,5L
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,IL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated line
Y
vial# (tiM) (LM) (/LM)(/zmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BT#201 32.5 0.136 -32.5 0.099 0.0030.099
BT#202 68.4 0.141 -68.4 0.116 0.0020.116
BT#203 101. 0.145 -101 0.135 0.0010.135
BT#204 135 0.137 -135 0.127 0.0010.127
BT#205 169 0.141 -169 0.149 0.0010.149
BT#206 198 0.140 -198 0.139 0.0010.139
BT#207 3.2 0.149 -3.2 0.022 0.0070.022
=Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'-max
Number BatchBatch KSaPP(mol/mgKaPP kaPP
of data vial#vial# (/LM)TSS/hr) (MM)(imol/mg TSS/hr)
1 BT#201BT#20212.1 0.136 -21.9 0.100
2 BT#201BT#20321.3 0.164 -55.7 0.106
3 BT#201BT#20413.1 0.139 6.2 0.136
4 BT#201BT#20523.2 0.170 12.1 0.139
5 BT#201BT#20617.2 0.151 13.1 0.141
6 BT#201BT#20720.1 0.160 14.8 0.143
7 BT#202BT#20356.9 0.211 17.2 0.144
8 BT#202BT#20414.8 0.141 17.6 0.146
9 BT#202BT#20542.0 0.186 18.0 0.151
10 BT#202BT#20624.1 0.156 19.0 0.153
11 (Median)BT#202BT20718.0 0.146 20.1 0.156
12 BT#203BT#204-21.9 0.106 20.5 0.160
13 BT#203BT#20530.7 0.176 21.2 0.163
14 BT#203BT#2066.21 0.144 21.3 0.164
15 BT#203BT20720.5 0.163 23.2 0.168
16 BT#204BT#205394 0.497 24.1 0.170
17 BT#204BT#20653.4 0.177 30.7 0.176
18 BT#204BT20717.6 0.143 42.0 0.177
19 BT#205BT#206-55.8 0.100 53.4 0.186
20 BT#205BT20721.3 0.168 56.8 0.211
21 BT#206BT20719.0 0.153 394.1 0.497213
Table C3.3. KS'and kmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of butane (0.25 ±
0.004
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
l,1,l-TCA
Inhibitor, 'L
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extraolated line
Vial# (/LM) (tiM) ((LM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)SlopeY intercept
BUTA3O1 31.2 0.255 -31.2 0.088 0.00280.088
BUTA302 67.3 0.244 -67.3 0.101 0.00150.101
BUTA3O3 150 0.255 -150 0.132 0.00090.132
BUTA3O4 135 0.249 -135 0.112 0.00080.112
BUTA3O5 166 0.254 -166 0.118 0.00070.118
BUTA3O6 202 0.250 -202 0.129 0.00060.129
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mo1/mgKSaPP kmax1
of data vial# vial# (/LM)TSS/hr)(jIM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)
1 BUTA3O1BUTA3O29.77 0.116 -84.3 -0.231
2 BUTA3O1BUTA3O322.7 0.152 -13.9 0.058
3 BUTA3O1BUTA3O412.20.122 9.88 0.116
4 BUTA3O1BLJTA3O514.2 0.128 12.2 0.120
5 BUTA3O1BUTA3O618.6 0.141 14.2 0.122
6 BUTA3O2BUTA3O350.2 0.176 16.9 0.126
7 BUTA3O2BUTA3O416.9 0.126 18.6 0.128
8 (Median)BUTA3O2BUTA3O521.6 0.133 21.6 0.133
9 BUTA3O2BUTA3O632.2 0.149 22.7 0.141
10 BUTA3O3BUTA3O4-412 -0.23 1 32.2 0.149
11 BUTA3O3BUTA3O5-84.30.058 47.9 0.152
12 BUTA3O3BUTA3O6-13.90.120 50.3 0.152
13 BUTA3O4BUTA3O547.90.152 85.1 0.176
14 BUTA3O4BUTA3O685.1 0.183 145 0.183
15 BUTA3O5BUTA3O6145 0.221 -413 0.221214
Table C3.4. KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of butane (1.6 ±
0.08 tiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor, 'L
Butane SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated line
Y
vial# (tM) (JLM) (jzM)(zmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
BUTA#9 3.0 1.69 -3.0 0.012 0.0040.012
BUTA#16 5.5 1.68 -5.5 0.015 0.0030.015
BUTA#37 19.6 1.61 -19.6 0.021 0.0010.021
BUTA#44 25.9 1.65 -25.9 0.024 0.0010.024
BUTA#8 9.8 1.64 -9.8 0.019 0.0020.019
BUTA#22 35.7 1.65 -35.7 0.033 0.0010.033
BUTA#29 40.2 1.59 -40.2 0.037 0.0010.037
BUTA#36 58.4 1.41 -58.4 0.034 0.0010.034
BUTA#43 127 1.59 -127 0.038 0.00030.038
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'-max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(/LmoI/mgKaPP kmax1
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr)(tM) (jzmol/mg
TSS/hr)
1 BUTA#9BUTA#162.06 0.021 -7.92 0.021
2 BUTA#9BUTA#372.97 0.024 2.06 0.024
3 BUTA#9BUTA#443.59 0.027 2.22 0.024
4 BUTA#9BUTA#8 3.28 0.026 2.97 0.025
5 BUTA#9BUTA#226.44 0,039 3.28 0.026
6 BUTA#9BUTA#297.63 0.043 3.59 0.027
7 BUTA#9BUTA#366.18 0.038 3.70 0.028
8 BUTA#9BUTA#436.89 0.040 3.71 0.028
9 BUTA#16BUTA#373.70 0.025 4.22 0.029
10 BIJTA#16BUTA#444.71 0.028 4.71 0.030
11 BUTA#16BUTA#8 5.35 0.030 5.35 0.036
12 BUTA#16BUTA#229.63 0.042 6.18 0.037
13 BUTA#16BUTA#29 11.7 0.047 6.44 0.038
14 BUTA#16BUTA#36 8.71 0.039 6.89 0.039
15 BUTA#16BUTA#439.52 0.041 7.27 0.039
16 BUTA#37BUTA#44 14.6 0.037 7.63 0.040
17 BUTA#37BUTA#8 2.22 0.024 8.71 0.040
18 BUTA#37BUTA#2268.5 0.095 9.19 0.041
19 (Median)BUTA#37BUTA#2986.8 0.115 9.52 0.041
20 BUTA#37BUTA#3625.3 0.049 9.63 0.041215
21 BUTA#37BUTA#4321.9 0.045 10.6 0.042
22 BUTA#44BUTA#8 4.22 0.028 11.5 0.042
23 BUTA#44BUTA#22-11484-10.495 11.7 0.043
24 BUTA#44BUTA#29 1593 1.483 12.3 0.043
25 BUTA#44BUTA#3630.6 0.052 12.9 0.043
26 BUTA#44BUTA#43 23.9 0.046 14.6 0.044
27 BUTA#8BUTA#22 12.9 0.044 15.8 0.045
28 BUTA#8BUTA#29 16.4 0.051 16.4 0.046
29 BUTA#8BUTA#36 10.6 0.040 21.9 0.047
30 BUTA#8BUTA#43 11.5 0.042 23.9 0.049
31 BUTA#22BUTA#29 433 0.430 25.3 0.05 1
32 BUTA#22BUTA#36 3.71 0.036 30.6 0.052
33 BUTA#22BUTA#439.19 0.041 68.5 0.095
34 BUTA#29BUTA#36-7.92 0.029 86.8 0.115
35 BUTA#29BUTA#437.27 0.04 1 433 0.430
36 BUTA#36BUTA#43 15.8 0.043 1593 1.483
37 BUTA#9BUTA#162.06 0.021-11484 -10.495
Table C3.5.KSaPPandkmaxalWvalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of butane (2.7 ±
0.01 zM).
Slope and y interceot of extranolated linear lines
Batch
vial#
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
(tM)
Inhibitor,'L
Butane
(/LM)
-SL
(/LM)
Initial degradation
rate, v
(molImg TSS/hr)
Extrapolated
_____line
Y
Slopeintercept
BUTA#10 10.3 2.75 -10.3 0.010 0.00100.010
BUTA#17 22.6 3.00 -22.6 0.019 0.00080.019
BUTA#24 42.0 2.68 -42.0 0.022 0.00050.022
BUTA#31 60.8 2.79 -60.8 0.024 0.00040.024
BUTA#38 74.8 2.8 -74.8 0.025 0.00030.025
BUTA#45 140 2.4 -140 0.026 0.00020.026
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median' of and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'max
1 app
'max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mo1fmg KSaPP (pmo1/mg
of data vial# vial# (!LM)TSSIhr) (jLM) TSS/hr)
1 BUTA#10BUTA#1761.4 0.071 6.7 0.027
2 BUTA#10BUTA#2425.6 0.035 9.4 0.027
3 BUTA#10BUTA#3123.4 0.033 9.6 0.028
4 BUTA#10BUTA#3822.8 0.033 10.7 0.028
5 BIJTA#10BUTA#4519.8 0.030 11.2 0.028
6 BUTA#17BUTA#249.4 0.027 11.8 0.028
7 BUTA#17BUTA#3111.2 0.028 11.9 0.029216
8 (Median)BUTA#17BUTA#3811.9 0.029 15.8 0.030
9 BUTA#17BUTA#4510.7 0.028 16.0 0.030
10 BUTA#24BUTA#3115.8 0.030 16.6 0.030
11 BUTA#24BUTA#3816.0 0.030 19.8 0.031
12 BUTA#24BUTA#4511.9 0.028 22.8 0.033
13 BUTA#31BUTA#3816.6 0.031 23.4 0.033
14 BUTA#31BUTA#459.55 0.028 25.6 0.035
15 BUTA#38BUTA#456.71 0.027 61.4 0.071
Table C3.6. KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1 ,1-TCA in the presence of butane (5.7 ±
0.22 /LM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,TL
Butane -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated line
Y
vial# (LM) (LM)(iM)(Lmo1/mg TSSIhr)Slopeintercept
BUTA#13 8.7 5.48 -8.7 0.006 0.000640.0055
BUTA#20 16.6 5.46 -16.6 0.007 0.000440.0074
BUTA#27 33.2 6.07 -33.2 0.008 0.000260.0085
BUTA#34 44.3 5.76 -44.3 0.011 0.000240.0105
BUTA#41 51.8 5.70 -51.8 0.011 0.000210.0110
BUTA#48 103 5.63 -103 0.012 0.000110.0117
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median' of Ky" and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jmol/mgKSaPP kmaxW
of data vial# vial# (jtM)TSS/hr)(tM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)
1 BU'TA#13BUTA#209.8 0.012 5.7 0.010
2 BUTA#13BUTA#277.8 0.0107.0 0.010
3 BUTA#13BUTA#3412.6 0.014 7.8 0.012
4 BUTA#13BUTA#4113.0 0.014 9.6 0.013
5 BUTA#13BUTA#4811.9 0.013 9.8 0.013
6 BUTA#20BUTA#275.7 0.01011.9 0.013
7 BUTA#20BUTA#3415.1 0.01412.6 0.013
8 (Median)BUTA#20BUTA#4115.7 0.01413.0 0.014
9 BUTA#20BUTA#4813.1 0.013 13.1 0.014
10 BUTA#27BUTA#34113 0.037 15.1 0.014
11 BUTA#27BUTA#4159.3 0.02415.7 0.014
12 BUTA#27BUTA#4822.8 0.01420.2 0.014
13 BUTA#34BUTA#4120.2 0.01522.8 0.015
14 BUTA#34BUTA#489.6 0.01359.3 0.024
15 BUTA#41BUTA#487.0 0.013112.5 0.037217
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Figure C3.1. Direct linear plot showing mixed inhibition on 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by butane.
Linearized Plot
Table C3.7. Values used for linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibition on 1,1,1-
TCA transformation by butane
Inhibitor (Butane)
(/LM)
KSaPP
(/LM)
kmaxal
(molI mg TSS/hr)
l/kmax
(mg TSS-hr/izmol)
KsaPP/kmax
(mg TSS-hr/L)
0 11.8 0.20 5.13 60
0.14 20.1 0.16 6.25 126
0.25 21.6 0.13 7.52 162
1.6 9.5 0.041 24.39 232
2.7 15.8 0.030 33.67 532
5.7 13.0 0.014 74.07 963
Table C3.8. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1.1.1-TCA transformation by butane
kmax
Plot Y intercept (=llkmax)Slope(1/Kiu/kmax)(i.tmol/ mg
(1/kmax1vs.IL)(mg TSS-hr/i.mol)(mgTSS-hr-I4tmol2)TSS/hr)(tM)
4.4 12.0 0.23 0.36
Y intercept Slope(Ks/Kiclkmax)
Plot (Ks/kmax) (mg TSS-hr/tmol)(zmo1/ mg(j.M)
(Ks'/kmaxvs. (mg TSS-hr/L) TSS/hr)
IL) 79 154 18 0.5260
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Figure C3.2. Linearized plot in the case of mixed inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by butane
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Figure C3.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using mixed inhibition model.
(Residual Standard Error = 0.005, kmax = 0.20 ± 0.007 jzmol/mg TSS/hr, K = 12.7 ±
2.07 tiM, K1 = 0.28 ± 0.13 .tM and K1 = 0.51 ± 0.094 jiM)219
C4. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION BY 1,1-DCE
KSaPPandkmaxappValues of Butane in the Presence of 1,1-DCE
Table C4. 1.KSaPPandkmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1 -DCE (0 jiM).
-Speandy intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DEBU#17 4.32 0 -4.32 0.66 0.15 0.66
DEBU#18 11.79 0 -11.79 1.21 0.10 1.21
DEBU#19 20.03 0 -20.03 1.37 0.07 1.37
DEBU#20 30.60 0 -30.60 1.71 0.06 1.71
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPandkmaxW
Coordinate of
Intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
. app
"max
app
'max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (p.mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 DEBU#17DEBU#1810.7 2.30 4.76 1.69
2 DEBU#17DEBU#198.34 1.94 8.34 1.94
3 DEBU#17DEBU#2010.8 2.31 10.7 2.30
Median - - - - 10.8 2.30
4 DEBU#18DEBU#194.76 1.69 10.8 2.31
5 DEBU#18DEBU#2010.9 2.32 10.9 2.32
6 DEBU#19DEBU#2027.7 3.26 27.7 3.26220
Table C4.2. KSaPP and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCE (3.3 ± 0.11
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated line
Y
vial# (tiM) (/LM) (/LM)(jzmol/mg TSSThr)Slopeintercept
DEBU#1 4.16 3.12 -4.16 0.59 0.14 0.59
DEBU#2 10.53 3.24 -10.53 1.00 0.09 1.00
DEBU#3 20.00 3.26 -20.00 1.35 0.07 1.35
DEBU#4 30.51 3.38 -30.51 1.54 0.05 1.54
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"-max
1 app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jmol/mg K,app (tmol1mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DEBU#1DEBU#28.89 1.84 8.89 1.83
2 DEBU#1DEBU#310.4 2.05 10.4 2.05
3 DEBU#1DEBU#410.7 2.08 10.7 2.08
Median - - - - 11.2 2.11
4 DEBU#2DEBU#313.0 2.22 11.7 2.14
5 DEBU#2DEBU#412.5 2.18 12.5 2.18
6 DEBU#3DEBU#411.7 2.14 13.0 2.22
Table C4.3. K,and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1, 1-DCE (6.5 ± 0.11
MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -Si.
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jtM) (/LM) (pM)(tmol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DEBU#5 4.24 6.53 -4.24 0.50 0.1180.50
DEBU#6 11.16 6.48 -11.16 0.93 0.0840.93
DEBU#7 19.87 6.40 -19.87 1.22 0.061 1.22
DEBU#8 30.35 6.66 -30.35 1.38 0.046 1.38221
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'max
i app
l'Lmax
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (pmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (tiM)TSS/hr) (tiM) TSSIhr)
1 DEBU#5DEBU#612.7 2.00 10.3 1.85
2 DEBU#5DEBU#712.8 2.00 11.8 1.92
3 DEBU#5DEBU#812.2 1.94 12.2 1.94
Median - - - - 12.5 1.97
4 DEBU#6DEBU#712.9 2.01 12.7 2.00
5 DEBU#6DEBU#811.8 1.92 12.8 2.00
6 DEBU#7DEBU#810.3 1.85 12.9 2.01
Table C4.4. KSaand kalW values of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCE (12.6 ± 0.02
jiM).
-Sl2pe and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol/mg TSSIhr)Slopeintercept
DEBU#9 4.47 12.7 -4.47 0.39 0.0870.39
DEBU#10 10.1 12.7 -10.1 0.72 0.0720.72
DEBU#11 20.6 12.6 -20.6 0.98 0.0480.98
DEBU#12 29.9 12.6 -29.9 1.20 0.040 1.20
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
p-max
1 app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimOl/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 DEBU#9DEBU#1021.5 2.26 10.7 1.49
2 DEBU#9DEBU#1114.9 1.69 14.9 1.69
3 DEBU#9DEBU#1217.2 1.89 15.2 1.81
Median - - - - 16.1 1.85
4 DEBU#10DEBU#1110.7 1.49 17.2 1.89
5 DEBU#10DEBU#1215.2 1.81 21.5 2.26
6 DEBU#11DEBU#1229.6 2.39 29.6 2.39222
Table C4.5. KSaPP and kmaxaW values of butane in the presence of 1,1 -DCE (22.2 ± 0.10
pM).
1Slpe and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate, 5L
Butane
Inhibitor, 'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (1M) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol/mg TSSIhr)Slopeintercept
DEBU#13 4.29 22.1 -4.29 0.28 0.0650.28
DEBU#14 9.82 22.3 -9.82 0.60 0.0610.60
DEBU#15 19.6 22.1 -19.6 0.72 0.0370.72
DEBU#16 29.9 22.2 -29.9 1.12 0.038 1.12
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPP and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
1"-max
1 app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(p.mol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSSIhr)
1 DEBU#13DEBU#1477.1 5.31 4.92 0.90
2 DEBU#13DEBU#1515.4 1.29 15.4 1.29
3 DEBU#13DEBU#1630.3 2.26 22.0 1.95
Median - - - - 26.2 2.10
4 DEBU#14DEBU#154.92 0.90 30.3 2.26
5 DEBU#14DEBU#1622.0 1.95 77.1 5.31
6 DEBU#15DEBU#16-499 -17.6 -499 -17.6Direct Linear Plot
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Figure C4. 1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on butane degradation
by 1,1-DCE.
Linearized Plot
Table C4.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
butane degradation by 1,1 -DCE
Inhibitor (1,1 -DCE)KSaPP kmaxW
(p.M) (/LM)(j.tmol/ mg TSSJhr)
0.0 10.77 2.31
3.3 11.2 2.11
6.5 12.45 1.97
12.6 16.06 1.85
22 26.15 2.101
Table C4.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on butane degradation by 1.1-DCE
Plot (KSaPP vs.Y intercept Slope kmax
IL) (=K) (=KS/KK)(MM) (jimoll mg
(ILM) (-) TSS/hr)
9.0 0.707 12.8 2.07224
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Figure C4.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of butane
degradation by 1,1-DCE
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Figure C4.3. Best fit obtained from NILSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.054,kmax= 2.09 ± 0.17 /imol/mg TSS/hr, K =
8.5 ± 2.14 M, and= 8.7 ± 2.26 j.M)225
C5. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION BY 1,1-
DCE
KSaPI) and kaPP Values of 1,1-DCA in the Presence of 1,1-DCE
Table C5.1. KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (0 pM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
y
vial# (jIM) (MM) (MM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DEDA#1 10.4 0 -10.4 0.18 0.0170.18
DEDA#2 45.8 0 -45.8 0.41 0.0090.41
DEDA#3 81.5 0 -81.5 0.44 0.0050.44
DEDA#4 161 0 -161 0.52 0.0030.52
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
1.-app
"max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
i app
"max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KaPP(/Lmol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jIM)TSS/hr) (jIM) TSS/hr)
1 DEDA#1DEDA#228.8 0.668 8.75 0.488
2 DEDA#1DEDA#322.7 0.564 18.4 0.564
3 DEDA#1DEDA#424.5 0.594 22.7 0.575
Median - - - - 23.6 0.58
4 DEDA#2DEDA#38.75 0.488 24.5 0.594
5 DEDA#2DEDA#418.4 0.575 28.8 0.624
6 DEDA#3DEDA#433.8 0.624 33.8 0.668226
Table C5.2. KSaPP andkmaxvalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (5.4 ±
0.37 MM).
Slope andy intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
y
vial# (tM) (MM) (LM)(jtmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DEDA#5 12.5 5.34 -12.5 0.15 0.0120.15
DEDA#6 48.8 5.89 -48.8 0.33 0.0070.33
DEDA#7 85.6 5.12 -85.6 0.36 0.0040.36
DEDA#8 167 5.08 -167 0.47 0.0030.47
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and'
app
"-max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
1'-max
1 app
"-max
NumberBatch Batch KaPP(p.mol/mg KSaPP (imo1Img
of data vial# vial# (p.M)TSSIhr) (p.M) TSS/hr)
1 DEDA#5DEDA#634.7 0.57 9.44 0.40
2 DEDA#5DEDA#726.3 0.47 26.3 0.47
3 DEDA#5DEDA#834.3 0.56 33.8 0.56
Median - - - - 34.1 0.56
4 DEDA#6DEDA#79.44 0.40 34.3 0.56
5 DEDA#6DEDA#833.8 0.56 34.7 0.53
6 DEDA#7DEDA#880.2 0.69 80.2 0.69
Table C5.3. KSaPP and kmaXaPP values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (16 ±
0.36 jiM).
- Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, V
Extrapolated_line
y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DEDA#9 50.5 15.12 -50.5 0.16 0.00320.16
DEDA#10 82.8 15.36 -82.8 0.30 0.00370.30
DEDA#11 166 15.98 -166 0.37 0.00230.37
DEDA#12 230 15.4 -230 0.37 0.00160.37227
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and km
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
s-max
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimollmg KSaPP (tmo1/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSSIhr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DEDA#9DEDA#10-318 -0.86 -10.1 0.35
2 DEDA#9DEDA#11221 0.88 31.5 0.42
3 DEDA#9DEDA#12127 0.57 51.2 0.49
Median - - - - 88.9 0.53
4 DEDA#10DEDA#1151.2 0.49 127 0.57
5 DEDA#10DEDA#1231.5 0.42 221 0.87
6 DEDA#11DEDA#12-10.1 0.35 -318 -0.86
Table C5.4. KSaPP and values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (25 ±
1.03 fLM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jzM) (/LM) (JLM)(zmol/mg TSSIhr)Slopeintercept
DEDA#13 52.5 25.5 -52.5 0.15 0.00300.15
DEDA#14 80,3 24.0 -80.3 0.23 0.00290.23
DEDA#15 161 25.0 -161 0.29 0.00180.29
DEDA#16 235 26.5 -235 0.35 0.00150.35
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kaPP
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
Kmax
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(JLmol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSSIhr)
1 DEDA#13DEDA#143200 9.60 46.5 0.37
2 DEDA#13DEDA#15114 0.49 84.5 0.48
3 DEDA#13DEDA#16138 0.56 114 0.49
Median - - - - 126 0.53
4 DEDA#14DEDA#1546.5 0.37 138 0.56
5 DEDA#14DEDA#1684.5 0.48 240 0.72
6 DEDA#15DEDA#16240 0.72 3200 9.60228
Table C5.5.KSaPPand values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (46 ±
1.00 MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,V
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (/LM) (MM) (tiM)(imol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DEDA#17 80.3 45.3 -80.3 0.13 0.00160.13
DEDA#18 161 47.2 -161 0.21 0.00130.21
DEDA#19 236 45.0 -235 0.26 0.00110.26
DEDA#20 299 45.2 -298 0.33 0.00110.09
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of andkmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
1'max
1 app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(JLmol/mg KapP (xmolImg
of data vial# vial# (pM)TSS/hr) (jtM) TSSIhr)
1 DEDA#17DEDA#18165 0.434 -72.7 0.013
2 DEDA#17DEDA#19165 0.433 164 0.432
3 DEDA#17DEDA#20-72.7 0.013 165 0.433
Median - - - - 165 0.43
4 DEDA#18DEDA#19164 0.432 165 0.434
5 DEDA#18DEDA#20-451 -0.386 -451 -0.386
6 DEDA#19DEDA#20-5740-5.962 -5740 -5.962229
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Figure C5.1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on 1,1-DCA
transformation by 1,1-DCE.
Linearized Plot
Table C5.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
1,l-DCA transformation by l,1-DCE
Inhibitor (1,1 -DCE)KSaPP kmax
(SM) (jzM)(tmolI mg TSS/hr)
0.0 23.6 0.58
5.4 34.1 0.56
16 88.9 0.53
25 126 0.53
46 165 0.43
Table C5.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1,1-DCA transformation by 1,1-DCE
Y intercept Slope K1 kmax
Plot (=K) (= K/K)(p.M)(Lmol/ mg
(KSaPP IL) (p.M) (-) TSS/hr)
28.0 3.247 8.6 0.53230
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Figure C5.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA
transformation by 1,1-DCE
NLSR Analysis
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Figure C5.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.028,kmax= 0.56 ± 0.06 Lmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
18.4 ± 8.5 !LM, and K1 = 3.64 ± 1.46 i.LM)231
C6. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION BY
1,1-DCE
KSaPPand Values of 1,1,1-TCA in the Presence of 1,1-DCE
Table C6.1.KSaPPand km' values of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (0 /LM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (/LM) (pM) (jLM)(tmolImg TSSIhr)slopeintercept
DETA#1 9.36 0 -9.36 0.085 0.00910.09
DETA#2 36.6 0 -36.6 0.135 0.00370.14
DETA#3 75.9 0 -75.9 0.168 0.00220.17
DETA#4 158 0 -158 0.196 0.00120.20
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of K,and k111
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
i app
n-max
app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(/Lmol/mg KSaPP (/1mollmg
Of data vial# vial#(tM)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 DETA#1DETA#29.27 0.169 9.27 0.169
2 DETA#1DETA#312.1 0.195 12.1 0.195
3 DETA#1DETA#414.1 0.213 14.1 0.213
Median - - 18.2 0.215
4 DETA#2DETA#322.3 0.217 22.3 0.217
5 DETA#2DETA#424.6 0.226 24.6 0.226
6 DETA#3DETA#428.2 0.230 28.2 0.230232
Table C6.2. KSaPP andkmax2values of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (1.4 ±
0.14 iM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (LM) (tiM)(tM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DETA#5 32.6 1.33 -32.6 0.08 0.00240.08
DETA#6 75.9 1.43 -75.9 0.13 0.00180.13
DETA#7 156 1.57 -156 0.16 0.00100.16
DETA#8 290 1.24 -290 0.18 0.00060.18
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"-max
1 app
"-max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(jimollmg KSaPP (zmol/mg
Of data vial# vial# (/2M)TSS/hr) (JLM) TSSIhr)
1 DETA#5DETA#685.9 0.287 33.5 0.194
2 DETA#5DETA#757.8 0.219 38.3 0.203
3 DETA#5DETA#855.4 0.213 47.1 0.208
Median - - - - 51.3 0.21
4 DETA#6DETA#733.5 0.194 55.4 0.213
5 DETA#6DETA#838.3 0.203 57.8 0.219
6 DETA#7DETA#847.1 0.208 85.9 0.287
Table C6.3. KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (4.3 ±
0.16 LM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCE 5L
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (MM) (tM) (MM)(jmol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DETA#9 32.6 4.52 -32.6 0.08 0.00250.08
DETA#10 75.9 4.23 -75.9 0.10 0.00130.10
DETA#11 156 4.15 -156 0.13 0.00080.13
DETA#12 291 4.33 -291 0.16 0.00050.16233
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of K,aand kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
1-max
1 app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(,amol/mg KSaPP (/Lmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (GM)TSS/hr) (tiM) TSS/hr)
I DETA#9DETA#1011.6 0.11 11.6 0.11
2 DETA#9DETA#1130.1 0.16 30.1 0.16
3 DETA#9DETA#1239.2 0.18 39.2 0.18
Median - - 62.0 0.19
4 DETA#10DETA#1184.8 0.20 84.8 0.20
5 DETA#10DETA#1286.9 0.21 86.9 0.21
6 DETA#11DETA#1289.9 0.21 89.9 0.21
Table C6.4. KSaPP and values of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (7.3 ±
0.15 tM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCE -SL rate, v Y
vial# (p.M) (MM) (jIM)(jtmol/mg TSS/hr)Slope intercept
DETA#13 75.9 7.26 -75.9 0.080 0.00110.080
DETA#14 151 7.49 -151 0.125 0.00080.125
DETA#15 231 7.12 -231 0.127 0.00050.127
DETA#16 299 7.35 -299 0.135 0.00050.135
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"max
app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg K,app (molJmg
of data vial # vial # (j.tM)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 DETA#13DETA#14200 0.291 6.1 0.130
2 DETA#13DETA#1592.5 0.177 26.5 0.147
3 DETA#13DETA#1691.3 0.176 85.3 0.174
Median - - 88.3 0.18
4 DETA#14DETA#156.1 0.130 91.3 0.176
5 DETA#14DETA#1626.5 0.147 92.5 0.177
6 DETA#15DETA#1685.3 0.174 200 0.291234
Table C6.5.KSaI)PandkmaxWvalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCE (12.6 ±
0.15 p.M).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,TL
1,1-DCE -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (MM) (jIM) (btM)(imol/mg TSS/hr)Slopeintercept
DETA#17 75.9 12.46 -75.9 0.049 0.000640.049
DETA#18 151 12.58 -151 0.086 0.000570.086
DETA#19 231 12.80 -231 0.100 0.000430.100
DETA#20 299 12.70 -299 0.120 0.0004(0.090
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of Kand kma,
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"-max k
app
max
Number Batch Batch KaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (/Lmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (/LM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DETA#17DETA#18547 0.398 23.7 0.100
2 DETA#17DETA#19250 0.209 102 0.144
3 DETA#17DETA#20175 0.160 175 0.160
Median - - - 212 0.18
4 DETA#18DETA#19102 0.144 250 0.209
5 DETA#18DETA#2023.7 0.100 547 0.398
6 DETA#19DETA#20-315 -0.036 -315 -0.036235
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Figure C6.1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by 1,1-DCE.
Linearized Plot
Table C6.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
1,1,1 -TCA transformation by1,1 -DCE
Inhibitor (1,1 -DCE)KSaPP kmaxa
((LM) (/LM)(pmo1I mg TSSIhr)
0.0 18.2 0.22
1.4 51.3 0.21
4.3 62.0 0.19
7.3 88.3 0.18
12.6 212 0.18
Table C6.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1,1,1-TCA transformation by 1,1-.DCE
Plot(KSaPPvs.Y intercept Slope K1
IL) (=K) (= KIK)(jtM)(jLmol/ mg
(,aM) (-) TSS/hr)
13.5 14.238 0.9 0.20236
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Figure C6.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by 1,1-DCE
NLSR Analysis
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Figure C6.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.01,kmax= 0.20 ± 0.015 zmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
14.3 ± 4.8 iiM, andK1= 1.02 ± 0.304 p.M)237
C7. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION BY 1,1-DCA
KSaPP and Values of butane in the Presence of 1,1-DCA
Table C7.1. KSaPP and values of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCA (0 jiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,TL
1,1-DCA -SL
Initial degradation
rate, V
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimollmg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DABU#45 1.71 0 -1.71 0.29 0.1710.29
DABU#46 4.97 0 -4.97 0.68 0.1380.68
DABU#47 8.21 0 -8.21 0.87 0.1060.87
DABU#48 13.4 0 -13.4 1.18 0.0881.18
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxaW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KS (jimol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 DABIJ#45DABU#4611.5 2.27 6.12 1.53
2 DABU#45DABU#479.0 1.83 9.0 1.83
3 DABU#45DABU#4810.7 2.13 10.1 2.08
Median - - - - 10.4 2.1
4 DABU#46DABU#476.12 1.53 10.7 2.13
5 DABU#46DABU#4810.1 2.08 11.5 2.27
6 DABU#47DABU#4817.0 2.68 16.9 2.68238
Table C7.2 KSaPP and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCA (238 ± 4.8
MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,'L Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch Butane 1,1-DCA -SL rate, V Y
vial# (MM) (pM) (GM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DABU#29 1.71 234 -1.71 0.20 0.1160.20
DABU#33 4.84 243 -4.84 0.47 0.0970.47
DABU#37 8.39 236 -8.39 0.66 0.0780.66
DABU#41 13.1 241 -13.1 0.91 0.0690.91
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKc1and kmi,
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'max
1 app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(1umollmg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (j.tM)TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 DABU#29DABU#3314.5 1.88 9.83 1.43
2 DABU#29DABU#3712.1 1.61 12.1 1.61
3 DABU#29DABU#4115.2 1.96 14.5 1.88
Median - - - - 14.8 1.92
4 DABU#33DABU#379.83 1.43 15.2 1.96
5 DABU#33DABU#4115.7 2.00 15.7 2.00
6 DABU#37DABU#4128.1 2.86 28.1 2.86
Table C7.3 KSaPP and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCA (464 ± 8.0
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCA -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (MM) (MM) (SM)(jimol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DABU#30 1.65 467 -1.65 0.16 0.0960.16
DABU#34 4.92 453 -4.92 0.38 0.0760.38
DABU#38 8.50 462 -8.50 0.58 0.0680.58
DABU#42 13.1 472 -13.1 0.79 0.0600.79239
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kaPP
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'-max
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (jmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (M) TSS/hr)
1 DABU#30DABU#3411.0 1.21 11.0 1.21
2 DABU#30DABU#3814.9 1.59 14.9 1.59
3 DABU#30DABU#4217.7 1.85 17.7 1.85
Median - - 21.0 2.04
4 DABU#34DABU#3824.3 2.23 24.3 2.23
5 DABU#34DABU#4226.0 2.35 26.0 2.35
6 DABU#38DABU#4227.8 2.46 27.8 2.46
Table C7.4KSand kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCA (693 ± 5.4
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,'L
1,1-DCA -SL
Initial degradation
rate, v
Extrapolated_line
y
vial# (/LM) (pM)(jM)(mol/mg TSSfhr)s1opintercept
DABU#31 1.62 689 -1.62 0.11 0.0650.11
DABU#35 4.92 689 -4.92 0.31 0.0630.31
DABU#39 8.29 695 -8.29 0.48 0.0570.48
DABU#43 13.1 700 -13.1 0.62 0.0470.62
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"max
j app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(moI/mg KSaPP (mo1/mg
of data vial# vial#(tM)TSSIhr) (MM) TSSIhr)
1 DABU#31DABU#3576.7 5.13 13.7 1.26
2 DABU#31DABU#3945.6 3.09 19.5 1.53
3 DABU#31DABU#4327.7 1.92 27.7 1.92
Median - - - - 29.1 2.07
4 DABU#35DABU#3930.4 2.22 30.4 2.22
5 DABU#35DABU#4319.5 1.53 45.6 3.09
6 DABU#39DABU#4313.7 1.26 76.8 5.13240
Table C7.5 KaPP and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1-DCA (908 ± 13.0
- Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCA -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (jtM) (MM) (tiM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DABU#32 1.65 919 -1.65 0.09 0.0570.09
DABU#36 4.87 896 -4.87 0.23 0.0480.23
DABU#40 8.18 919 -8.18 0.38 0.0470.38
DABU#44 13.3 896 -13.3 0.59 0.0440.59
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxaW
Coordinate of
ntersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
app
1'max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (mo1Img
of data vial# vial# (tiM)TSS/hr) (iiM) TSS/hr)
1 DABU#32DABU#3615.6 0.98 15.6 0.98
2 DABU#32DABU#4029.3 1.75 29.3 1.75
3 DABU#32DABU#4434.1 2.03 34.1 2.03
Median - - - - 40.1 2.28
4 DABU#36DABU#40151 7.43 46.1 2.54
5 DABU#36DABU#4466.8 3.42 66.8 3.42
6 DABU#40DABU#4446.1 2.54 151 7.43241
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Figure C7. 1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on butane degradation
by 1,l-DCA.
Linearized Plot
Table C7.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
butane degradation by 1,1 -DCA.
Inhibitor (1,1 -DCA)KaPP kmaxP
(saM) (/LM)(,amol/ mg TSS/hr)
0 10.4 2.10
239 14.8 1.92
464 21.0 2.04
693 29.1 2.07
908 40.1 2.28
Table C7.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on butane degradation by 1.1-DCA.
Plot(KaPP vs.Y intercept Slope kmax'1'
IL) (=K) (= K/K)(MM)(mo1/ mg
(jzM) (-) TSSIhr)
8.2 0.032 253 2.0845
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Figure C7.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of butane
degradation by 1,1-DCA.
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Figure C7.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.020,kmax= 2.12 ± 0.23 jtmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
10.9 ± 2.22 tM, andK1= 403 ± 51 jzM)243
CS. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCE TRANSFORMATION BY 1,1-
DCA
KSaPP and kapP Values of 1,1-DCEin the Presence of 1,1-DCA
Table C8.1. KaPP and kmaxvalues of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1-DCA (0 MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1-DCA -SL rate, v Y
vial# (MM) (pM) (jzM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DADE#17 1.64 0 -1.64 0.53 0.3190.53
DADE#18 6.26 0 -6.26 0.99 0.1580.99
DADE#19 12.7 0 -12.7 1.05 0.0831.05
DADE#20 27.2 0 -27.2 1.05 0.0391.05
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
1 app
max
Coordinate of
ntersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
's-max
1 app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (JLmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (fLM)TSS/hr) (ILM) TSS/hr)
1 DADE#17DADE#182.87 1.44 0.16 1.06
2 DADE#17DADE#192.20 1.23 0.54 1.07
3 DADE#17DADE#201.88 1.13 0.77 1.11
Median - - - - 1.32 1.12
4 DADE#18DADE#190.77 1.11 1.88 1.13
5 DADE#18DADE#200.54 1.07 2.20 1.23
6 DADE#19DADE#200.16 1.06 2.87 1.44244
Table C8.2 KSaPP and values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1-DCA (154 ±
3.9 izM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1-DCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (/LM) (jzM) (MM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DADE#1 1.52 152 -1.52 0.11 0.0740.11
DADE#2 6.14 157 -6.14 0.39 0.0640.39
DADE#3 12.4 156 -12.4 0.52 0.0420.52
DADE#4 27.2 148 -27.2 0.70 0.0260.70
- Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPP and kmaxa)l
Coordinate of
ntersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
1 app
max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (p.mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (tiM)TSS/hr) (iiM) TSS/hr)
1 DADE#1DADE#227.3 2.13 5.72 0.76
2 DADE#1DADE#312.6 1.04 8.22 0.92
3 DADE#1DADE#412.3 1.02 11.7 1.01
Median - - - - 12.0 1.01
4 DADE#2DADE#35.72 0.76 12.3 1.02
5 DADE#2DADE#48.22 0.92 12.6 1.04
6 DADE#3DADE#411.7 1.01 27.3 2.13
Table C8.3 KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1-DCA (387 ±
24.3 MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate, 5LInhibitor, 'L Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1-DCA -SL rate, V Y
vial# (pM) (MM) (jIM)(tmol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DADE#5 1.5 375 -1.5 0.05 0.0330.05
DADE#6 6.1 423 -6.1 0.16 0.0270.16
DADE#7 12.4 376 -12.4 0.28 0.0230.28
DADE#8 27.1 372 -27.1 0.46 0.0170.46245
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxW
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"max
app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(imol/mg KSaPP (mo1/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (tiM) TSS/hr)
1 DADE#5DADE#618.1 0.65 18.1 0.65
2 DADE#5DADE#722.7 0.80 22.7 0.80
3 DADE#5DADE#825.0 0.88 25.0 0.88
Median - - - - 27.1 0.91
4 DADE#6DADE#729.8 0.96 29.1 0.95
5 DADE#6DADE#829.4 0.95 29.4 0.95
6 DADE#7DADE#829.1 0.95 29.8 0.96
Table C8.4 KSaPP and kmax' values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1-DCA (608 ±
14.8 zM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE 1,1-DCA -SL rate,V Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(/LmoI/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DADE#9 1.7 627 -1.7 0.03 0.0180.03
DADE#10 6.1 611 -6.1 0.12 0.0200.12
DADE#11 12.0 599 -12.0 0.21 0.0180.21
DADE#12 27.0 594 -27.0 0.35 0.0 130.35
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(tmol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jtM) TSS/hr)
1 DADE#9DADE#10-36.7 -0.61 29.7 0.73
2 DADE#9DADE#I1-5699 -100 31.5 0.75
3 DADE#9DADE#1268.8 1.24 34.8 0.82
Median - - - - 51.8 1.03
4 DADE#10DADE#1134.8 0.82 68.8 1.24
5 DADE#10DADE#1231.5 0.75 -36.7 -0.61
6 DADE#11DADE#1229.7 0.73 -5699 -100246
Table C8.5 KSaPP andkmax21values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1-DCA (887 ±
15.4 MM).
-Slope and yintercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE 1,1-DCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (jIM) (GM) (MM)(imol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DADE#13 1.6 880 -1.6 0.02 0.0140.02
DADE#14 5.9 868 -5.9 0.08 0.0130.08
DADE#15 12.1 896 -12.1 0.15 0.0120.15
DADE#16 27.1 902 -27.1 0.29 0.0110.29
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
'max
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(,1mOlImg KSaPP (mo1/mg
of data vial # vial # (tiM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DADE#13DADE#1475.1 1.08 52.9 0.78
2 DADE#13DADE#1561.2 0.88 61.2 0.88
3 DADE#13DADE#1680.1 1.15 75.1 1.08
Median - - - - 77.6 1.12
4 DADE#14DADE#1552.9 0.78 80.1 1.15
S DADE#14DADE#1681.5 1.17 81.5 1.17
6 DADE#15DADE#16109 1.46 109 1.46247
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Figure C8.1, Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on 1,1-DCE
transformation by 1,1-DCA.
Linearized Plot
Table C8.6. Values usedfor linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
1,1-DCE transformation by 1,1-DCA.
Inhibitor (1,1 -DCA)KaPP kmax'
(.tM) (,aM)(/Lmol/ mg TSSIhr)
0 1.32 1.12
154 12.0 1.01
387 27.1 0.91
608 51.8 1.03
887 77.6 1.12
Table C8.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1,1-DCE transformation by 1,1-DCA.
Y intercept slope (= kmax
Plot (=K) K/K1)(GM)(pmoI/ mg
(Kvs.IL) (.tM)J (-)___________TSS/hr)
-1.4 I0.087 -16 1.04248
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Figure C8.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE
transformation by 1,1-DCA.
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Figure C8.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error0.035,kmax= 1.16 ± 0.07 tmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
1.67 ± 0.51 tM, and K1= 17.8 ± 4.87 fLM)249
C9. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION BY
1,1-DCA
KSaPP and kaIW Values of 1,1,1-TCA in the Presence of 1,1-DCA
Table C9. 1. KSaPP and k
app
maxvalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCA (0
Slope andy intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,'L Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCA -SL rate,v Y
vial # (MM) (MM) (jIM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DATA#17 9.4 0 -9.4 0.08 0.0090.08
DATA#18 19.4 0 -19.4 0.12 0.0060.12
DATA#19 35.0 0 -35.0 0.14 0.0040.14
DATA#20 55.4 0 -55.4 0.16 0.0030.16
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
1,app
"-max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
rmax
app
"-max
Number Batch Batch (tmol/mg KSaPP (tmol/mg
of data vial# vial#(zM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DATA#17DATA#1814.4 0.20 8.57 0.17
2 DATA#17DATA#1911.7 0.18 11.7 0.18
3 DATA#17 -DATA#2013.8 0.20 13.3 0.20
Median - - - 13.5 0.20
4 DATA#18DATA#198.57 0.17 13.8 0.20
5 DATA#18DATA#2013.3 0.20 14.4 0.20
6 DATA#19DATA#2023.4 0.23 23.4 0.23250
Table C9.2.KSaPPandkmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCA (5.8 ±
0.53 jzM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1,1-TCA
Inhibitor,IL
1,1-DCA -SL
Initial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (tiM) (KM) (jAM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
DATA#1 10.5 5.1 -10.5 0.07 0.00620.07
DATA#2 23.1 5.8 -23.2 0.11 0.00490.11
DATA#3 38.3 6.3 -38.3 0.13 0.00340.13
DATA#4 56.3 6.1 -56.3 0.15 0.00260.15
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of Ka and
Coordinate of
intersection_-
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
'-max
1 app
'max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mo1/mg KSaPP (imol/mg
of data vial# vial# (p.M)TSS/hr) CaM) TSS/hr)
I DATA#1DATA#236.5 0.29 9.58 0.16
2 DATA#1DATA#321.9 0.20 14.8 0.19
3 DATA#1DATA#422.7 0.21 21.9 0.20
Median - - 22.3 0.21
4 DATA#2DATA#39.58 0.16 22.7 0.21
5 DATA#2DATA#414.8 0.19 25.7 0.22
6 DATA#3DATA#425.7 0.22 36.5 0.29
Table C9.3.KSaPPandkmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCA (98 ±
1.12 tiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,TL Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (MM) (tM) (pM)(mol/mg_TSS/hr)slope intercept
DATA#5 11.0 11.0 -11.0 0.061 0.00550.061
DATA#6 20.8 10.1 -20.8 0.094 0.00450.094
DATA#7 56.1 9.8 -56.1 0.138 0.00250.138
DATA#8 34.8 8.3 -34.8 0.124 0.00360.124251
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
app
'max
_________jghest
app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(j,molImg KSaPP (mo1/mg
of data vial# vial# (p.M)TSSIhr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 DATA#5DATA#632.9 0.24 12.5 0.17
2 DATA#5DATA#725.1 0.20 21.4 0.19
3 DATA#5DATA#832.2 0.24 25.12 0.20
Median - - 28.4 0.22
4 DATA#6DATA#721.4 0.19 31.6 0.24
5 DATA#6DATA#831.6 0.24 32.2 0.24
6 DATA#7DATA#812.5 0.17 32.9 0.24
Table C9.4. KSaPP and kmaxvalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCA (21 ±
1.8 JLM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,'L Initial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCA -SL rate, v Y
vial# (MM) (/2M) (GM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DATA#9 10.7 22.2 -10.7 0.05 0.00430.05
DATA#10 18.4 19.6 -18.4 0.08 0.00450.08
DATA#11 35,2 19.6 -35.2 0.10 0.00290.10
DATA#12 53.6 23.0 -53.6 0.13 0.00240.13
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
max
app
Fmax
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(amo1/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
oldata v vial#(iM)TSS/hr) (1iM) TSS/hr)
I DATA#9DATA#10-175 -0.71 11.0 0.13
2 DATA#9DATA#1138.6 0.21 22.5 0.19
3 DATA#9DATA#1244.8 0.24 38.6 0.2!
Median - - 41.5 0.23
4 DATA#10DATA#1111.0 0.13 44.8 0.24
5 DATA#10DATA#1222.5 0.19 64.7 0.29
6 DATA#l1DATA#1264.7 0.29 -175 -0.71252
Table C9.5. KSaland kmaxavalues of 1,1,1-TCA in the presence of 1,1-DCA (29 ±
2.15 tiM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Initial degradationExtrapolated line
Batch 1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (MM) (jIM) (MM)(jLmolfmg TSS/hr)slope intercept
DATA#13 9.7 31.7 -9.7 0.03 0.00330.03
DATA#14 20.6 29.2 -20.6 0.07 0.00350.07
DATA#15 42.3 26.4 -42.3 0.10 0.00230.10
DATA#16 54.7 28.5 -54.7 0.11 0.00200.11
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
max
app
max
Number Batch Batch KS"(imol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (zM)TSS/hr) (LM) TSS/hr)
1 DATA#13DATA#14-155 -0.48 21.3 0.15
2 DATA#13DATA#1571.0 0.26 26.2 0.17
3 DATA#13DATA#1665.5 0.25 47.3 0.21
Median - - - 56.4 0.23
4 DATA#14DATA#1521.3 0.15 65.5 0.25
5 DATA#14DATA#1626.2 0.17 70.9 0.26
6 DATA#15DATA#1647.3 0.21 -155 -0.48253
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Figure C9.1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibitionon 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by 1,1-DCA.
Linearized Plot
Table C9.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibitionon
1,1,1 -TCA transformation by1,1 -DCA.
Inhibitor (1,1-DCA) KSaPP kmaxa'W
(j.tM) (/.LM)(pmol/ mg TSSIhr)
0 13.5 0.20
5.8 22.3 0.21
9.8 28.4 0.22
21 41.5 0.23
29 56.4 0.23
Table C9.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in thecase of
inhibition on 1,1,1 -TCA transformation by 1,1 -DCA.
I
I app Plot Y Intercept slope kmax
(KSaPPVS. IL) (=K5) (=K/K1)(jzM)(mol/ mg
LJM) (-) TSSIhr)
13.7 1.43 10 0.22254
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Figure C9.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA
transformation by 1,1-DCA.
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Figure C9.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.006,kmax= 0.20 ± 0.0 16 jtmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
14.3 ± 3.69 M, and
K1= 16.24 ± 4.77 jIM)255
ClO. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION BY 1,1,1-
TCA
KapP and Values of butane in the Presence of 1,l,1-TCA
Table C 10.1. KS1' and kmaxavalues of butane in the presence of 1,1,1 -TCA (0MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,IL
1,1,1-TCA -SL
Iniitial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated
line
Y
vial# (JLM) (KM) (JLM)(/Lmol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TABU#417 3.24 0 -3.24 0.60 0.1840.60
TABU#418 11.6 0 -11.6 1.13 0.0981.13
TABU#419 22.6 0 -22.6 1.66 0.0741.66
TABU#420 40.2 0 -40.2 1.97 00491.97
-Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
rmax
app
'-max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (pmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (/LM)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 TABU#417TABU#4186.18 1.73 6.18 1.73
2 TABU#417TABU#4199.65 2.37 9.65 2.37
3 TABU#417TABU#42010.2 2.47 10.2 2.47
Median - - - - 11.4 2.52
4 TABU#418TABU#41922.2 3.29 12.5 2.59
5 TABU#418TABU#42017.3 2.82 17.3 2.82
6 TABU#419FABU#42012.5 2.59 22.2 3.29256
Table C10.2. KSaPP and kmaxaW values of butane in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (184 ±
4.84 MM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
Butane
Inhibitor,1L
1,1,1-TCA -SL
Iniitial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated
line
Y
vial# (pM) (MM) (MM)(jimollmg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TABU#401 3.24 178 -3.24 0.38 0.1160.38
TABU#405 11.6 182 -11.6 0.85 0.0730.85
TABU#409 22.9 188 -22.9 1.17 0.0511.17
TABU#413 40.0 188 -40.0 1.60 0.0401.60
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and '
app
"max
Coordinate of
ntersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
max
app
"max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg (j..tmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (j.M)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 TABU#401TABU#40510.8 1.63 10.8 1.63
2 TABU#401ABU#40912.2 1.80 12.2 1.80
3 TABU#401TABU#41316.0 2.24 15.2 1.96
Median - - - - 15.6 2.10
4 TABU#405fABU#40915.2 1.96 16.0 2.24
5 TABU#405TABU#41323.0 2.52 23.0 2.52
6 TABU#409TABU#41338.1 3.13 38.1 3.13
Table C 10.3. and kmax' values of butane in the presence of 1,1,1 -TCA (548 ±
7.2 jiM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,'L Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch Butane 1,1,1-TCA -SL rate, v Y
vial# (jiM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol!mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TABU#402 3.24 554 -3.24 0.26 0.0810.26
TABU#406 11.6 554 -11.6 0.57 0.0490.57
TABU#410 23.5 545 -23.5 0.99 0.0420.99
TABU#414 39.9 539 -39.9 1.39 0.0351.39257
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"-max
app
"-max
Number Batch Batch KS""(jtmolImg KSaPP (/Lmol/mg
of data vial# vial# (zM)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 TABU#402FABU#4069.92 1.06 9.92 1.06
2 TABU#402TABU#41018.9 1.79 18.9 1.79
3 TABU#402TABU#41424.7 2.25 24.7 2.25
Median - - - - 39.8 2.78
4 TABU#406TABU#41059.1 3.48 54.8 3.30
5 TABU#406[ABU#41456.9 3.38 56.9 3.38
6 TABU#410FABU#41454.8 3.30 59.1 3.48
Table C10.4. K,apP and kmaxvalues of butane in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (902 ±
5.0 MM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch Butane 1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (SM) (tM) (jIM)(pmol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TABU#403 3.21 908 -3.21 0.19 0.0590.19
TABU#407 11.6 904 -11.6 0.50 0.0430.50
TABU#411 23.4 897 -23.4 0.96 0.0410.96
TABU#415 40.4 898 -40.4 1.13 0.0281.13
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
app
1max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
'-max
app
max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (zmol/mg
of data vial# vial#(.M)TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 TABU#403FABU#40718.5 1.29 13.8 1.29
2 TABU#403I'ABU#41141.0 2.62 18.5 1.52
3 TABU#403TABU#41529.9 1.97 29.9 1.97
Median - - - - 35.4 2.15
4 TABU#407FABU#411222 10.0 41.0 2.33
5 TABU#407FABU#41542.7 2.33 42.7 2.62
6 TABU#411FABU#41513.8 1.52 222 10.0258
Table C10.5.KSaPPand
kmax1values of butane in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (1228 ±
31 GM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,'L Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch Butane1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (iiM) (MM) (pM)(zmol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
TABU#404 3.20 1270 -3.20 0.11 0.0360.11
TABU#408 11.6 1232 -11.6 0.42 0.0360.42
TABU#412 23.1 1210 -23.1 0.65 0.0280.65
TABU#416 39.4 1201 -39.4 0.90 0.0230.90
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPand
kmax1
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
n-max
1 app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jmol/mg KSaPP (ILmOl/mg
of data vial# vial#(tM)TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 TABU#404TABU#408-2819 -100 30.3 1.50
2 TABU#404[ABU#41270.7 2.64 38.2 1.78
3 TABU#404TABU#41662.3 2.33 50.0 2.05
Median - - - - 56.1 219
4 TABU#408T'ABU#41230.3 1.50 62.3 2.33
5 TABU#408TABU#41638.2 1.78 70.7 2.64
6 TABU#412TABU#41649.9 2.05 -2819 -100Direct Linear Plot
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Figure C 10.1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on butane degradation
by 1,1,1-TCA.
Linearized Plot
Table C 10.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
butane degradation 1,1,1 -TCA.
Inhibitor (1,1,1 -TCA)KSaPP kmaxa
(j.tM) (MM)(j.tmol/ mgTSSIhr)
0 11.4 2.53
184 15.6 2.10
548 39.8 2.78
902 35.4 2.15
1228 56.1 2.19
Table C 10.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on butane degradation by 1.1.1 -TCA.
Plot(KSaPP vs.Y intercept Slope kmaxP
IL) (K) (=K/K)(iiM)(ILmol/ mg
(tiM) (-) TSSIhr)
12.0 0.034 350 2.3560
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Figure C 10.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of butane
degradation by 1.1,1-TCA.
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Figure C10.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.073, kmax= 2.53 ± 0.3 12 tmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
13.1 ±4.4M,andK =313±88M)261
Cli. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON l,1-DCE TRANSFORMATION BY
1,1,l-TCA
KSaPP and kmaxValues of i,l-DCE in the Presence of l,i,l-TCA
Table Cli. 1. K" and kmaxavalues of 1,1 -DCE in the presence of 1,1,1 -TCA (0
MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor, 'L Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,l,1-TCA -SL rate, v Y
vial# (p.M) (MM) (jiM)(jimollmg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADE#17
TADE#18
TADE#19
TADE#20
L50
5.82
11.9
20.4
0
0
0
0
-1.50
-5.82
-11.9
-2ft4
0.49
0.84
1.07
1.04
0.328
0.145
0.090
0.051
0.49
0.84
1.07
1.04
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
Lapp
"max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
.app
"max k
app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 TADE#17TADE#181.89 1.12 -0.88 0.99
2 TADE#17TADE#192.43 1.29 1.89 1.12
3 TADE#17TADE#201.96 1.14 1.96 1.14
Median - - - - 2.03 1.14
4 TADE#18TADE#194.25 1.46 2.09 1.14
5 TADE#18TADE#202.09 1.14 2.43 1.29
6 TADE#19TADE#20-0.88 0.99 4.25 1.46262
Table C11.2, KSaPP arid kmaxavalues of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (66 ±
2.6 ,iM).
Slope andy intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,5LInhibitor,'L Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial # (JLM) (fLM) (MM)(amoIImg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADE#1 1.55 63.2 -1.55 0.17 0.1080.17
TADE#2 5.87 69.3 -5.87 0.43 0.0740.43
TADE#3 11.5 65.2 -11.5 0.58 0.0510.58
TADE#4 19.9 64.5 -19.9 0.79 0.0400.79
Intersection coordinates arid best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
app
"-max
Coordinate
intersection
of Order from
highest
the lowest to
1 app
'-max
1 app
-max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(imol/mg KSaPP (trnol/mg
of data vial# vial# (ILM)TSS/hr) (/.LM) TSS/hr)
1 TADE#1TADE#27.89 1.01 7.89 1.02
2 TADE#1TADE#37.27 0.95 6.38 0.90
3 TADE#1TADE#49.21 1.16 7.27 0.95
Median - - - - 8.6 1.09
4 TADE#2TADE#36.38 0.90 9.21 1.16
5 TADE#2TADE#410.5 1.21 10.5 1.21
6 TADE#3TADE#419.3 1.56 19.3 1.56
Table C11.3. KSaPP and kmaxaIvalues of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (133 ±
3.3 jLM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,TL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (MM) (tiM) (MM)(,amol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADE#5 1.6 132 -1.6 0.09 0.0530.09
TADE#6 5.6 129 -5.6 0.31 0.0560.31
TADE#7 11.7 136 -11.7 0.45 0.0380.45
TADE#8 20.4 136 -20.4 0.64 0.0320.64263
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of K,"' and kmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
"max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jzmol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr (.eM) TSS/hr)
1 TADE#5TADE#6 -68.9 -3.54 7.79 0.75
2 TADE#5TADE#7 25.6 1.43 13.6 1.08
3 TADE#5TADE#8 26.7 1.49 25.6 1.43
Median - - - - 26.1 1.46
4 TADE#6TADE#7 7.79 0.75 26.7 1.49
5 TADE#6TADE#8 13.6 1.08 29.0 1.56
6 TADE#7TADE#8 29.0[1.56 -68.9 -3.53
TableC11.4.KSaPP and kmax'values of1,1-DCEin the presence of1,1,1-TCA (278 ±
6.6GM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE 1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (,tM) (izM) (j.M)(Lmol/mg TSS/hr)slope interp
TADE#9 1.8 281 -1.8 0.08 0.038 0.08
TADE#10 6.1 283 -6.1 0.21 0.034 0.21
TADE#11 11.5 268 -11.5 0.31 0.027 0.31
TADE#12 20.7 279 -20.7 0.42 0.020 0.42
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"max k
app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (molImg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 TADE#9TADE#1033.9 1.35 13.9 0.68
2 TADE#9TADE#11 21.1 0.87 16.2 0.75
3 TADE#9TADE#1220.4 0.84 18.9 0.81
Median - - - - 19.6 0.82
4 TADE#10TADE#11 13.9 0.68 20.4 0.84
5 TADE#10TADE#12 16.2 0.75 21.1 0.87
6 TADE#11TADE#12 18.9 0.81 33.9 1.35264
Table C11.5.KSaPPandkmax1values of 1,1-DCE in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (409 ±
1.8 MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCE1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (MM) (MM) (pM)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADE#13 1.83 410 -1.83 0.04 0.0230.04
TADE#14 5.95 410 -5.95 0.13 0.0210.13
TADE#15 11.9 410 -11.9 0.22 0.0190.22
TADE#16 20.2 406 -20.2 0.29 0.0140.29
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPandkmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
ijj5
1'max
, app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(imol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
Of data vial# vial# (JLM)
4
TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 TADE#13TADE#1450.7 1.19 13.9 0.49
2 TADE#13TADE#1546.1 1.09 23.6 0.62
3 TADE#13TADE#1628.9 0.70 28.8 0.70
Median - - - - 35.8 0.86
4 TADE#14TADE#1542.8 1.03 42.8 1.03
5 TADE#14TADE#1623.6 0.62 46.1 1.09
6 TADE#15TADE#1613.9 0.49 50.7 1.19Direct Linear Plot
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Figure C11.1. Direct linear plot showing competitiveinhibition on 1,1-DCE
transformation by 1,1,1-TCA.
Linearized Plot
Table Cli .6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
1,1 -DCE transformation 1,1,1 -TCA.
Inhibitor (1,1,1-TCA) KSaPP kmaxaI
(MM) (pM) (p.mol/ mg TSSIhr)
0 2.03 1.14
66 8.6 1.09
133 26.1 1.46
278 19.6 0.82
409 35.8 0.86
Table C 11.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1.1-DCE transformation by L1.1-TCA.
PJot( KSaPP vs.Y intercept Slope K1 km'
IL) (K) (= K/K1)(j.tM)(p.molI mg
(j.tM) (-) TSSIhr)
5.8 0.071 81 1.0740
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Figure Cli .2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE
transformation by l,l,l-TCA.
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Figure Cll.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Enor = 0.029,kmax= 1.18 ± 0.068 .tmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
2.11 ±0.542p.M,andK = 17.3 ±3.91 tM)267
C12. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION ON l,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION BY
1,1,1-TCA
KSaPPand Values of 1,1-DCA in the Presence of 1,1,1-TCA
Table C12.1.KSaIWandkmaxavalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (0
pM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,5LInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated line
Batch 1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (tiM) (riM) (JLM)(j.tmol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADA#21 14.9 0 -14.9 0.26 0.0180.26
TADA#22 38.7 0 -38.7 0.33 0.0090.33
TADA#23 86.3 0 -86.3 0.40 0.0050.40
TADA#24 160 0 -160 0.45 0.0030.45
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSaPPand
app
max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
1 app
max
i app
Kmax
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(Lmol/mg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jIM)TSS/hr) (MM) TSS/hr)
1 TADA#21TADA#227.62 0.40 7.62 0.40
2 TADA#21TADA#2310.3 0.45 10.3 0.45
3 TADA#21TADA#2412.7 0.49 12.7 0.48
Median - - - 14.6 0.48
4 TADA#22TADA#2316.5 0.48 16.5 0.49
5 TADA#22TADA#2420.7 0.51 20.7 0.51
6 TADA#23TADA#2430.1 0.54 30.1 0.54268
Table C12.2. KSaPP and kmaxlN values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of l,1,1-TCA (16 ±
0.32 MM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA -SL rate, v Y
vial# (tM) (MM)(tM)(j.tmol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADA#5 38.2 15.5 -38.2 0.23 0.0060.23
TADA#9 84.0 16.2 -84.0 0.31 0.0040.31
TADA#13 173 15.5 -173 0.39 0.0020.39
TADA#17 16.1 15.5 -16.1 0.15 0.0090.15
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmax'
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
i app
"max
app
"max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(trnol/mg KSaPP (p.mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (jIM) TSS/hr)
1 TADA#5TADA#934.6 0.44 22.8 0.37
2 TADA#5TADA#1341.6 0.48 27.6 0.41
3 TADA#5TADA#1722.8 0.37 32.7 0.44
Median - - - - 33.6 0.45
4 TADA#9TADA#1352.8 0.51 34.6 0.46
5 TADA#9TADA#1727.6 0.41 41.6 0.48
6 TADA#13TADA#1732.7 0.46 52.8 0.51
Table C12.3. KSaPP and kmaxvalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (41 ±
0.86 /LM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Batch
Substrate,SL
1,1-DCA
Inhibitor,IL
1,1,1-TCA -SL
Iniitial degradation
rate,v
Extrapolated_line
Y
vial# (MM) (jIM) (MM)(amol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADA#6 38.9 39.6 -38.9 0.17 0.0050.17
TADA#10 82.4 41.5 -82.4 0.25 0.0030.25
TADA#14 156 41.1 -156 0.34 0.0020.34
TADA#18 15.4 40.1 -15.4 0.08 0.0050.08269
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and kmaxa
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
K
app
max
app
"-max
Number Batch Batch (mo1fmg KSaPP (mol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (tM) TSS/hr)
1 TADA#6TADA#1053.5 0.41 53.5 0.41
2 TADA#6TADA#1473.4 0.50 73.4 0.50
3 TADA#6TADA#18175 0.96 87.5 0.52
Median - - 90.4 0.53
4 TADA#10TADA#14107 0.58 93.2 0.55
5 TADA#10TADA#1887.5 0.52 106 0.58
6 TADA#14TADA#1893.2 0.55 175 0.96
Table C12.4. KSaPP and kmaxavalues of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (83 ±
0.5 LM).
Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (tM) (jiM) (jiM)(jimol/mg TSS/hr)slope intercept
TADA#7 38.5 82.7 -38.5 0.11 0.0030.11
TADA#11 81.2 82.8 -81.2 0.18 0.0020.18
TADA#15 156 82.6 -156 0.27 0.0020.27
TADA#19 15.9 83.7 -15.9 0.06 0.0040.06
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) ofKSand kmax"
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"-max
app
max
Number Batch Batch KSaPP(jimol/mg KSaPP (,umol/mg
of data vial# vial# (jiM)TSS/hr) (jiM) TSS/hr)
1 TADA#7TADA#1181.1 0.36 76.6 0.34
2 TADA#7TADA#15123 0.48 78.9 0.35
3 TADA#7TADA#1976.6 0.34 81.1 0.36
Median - - 93.5 0.40
4 TADA#11TADA#15192 0.60 106 0.45
S TADA#11TADA#1978.9 0.35 123 0.48
6 TADA#15TADA#19106 0.45 192 0.60270
Table C12.5. K,and kmax"values of 1,1-DCA in the presence of 1,1,1-TCA (202
±5.7jzM).
-Slope and y intercept of extrapolated linear lines
Substrate,SLInhibitor,IL Iniitial degradationExtrapolated_line
Batch 1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA -SL rate,v Y
vial# (ILM) ((LM)(M)(mol/mg TSS/hr)slopeintercept
TADA#8 38.7 204 -38.7 0.07 0.00170.07
TADA#12 77.3 194 -77.3 0.10 0.00130.10
TADA#16 161 205 -161 0.16 0.00100.16
TADA#20 15.2 -15.2 0.02 0.00130.02
Intersection coordinates and best estimate (median) of KSaPP and
-app
"max
Coordinate of
intersection
Order from the lowest to
highest
app
"max k
app
max
NumberBatch Batch KSaPP(mol/mg KSaPP (jimol/mg
of data vial# vial# (MM)TSS/hr) (/LM) TSS/hr)
1 TADA#8TADA#1283.1 0.21 83.1 0.21
2 TADA#8TADA#1.6126 0.28 126 0.28
3 TADA#8TADA#20-124 -0.15 181 0.33
Median - - - 280 0.43
4 TADA#12TADA#16181 0.33 380 0.53
5 TADA#12TADA#201814 2.43 1814 2.43
6 TADA#16TADA#20380 0.53 -124 -0.15271
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Figure C12. 1. Direct linear plot showing competitive inhibition on 1,1-DCA
transformation by 1,1,i-TCA.
Linearized Plot
Table C 12.6. Values used for linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition on
1,1- DCA transformation 1,1,1-TCA.
Inhibitor (1,1,1 -TCA)KSaPP kmax1
(JLM) (j.M)(mol/mg TSSIhr)
0.0 14.6 0.48
16 33.6 0.45
41 90.4 0.53
83 93.5 0.40
202 280 0.43
Table C 12.7. Initial guesses of parameters obtained linearized plot in the case of
inhibition on 1,1 -DCA transformation by 1,1,1 -TCA.
Plot(KaPPvs.Y intercept slope( kmax
IL) (=K) K/K1) (JLM)(mol/ mg
(MM) (-) TSS/hr)
15.29 1.28 12.0 0.46300
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Figure C 12.2. Linearized plot in the case of competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA
transformation by 1,1,1-TCA.
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Figure C 12.3. Best fit obtained from NLSR analysis using competitive inhibition
model. (Residual Standard Error = 0.012,kmax= 0.47 ± 0.023 tmol/mg TSS/hr, K =
13.7 ± 3.2 M, and K, = 9.8 ± 2.21 tM)273
C13. SUMMARY OF KINETIC PARAMETERS AND COMPARISON OF
THOSE OBTAINED FROM DIFFERENT IVIETHODS
Comparison ofkmaxand K Obtined with Different Methods
Table C 13.1. Comparison of kmax and K values of butane obtained from different
methods
kmax(/Lmol/mgTSS/hr) K (1iM)
SingleLinearizedNLSRC SingleLinearizedNLSR
Compoundaequationb equation
2.6 2.1 2.1 19 9.0 8.5
2.1 2.1 8.2 10.9
31 .4 2.5 12 13.1
Average 2.6 2.2 2.2 19 9.7 10.8
Standard
error 0.07 0.16 0.25 1.6 2.0 2.3
95%
confidence
interval 0.14 0.18 0.28 3.3 2.3 2.6
a: Thekmaxand K were estimated in single compound kinetic studies using NLSR. b: The parameters
were estimated in inhibition studies using linearized plot and linear least squares regression.C:The
parameters were estimated in the inhibition studies using NLSR with all kinetic parameters varying. d:
1,1-DCE inhibition. e: 1,1-DCA inhibition. f: 1,l,l-TCA inhibition
Table C 13.2. Comparison of
kmaxand K values of 1,1-DCE obtained from different
methods
kmax (.tmolImg TSS/hr) K (.tM)
SingleLinearizedNLSRC SingleLinearizedNLSR
Compoundaequationb compoundequation
1.3 1.37 1.19 1.5 0.83 1.05
1.04 1.16 -1.40 1.67
1.07 1.18 5.80 2.11
Average 1.3 1.16 1.18 1.5 1.74 1.61
Standard
error 0.04 0.18 0.02 0.19 3.69 0.53
95%
confidence
interval 0.09 0.21 0.02 0.39 4.17 0.60
a: The kma. and K were estimated in single compound kinetic studies using NLSR. b: The parameters
were estimated in inhibition studies using linearized plot and linear least squares regression.C:The
parameters were estimated in the inhibition studies using NLSR with all kinetic parameters varying. d:
butane inhibition. e: 1,1-DCA inhibition. f: 1,l,1-TCA inhibition274
Table C 13.3. Comparison ofkmaxand K values of 1,1-DCA obtained from different
methods
kmax(tmolImg TSS/hr) K (tM)
SingleLinearizedNLSRC SingleLinearizedNLSR
Compoundaequation" compoundequation
0.49 0.47 0.45 19 15.9 19.0
2e 0.53 0.56 28.0 18.4
0.46 0.47 15.3 13.7
Average 0.49 0.49 0.50 19 19.7 17.0
Standard
error 0.02 0.04 0.06 2.4 7.2 2.9
95%
confidence
interval 0.03 0.04 0.07 5.0 8.1 3.2
a: Thekaxand K were estimated in single compound kinetic studies using NLSR. b: The parameters
were estimated in inhibitionstudies using linearized plot and linear least squares regression.C:The
parameters were estimated in the inhibition studies using NLSR with all kinetic parameters varying. d:
butane inhibition.e: 1,1-DCE inhibition. f: 1,1,1-TCA inhibition
Table C 13.4. Comparison of kmax and K values of 1,1,1 -TCA obtained from different
methods
kmax (tmol/mg TSS/hr) . K (MM)
SingleLinearizedNLSRC Single LinearizedNLSR
Compound'equation" compoundequation
0.19 0.23 0.20 12 18.2 19.1
0.20 0.20 13.5 14.3
3" 0.22 0.20 13.7 14.3
Average 0.19 0.22 0.20 12 15.1 15.9
Standard
error 0.005 0.015 0.001 1.4 2.7 2.8
95%
confidence
interval 0.010 0.017 0.001 2.8 3.0 3.2
a: Thekmaxand K were estimated in single compound kinetic studies using NLSR. b: The parameters
were estimated in inhibition studies using linearized plot and linear least squares regression.C:The
parameters were estimated in the inhibition studies using NLSR with all kinetic parameters varying. d:
butane inhibition. e: 1,1-DCE inhibition. f: 1,1-DCA inhibition275
Comparison of K1and K1 Obtined with Different Methods
Table C 13.5. Comparison of K1 and K1 obtained with different methods
Inhibitor
ButaneButane1,1-DCE1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA
Substrate Method K1 (MM)K1 (MM)K1 (riM)K1 (,tM)K1 (tM)
Butane Linearized' - 12.8 253 350
NLSRb 8.71±2.26403±51313±88
NLSRGkmaxKsC - 14.5±3.03514±43419±65
NLSRGkmaxd 11.1±3.32457±53318±72
NLSRGKe - 13.1±3.8475±52356±64
1,1-DCE Linearized 0.23 4.64 -16.3 81
NLSR 0.33±0.076.9±1.6 18±4.917±3.9
NLSR
GkmaxKs0.43±0.15.6±1.8 13±2.59.8±1.9
NLSRGkmax0.44±0.135.6±1.9 23±6.121±4.3
NLSR GK0.45±0.096.1±1.8 16±2.013±1.6
1,1-DCA Linearized 1.82 3.3 8.6 12
NLSR 2.8±1.63.8±0.83.6±1.5 9.8±2.2
NLSR
GkmaxKs2.6±1.83.0±0.85.6±1.4 14±1.4
NLSR Gkmax4.9±3.93.0±0.63.0±1.5 - 11±2.1
NLSRGKS 3.1±1.33.7±0.63.8±0.8 12±1.8
1,1,1-TCALinearized 0.52 0.36 0.95 9.6
NLSR 0.28±0.10.51±0.11.02±0.316±4.8
NLSR
GkmaxKs0.25±0.10.56±0.10.94±0.1413±1.7
NLSR Gkmax0.24±0.10.56±0.10.98±0.2916±4.2
NLSR GK 0.25±0.10.53±0.10.92±0.1814±3.0
a: The parameters were estimated using linearized plot and linear least squares regression. b: NLSR
indicates NLSR with all 4 kinetic parameters varying (km, K, K1, and/orK1). C:NLSRGkPIKS
indicates NLSR with constantkmand K and with 2 inhibition coefficients varying. d: NLSRGkmax
indicates NLSR with constant k,, and with K and inhibition coefficients varying. e: NLSR GK
indicates NILSR with constant K, and withkmaxand inhibition coefficients varying. f: kinetic parameter
are presented with 95% confidence interval.276
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Figure C 13.1. Comparison of K1 values for butane determined different methods.
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APPENCIX D
Kinetic Parameters Obtained by Performing NLSR Analysis Using the Different
Inhibition Models and Fit of Data to the Models280
Dl. BUTANE INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCE TRANSFORMATION
Table Dl. 1. Kinetic parameters(kmaxand K) for 1,1 -DCE and inhibition coefficients
for butane obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting competitive and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on 1,1-DCE
transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(/LmoI/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(SM)
K1
(tiM)
K1
(tM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 1.41±0.173.45±1.55 2.63±0.580.064
NLSRGkmaxKsNC Given Given 2.16±0.480.085
NLSR Gk Given2.71±0. 86 2.72±0.620.067
NLSR GK 1.23±0.12Given - 2.38±0.670.083
NLSR 1.15±0.110.78±0.870.15±0.16 0.048
NLSRGkmaxKs C Given Given0.24±0.04 - 0.058
NLSRGkmax Given1.87±0.690.3 1±0.13 0.056
NLSR GK 1.22±0.07Given0.27±0.05 0.050
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Figure Dl. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition on 1,1-DCE transformation by
butane281
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D1.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed
inhibition of butane on 1,1-DCE transformation.
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Figure D1.3. Competitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed inhibition of
butane on 1,1-DCE transformation.282
D2. BUTANE INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION
Table D2. 1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K) for 1,1 -DCA and inhibition coefficients
for butane obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting competitive and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on 1, 1-DCA
transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/
mgTSSIhr)
K
(/LM) (SM)
K1
(tiM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.45±0.0219.±3.0 3.53±2.990.010
NLSRGkXKSNC Given Given 2.89±0.340.017
NLSR Gk Given 24±2.7 3.29±0.400.013
NLSR GK 0.45±0.01Given 3.53±0.360.010
NLSR 0.39±0.059.8±7.70.49±0.37 - 0.030
NLSR GkmaxKs C Given Given0.58±0.15 - 0.037
NLSR Gkmax Given 23.8±8.50.78±0.44 - 0.037
NLSR GK 0.44±0.04Given0.80±0.29 - 0.032
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Figure D2. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on 1,1-DCA
transformation283
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D2.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed
inhibition of butane on 1,l-DCA transformation.
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Figure D2.3. Competitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed inhibition of
butane on 1,l-DCA transformation.284
D3. BUTANE INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION
Table D3.1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K) for 1,1-DCA and inhibition coefficients
for butane obtained from NILSR analysis by fitting competitive and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on 1,1,1-TCA
transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(/Lmol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(MM)
K1
(1iM) (jiM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.20 ±0.0119.1±4.3 - 0.50±0.080.005
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given - 0.45±0.040.006
NLSR Gkmax Given 18.1±4.1 - 0.54±0.070.005
NLSR GK 0.19±0.01Given - 0.47±0.100.006
NLSR 0.18±0.019.4±3.30.05±0.02 0.011
NLSR GkmaxKs C Given Given0.06±0.01 0.011
NLSR Gk Given 11.4±2.50.05±0.02 0.011
NLSRGKS 0.19±0.01Given0.06±0.01 __i11
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Figure D3. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on 1,1,1-TCA
transformation. The values forkm,andwere multiplied by a factor of 10.285
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D3.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed
inhibition of butane on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
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Figure D3 .3. Competitive inhibition model fit to data identified as mixed inhibition of
butane on 1,1,1 -TCA transformation.286
D4. 1,1-DCE INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION
Table D4. 1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K5) for butane and inhibition coefficients
for 1,1 -DCE obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE on butane
degradation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/
mgTSS/hr)
K5
(1M)
K1
(ILM) (jiM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 2.19±0.2449.8±3.012.73±7.491±1460.055
NILSR GkmaxKsMix Given Given30±223533±21.70.069
NLSR Gkmax Given 14.9±1.524.1±16.733±20.50.066
NLSRGK5 2.65±0.012Given28.7±21.331±200.070
NLSR 2.43±0.24913.0±3.0 30±6.20.064
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given 32±5.00.067
NLSR Gk Given 15.0±1.4 29±5.80.065
NLSRGK5 2.65±0.118Given 30±6.70.068
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Figure D4. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NILSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE on butane
degrdation. The values forkmax,and K, were multiplied by a factor of 10.287
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D4.2. Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition of
1,1-DCE on butane degradation.
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Figure D4.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1-DCE on butane degradation.288
D5. 1,1-DCE INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION
Table D5.1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K) for 1,1 -DCA and inhibition coefficients
for 1,1 -DCE obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE on 1,1-DCA
transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(MM) (JLM) (LM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.59±0.06222.1±9.55.58±3.1101±980.024
NLSR GkmaxKsMix Given Given6.84±4.1213±4850.040
NLSR Gkmax Given11.59±5.03.45±2.4317±9110.034
NLSRGKS 0.57±0.031Given4.82±1.6119±1110.024
NLSR 0.69±0.1242.5±19.8 - 29±8.4 0.038
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given 46±14.80.052
NLSR Gkmax Given 17.8±8.5 - 45±16.90.053
NLSR GK 0.55±0.057Given 33±11.80.046
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Figure D5. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE on l,1-DCA
transformation. Thekmax,andvalues were multiplied by a factor of 10 and 20,
respectively.289
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D5.2 Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition of
1,1 -DCE on 1,1 -DCA transformation.
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Figure D5.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1-DCE on 1,1-DCA transformation.290
D6. 1,1-DCE INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION
Table D6,1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K) for 1,1,1-TCA and inhibition
coefficients for 1,1-DCE obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and
noncompetitive inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-
DCE on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(imol/
mgTSS/hr)(MM) (saM)
K1
(/LM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.21±0.0217.8±7.951.27±0.75103±3100.010
NLSR GkmaxKsMix Given Given0.93±0.32-285±19870.011
NLSRGkX Given11.8±4.320.91±0.54-271±18710.012
NLSR GK 0.20±0.012Given0.85±0.30-2458±15410.011
NLSR 0.25±0.04239.6±19.1 11±3.8 0.017
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given 14±4.5 0.022
NLSR Gkmax Given 19.0±9.0 - 16±6.5 0.021
NLSR GK 0. 19±0.023Given 13±6.9 0.022
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Figure D6.1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE on 1,1,1-
TCA transformation. The kmax, andK1values were multiplied by a factor of 200 and
50, respectively.291
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D6.2 Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition of
1,1-DCE on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
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Figure D6.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1-DCE on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.292
D7. 1,1-DCA INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION
Table D7.1. Kinetic parameters (kmax and K) for butane and inhibition coefficients
for 1,1 -DCA obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of l,1-DCAon butane
degradation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/ K
(tM) (/LM) (MM)RSE
NLSR 0.01±0.53-13.3±6.05421±88703129±13610.559
NLSR
GkmaxKsMix Given Given567±1442346±37880.026
NLSRGkmax Given15.5±0.76528±1382369±37790.025
NLSRGKS 2.64±0.082Given 549±1432175±33310.026
NLSR 2.67±0.47616.3±4.6 768±960.03 1
NLSR
GkmaxKsNC Given Given 798±670.030
NLSR Gkmax Given15.6±0.89 770±930.030
NLSR GK 2.64±0.095Given 768±930.030
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Figure D7. 1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA on butane
degradation. The kmax, and K values were multiplied by a factor of 200 and 40,
respectively. Inset shows kmax values in logarithm tic scale293
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D7.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1 -DCA on butane degradation.294
D8. 1,1-DCA INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCE TRANSFORMATION
TableD8. 1.Kinetic parameters(kmaxand K) for 1,1-DCEand inhibition coefficients
for1,1-DCAobtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of1,1-DCAon1,1-DCE
transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(Lmo1/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(.M)
K1
(suM)
K1
(/LM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 1.17±0.0631.73±0.4623.32±7.9856±7190.030
NLSRGkmaxKsMix Given Given 17.69±8.9600±8420.066
NLSRGkmax Given 2.53±0.4931.44±12.6593±5230.042
NLSR GK 1.15±0.039Given 20.43±4.9938±83 1 0.03 1
NLSR 1.31±0.23.13±1.8 164±47 0.083
NLSRGkmaxKsNC Given Given 128±38 0.109
NLSRGkmax Given 3.10±1.03 165±43 0.081
NLSR GK 1.15±0.123Given 156±52 0.096
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FigureD8. 1.Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of1,1-DCAon1,1-DCE
transformation. The kmax, K and K1 values were multiplied by a factor of 100, 100
and 10, respectively.295
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D8.2. Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition of
1,1-DCA on 1,1-DCE transformation.
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Figure D8.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1-DCA on 1,1-DCE transformation.296
1)9. 1,1-DCA INHIBITION ON 1,1,1-TCA TRANSFORMATION
TableD9.1.Kinetic parameters (kmax and K) for1,1,1-TCAand inhibition
coefficients for1,1-DCAobtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and
noncompetitive inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1-
DCAon1,1,1-TCAtransformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(jiM) (jiM)
K1
(jiM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.20±0.02113.7±4.614.76±8.1-516±254240.006
NLSRGkrnaxKsMix Given Given12.25±3.3-264±490 0.006
NLSR Gkmax Given 12.5±1.613.19±5.0-277±553 0.006
NLSR GK 0.19±0.007Given12.42±3.7-249±454 0.006
NLSR 0.23±0.02922±6.4 57±17.3 0.008
NLSRGkXKSNC Given Given 53±13.9 0.011
NLSR Gkmax Given 14.5±2.8 69±28.7 0.010
NLSRGKS 0.19±0.014Given 55±23.5 0.011
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FigureD9. 1.Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of1,1-DCAon 1,1,1-
TCAtransformation. Thekmax,K and K1 values were multiplied by a factor of 100,
10 and 10, respectively.297
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D9.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1-DCA on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.298
D1O. 1,l,1-TCA INHIBITION ON BUTANE DEGRADATION
Table D10.1. Kinetic parameters (kmaxand K) for butane and inhibition coefficients
for 1,1,1-TCA obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and noncompetitive
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on butane
degradation.
Inhibition
Type
(jimol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(MM)
K1
(tiM)
K1
(/LM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 2.6±0.3813.6±5.3346±1898915±421840.075
NLSRGkmaxKsMix Given Given453±1835959±171860.079
NLSRGkmax Given14.1±1.8358±1467276±239680.072
NLSRGKS 2.7±0.13Given412±1564409±94650.074
NLSR 3.1±0.5321.6±7.7 964±2150.093
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given 1072±1930.101
NLSR Gkmax Given15.4±2.5 1027±2500.103
NLSR GK 2.7±0.18Given 955±2250.098
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Figure D 10.1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on butane
degradation. A y-axis is in logarithmic scale.299
Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure D1O.2 Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition of
1,1,1 -TCA on butane degradation.
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Figure D1O.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on butane degradation.300
Dli. 1,1,l-TCA INHIBITION ON l,1-DCE TRANSFORMATION
Table D11.1. Kinetic parameters(kmaxand K) for 1,1 -DCE and inhibition
coefficients for 1,1,1 -TCA obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and
noncompetitive inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-
TCA on 1,1-DCE transforn-iation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(jmol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(JLM) (MM)
K11
(/LM)
Residual
Stand
Enor
NLSR 1.19±0.072.16±0.5719.1±6.31352±31290.030
NLSR GkmaxKsMix Given Given11.0±5.7894±38870.078
NLSR Gk Given2.96±0.4624.8±8.2694±10590.036
NLSRGKS 1.12±0.004Given13.6±3.43792±263790.035
NLSR 1.40±0.244.53±2.28 116±310.075
NLSR GkmaxKsNC Given Given 8 1±25 0.125
NLSR Gk Given3.69±1.05 119±300.075
NLSRGKS 1.11±0.14Given 108±400.106
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Figure Dl 1.1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-
DCE transformation. A y-axis is in logarithmic scale.Fit with Different Inhibition Models
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Figure Dl 1.2. Mixed inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive inhibition
of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-DCE transformation.
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Figure Dl 1.3. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-DCE transformation.302
912. 1,1,1-TCA INHIBITION ON 1,1-DCA TRANSFORMATION
Table D12.1. Kinetic parameters (kand K) for 1,1-DCA and inhibition
coefficients for 1,1,1 -TCA obtained from NLSR analysis by fitting mixed and
noncompetitive inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-
TCA on 1,1-DCA transformation.
Inhibition
Type
kmax
(mol/
mgTSS/hr)
K
(JLM) (,iM)
K1
(tiM)
Residual
Stand
Error
NLSR 0.47±0.0313.4±3.539.3±3.01-1768±77550.012
NLSR
GkmaxKsMix Given Given14.0±3.101778±90250.029
NLSRGkmax Given15.9±2.3110.8±2.915766±845280.013
NLSRGKS 0.50±0.02Given13.4±3.061254±46730.015
NLSR 0.57±0.0933.1±14.8 - 72±24 0.034
NLSR GkmaxKsNon Given Given 7 1±19 0.038
NLSR Gkmax Given22.9±7.4 - 80±28 0.037
NLSR GK 0.50±0.05Given - 68±25 0.039
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Figure D12.1. Comparison of parameters obtained from NLSR analysis fitting all
inhibition models to data identified as competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-
DCA transformation. A y-axis is in logarithmic scale.303
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Figure D12.2. Noncompetitive inhibition model fit to data identified as competitive
inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA on 1,1-DCA transformation.APPENDIX E
Kinetic Parameters Obtained from Linear Plots
Using the Linearized Equations for Different Inhibition ModelsEl. COMPETITIVE INHIBITION LINEAR PLOTS USING THE DATA
SHOWING MIXED INHIBITION OF BUTANE ON THE CAHs
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Figure E1.1. Linear plots using the linearized equation for competitive inhibition and
the data showing mixed inhibition of butane on CAHs transformation (A) and a plot of
kmaxlNversus inhibitor (butane) concentrations (B).
Table El. 1. Kinetic parameters (Ks) for the CAlls and inhibition coefficients for
butane obtained from the linear plots using the linearized equation for competitive
inhibition model and the data identified as mixed inhibition of butane on CAHs
transformation.
Plot(KSaPPvs.IL) yintercept(=K5)slope (= K5/K) K1 r2
(,LM) (-) (.tM)
Butane inhibition 3.5 0.82 4.3 0.82
on 1,1-DCE
Butane inhibition 17.3 1 12.72 0.85
on l,l-DCA
Butane inhibition 17 -0.77 -22 0.13
on 1,1,1-TCA306
E2. MIXED INHIBITION LINEAR PLOTS USING THE DATA SHOWING
COMPETITIVE INHIBITION
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Figure E2. 1. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1 -DCE
on butane degradation.
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Figure E2.2. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE
on 1,1-DCA transformation.8.0
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Figure E2.3. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCE
on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
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Figure E2.4. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA
on butane degradation.308
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Figure E2.5. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA
on 1,1-DCE transformation.
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Figure E2.6. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1-DCA
on 1,1,1-TCA transformation.0.7
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Figure E2.7. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA
on butane degradation.
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Figure E2.8. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1,1-TCA
on 1,1 -DCE transformation.3.5
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Figure E2.9. Two linear plots using data showing competitive inhibition of 1,1,l-TCA
on 1,1-DCA transformation.
Table E2. 1. Kinetic parameters(kmaxand K) for the substrates and inhibition
coefficients (K1 and K1) for the inhibitiors obtained from two linear plots for mixed
inhibition model and the data identified as comoetitive inhibition
InhibitorSubstrate kmax K K1 K1
(iimol/ mg TSS/hr)(MM)(ptM)(tM)
1,1-DCEButane 2.1 9.1 12261
1,1-DCE1,1-DCA 0.59 224.9140
1,1-DCE1,1,1-TCA 0.21 11 6462
1,1-DCAButane 2.0 9.0325-10080
1,1-DCAl,1-DCE 1.0 0.506.2-48915
1,1-DCA1,1,1-TCA 0.20 14 12-203
1,1,1-TCAButane 2.4 0.040.00413760
1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCE 1.2 2.9 25894
1,1,1-TCA1,1-DCA 0.5 11 7.91401311
APPENDIX F
Criteria to be Classified as Mechanism-Based Inactivator312
Silverman (1985) reported 7 criteria in order to truly characterize an inactivator
as falling into the mechanism-based inactivator. The criteria are discussed in more
detail below. First, the loss of enzyme activity is time dependent. The loss of enzyme
activity is a function of time (equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 in Chapter 2). Ifk2is
rate- determining step, the time dependence would be a measure of the rate of this
inactivation step. A plot of the log percent of enzyme activity remaining vs. time can
be constructed (as shown in Figure F. 1) as evidence for time-dependent inactivation.
The plots often show pseudo first-order kinetics, but this is not universal as shown in
equation 2.2 (Chapter 2). Several problems can arise in obtaining the plot shown in
Figure F. 1. One of the important problem arise from the inactivator with a high
partition ratio, thusTLis a function of time and may be decreased below its K1. This
results in nonpseudo first order kinetics of inactivation, because those conditions do
not met the assumptions that satisfying pseudo first order kinetic of inactivation as
described above (equations 2.2 and 2.3 in Chapter 2). To overcome this problem, the
inhibitor concentration needs to be kept nearly constant. This condition can be
obtained by using a much greater inactivator concentration than the amount of
enzyme.
The second criterion is that inactivation shows saturation kinetics (equation 2.2
in Chapter 2), that is, the rate of inactivation is proportional at low concentrations of
inhibitor, but independent at high concentrations. The third criterion is that addition of
substrate decreases inactivation rates (Figure F.2). Since a mechanism-based
inactivator is a substrate for the enzyme, it must be competitive with the normal
substrate for the active site. Consequently, when substrate is added concomitant with313
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Figure F. 1. Time-dependent inactivation of enzymes by mechanism-based enzyme
inactivators (Silverman 1988).
the inactivator, the competition for binding at the active site prevents E1 formation
and, therefore, decreases the rate of inactivation. The irreversibility of the inhibitor is
the fourth criteria to be classified as a mechanism-based inactivator, because the
inactivation results in covalent attachment of the inactivator to the enzyme. Therefore,
removal of excess inactivator will not affect the inactivated enzyme.
The fifth criterion is the stoichiometry of inactivation. Since mechanism-based
inactivation requires that the enzyme catalyze a reaction on the inactivator, active-site
attachment is most likely. This, in general, prevents further reactions from taking
place since the active site is blocked. Therefore, if a radioactively labeled inactivator
and a homogeneous enzyme were mixed, a 1:1 stoichiometry of inactivation to active314
site would be expected. Frequently, 100% inactivation occurs when only half of the
active sites are labeled. This is believed to be the result of negative cooperativity upon
binding to one active site.
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Figure F.2. Substrate protection during mechanism-based inactivation (Silverman
The first five criteria would also define other inactivator such as covalent or
tightly bound inactivators. The last two criteria (discussed below) characterize the
inactivator as a mechanism-based inactivator. Involvement of a catalytic step is the
sixth criterion. By definition, a mechanism-based inactivator is converted by the
enzyme into the actual inactivating species. Therefore, some catalytic step must be
demonstrated as a requirement for inactivation.315
The last criterion is that inactivation occurs prior to release of the activated
species. If the inactivator is converted into an activated form thatescapes the active
site, and then returns to inactivate the enzyme, the inactivator is considered to be
metabolically inactivated, not mechanism-based. Thus, the partition ratio isan
important factor in determining how much of the activated speciesare released from
the enzyme, because partition ratio isk3/k4(equation 2.1 in Chapter 2). If the
inactivator is mechanism-based inactivator, it would be 0. Ideally, all of these criteria
should be satisfied before one can be confident that the inactivator is mechanism-
based.